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VCN IS A PROUD MEMBER PARTNER OF THE FOLLOWING ORGANIZATIONS:

Choose Clean Water Coalition

ABOUT VCN

Founded as the Conservation Council of Virginia in 1969, Virginia Conservation Network (VCN) began as a roundtable of major conservation groups and has grown to include over 160 Network Partners across the Commonwealth. VCN is committed to building a powerful, diverse, and highly-coordinated conservation movement focused on protecting our Commonwealth’s natural resources.

VCN is a facilitator of strategic action, a resource for Network Partners statewide, and a constant conservation presence in Virginia’s Capitol. Playing a unique role in Virginia’s conservation community, VCN helps the community speak with one coordinated voice. The organization and its staff focus on strengthening the conservation community as a whole and winning environmental victories that benefit all Virginians.

VCN’s Network Partners work on a wide range of issues from stream restoration, to transportation reform, to renewable energy advancement, to promoting sustainable community growth, to environmental justice and more. Given the diverse work of our partner organizations, VCN organizes its programs into four main categories: WATER, LAND & WILDLIFE CONSERVATION, CLIMATE & ENERGY, and LAND USE & TRANSPORTATION.

VCN is proud to serve as the state lead for the Choose Clean Water Coalition, the regional coalition advocating for clean rivers and streams in communities throughout the Chesapeake Bay Watershed, and as the Virginia state affiliate for the National Wildlife Federation.
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Every year, we ask Virginia’s amateur photographers to share their best conservation photography of Virginia to showcase within Our Common Agenda. The public votes to decide on the featured cover photo of the Briefing Book, as well several award categories. This year’s photo contest winner is Sue Mangan’s photo of a cast net fisherman enjoying the early sun on East Ocean View Beach in Norfolk, Virginia.

Sue Mangan is a Norfolk VA based conservation and environmental visual storyteller. Retired from her work in aquatics management and competitive swim coaching, she still finds joy in, and being around, water. Early mornings are her favorite time of day to paddle her kayak or walk along the beach. Her artistic focus has always been the patterns, shapes, space and reflection that water reveals. Much of her work is Chesapeake Bay focused, with images that explore the story of this beautiful and threatened place.

More of Sue’s photography can be found on her Instagram profile (@suecmangan).

HOW THE BRIEFING BOOK GETS DRAFTED

Our Common Agenda briefing book is written by, vetted through, and voted on by VCN’s 160+ Network Partners. Here’s our process for crafting our shared policy agenda:

ISSUE WORKGROUPS HOST ANNUAL MEETINGS
VCN’s issue workgroups (Clean Water, Land & Wildlife Conservation, Climate & Energy, and Land Use & Transportation) discuss the feasibility of policy recommendations and decide which issues should be covered in the Briefing Book. During this process, the authors of each policy paper are also selected.

AUTHORS PUT PEN TO PAPER
The collaborative process is truly on display while co-authors craft their policy papers. Generally, anywhere from 2-4 authors work on each briefing paper and consult with VCN staff to ensure that each paper reflects policy recommendations that are both attainable and effective.

ISSUE WORKGROUPS CONDUCT EXTENSIVE REVIEWS
Once the policy papers have been drafted by authors, VCN’s issue workgroups review all of the papers. Authors incorporate the workgroup’s feedback to make stronger arguments or more effective policy recommendations. By the time policy papers have been fully reviewed and finalized, they are read by at least 5-10 experts in the topic’s field.

EQUITY REVIEW COMMITTEE WORKS TO ENSURE POLICIES ARE EQUITABLE
In order to avoid policy recommendations that may have an adverse impact on environmental justice communities - specifically low-income communities, communities of color, and rural communities - a team of Network Partners serves on the Equity Review Committee. The committee reviews all briefing papers to ensure that policies won’t have unintended consequences and looks for opportunities where policies can lift up historically marginalized communities. Recommendations offered by the Equity Review Team are considered by the co-authors and integrated to the best of their collective ability. This year, the Equity Review Committee members were:

Victoria Higgins  Paul Armstrong  Leah McCord
Grace Tucker  Margaret Hofstedt  McKenna Dunbar
Caetano de Campos Lopes  Sophia Chapin  Tyus Suchotinunt
Maribel Cataneda  Vivienne Pierce McDaniel  Nicole Duimstra

LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE VOTES ON POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
Our legislative committee – co-chaired by Ann Jurczyk, Chesapeake Bay Foundation and Faith Harris, Virginia Interfaith Power & Light – is made up of partners from each of our workgroups who have experience working on policies in Richmond. This is an opportunity to break down the silos between workgroups - energy experts review water papers, land conservation experts review transportation papers, etc. This helps ensure policies don’t unintentionally adversely impact other workgroup issue areas as well as to ensure policies are bold yet attainable. Policy recommendations are voted on by the committee.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS VOTE TO ACCEPT EACH POLICY PAPER
The final step in the journey from a policy idea to a place in Our Common Agenda is a vote by VCN’s Board of Directors. Each policy paper is presented to the Board and a vote on its inclusion follows. This final step of the process ensures that topics and policy recommendations are in line with VCN’s mission and goals.
Thank you for opening up a copy of Virginia Conservation Network’s (VCN) Our 2024 Common Agenda.

Our Common Agenda is your road map for state-based, pragmatic, policy solutions to address the environmental problems facing Virginia. A collection of papers written by, vetted through, and voted on by VCN’s 160+ Network Partners, this book lays out a suite of policy ideas to address clean water & flood resilience, land & wildlife conservation, land use & transportation, climate & energy, and good governance.

I encourage you to use this book both as an educational resource as well as a Rolodex for leading conservation advocates in Virginia. The authors of Our Common Agenda are leading conservation advocates in Virginia. They ground their research and findings in science and present practical policy solutions that strive to be equitable for all Virginians.

As a partnership of 160+ conservation organizations, VCN believes that if we work together to solve Virginia’s biggest environmental problems we’ll leave the Commonwealth better than we found it for the next generation. I’m looking forward to working with you on whichever topic or topics interests you the most. Feel free to reach out to me, my team, or any of the authors in this book for more information.

Mary Rafferty
Executive Director
Virginia’s creeks, rivers, and bays are already seeing climate change impacts – from sea level rise along our coastlines, to polluted runoff, from increasingly severe storms, to surges of flooding statewide. We need to protect and expand upon policies and programs in place to ensure clean waters and a flood-resilient future for all Virginians. We must also continue to make progress towards our Chesapeake Bay goals as the 2025 watershed clean-up deadline is rapidly approaching. To significantly reduce the amount of pollution delivered to our nation’s largest estuary, we must ensure strong and sustained funding for key local and statewide initiatives to reduce pollution from stormwater runoff, agriculture, industrial toxins, and plastic waste.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARIES & CONTACT INFORMATION

PREVENTING POLLUTED STORMWATER RUNOFF
Stormwater runoff is the fastest-growing source of pollution to our water and the main reason many of our urban streams are impaired. Significant development pressures result in the expansion of impervious surfaces – parking lots, roofs, and roads – in suburban and urban areas (including huge distribution and data centers). More intense rainfall events are in the forecast as a result of climate change, bringing more water and potentially costly flooding into homes and businesses. Virginia’s plan to clean up the Chesapeake Bay calls for strong investments in better stormwater control to protect clean water and frontline communities.

Blair Blanchette // Va Association of Soil & Water Conservation Districts // blair.blanchette@vaswcd.org
Adam Gold // Environmental Defense Fund // agold@edf.org
Brent Hunsinger // Friends of the Rappahannock // brent.hunsinger@riverfriends.org
Joe Wood // Chesapeake Bay Foundation // jwood@cbf.org

WORKING WITH FARMERS TO PROTECT OUR WATERWAYS
Agriculture is Virginia’s largest industry by many metrics. It also represents the largest source of nutrient and sediment pollution reaching Virginia’s local streams, rivers, and the Chesapeake Bay. Fortunately, addressing these pollution loads offers an opportunity to improve the Commonwealth’s natural resources while also enhancing working farms and forests. The Virginia Agricultural Cost Share Program (VACS) funds the implementation of a wide suite of agricultural best management practices that reduce pollution while enhancing farm productivity. Virginia should follow through on its commitment to fully fund this impactful program. Additionally, Virginia should develop new pay-for-outcome programs that promote innovation and assurance.

Maggi Blomstrom // Piedmont Environmental Council // mblomstrom@pecva.org
Tom Dunlap // James River Association // tdunlap@thejamesriver.org
Kendall Tyree // Virginia Association of Soil & Water Conservation Districts // kendall.tyree@vaswcd.org
Joe Wood // Chesapeake Bay Foundation // jwood@cbf.org

MEETING WASTEWATER UPGRADE OBLIGATIONS
Wastewater treatment facility technology upgrades have helped the Commonwealth reduce pollution to state waters and achieve our Chesapeake Bay Total Maximum Load (TMDL) Phase III Watershed Implementation Plan (Phase III WIP) goals. While nutrient reductions from wastewater treatment plants have been the leading source of reductions towards our Phase III WIP, there are additional upgrades in the queue that require significant financial support as well as additional needs for Combined Sewer Overflow (CSO) systems. For some upgraded facilities, state incentives may help reduce nutrient discharges even further. Virginia must support wastewater treatment facility upgrades to protect water quality and public health.

Tom Dunlap // James River Association // tdunlap@thejamesriver.org
Patrick Fanning // Chesapeake Bay Foundation // PFanning@cbf.org

ENFORCING WATER QUALITY STANDARDS
Many Virginia streams are degraded by excessive sediments, nutrients, and pollutants that cause unnatural colors and odors. Toxic pollutants not covered by numeric criteria are found at dangerous levels in public water supplies. These conditions violate the narrative water quality criteria set by the State Water Control Board (SWCB). Failure to fully enforce narrative criteria harms drinking water, recreation, biodiversity, and the overall health of aquatic ecosystems. The state must assess compliance with narrative criteria in all regulatory actions, impose appropriate permit limits, and make impaired waterbody designations based on the narrative criteria.

Mark Frondorf // Shenandoah Riverkeeper // mark@shenandoahriverkeeper.org
David Sligh // Wild Virginia // david@wildvirginia.org

Aerial Fall Foliage – Sugar Creek, Va
Photo by Cassidy Girvin

VIRGINIA CONSERVATION NETWORK PROGRAM LEAD
Pat Calvert // Director of Clean Water & Land Conservation Programs // pat@vcnva.org
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Stormwater runoff is the fastest-growing source of pollution to our water and the main reason many of our urban streams are impaired. Significant development pressures result in the expansion of impervious surfaces – parking lots, roofs, and roads – in suburban and urban areas (including huge distribution and data centers). More intense rainfall events are in the forecast as a result of climate change, bringing more water and potentially costly flooding into homes and businesses. Virginia’s plan to clean up the Chesapeake Bay calls for strong investments in better stormwater control to protect clean water and frontline communities.

CHALLENGE
Virginians rely on local creeks and rivers for healthy, vibrant communities and strong economies. Three out of four Virginians depend upon healthy headwater streams for their drinking water. Our Commonwealth is the largest seafood producer on the East Coast, with 50 commercially harvested species. Our outdoor recreation industry is booming, providing over 100,000 direct jobs and $4.4 billion in wages and salaries.

THREE OUT OF FOUR VIRGINIANS DEPEND UPON HEALTHY HEADWATER STREAMS FOR THEIR DRINKING WATER
Despite our reliance on healthy waterways, polluted runoff – the muddy stew of stormwater, dirt, bacteria, toxins, and plastic waste that runs off lawns, streets, parking lots, and other hard surfaces – continues to threaten our local creeks, streams, and rivers. It remains the fastest growing source of pollution to the Chesapeake Bay, undermining Virginia’s goal to restore local streams and the Bay by 2025. Much of our urban and suburban infrastructure was built before we fully understood how stormwater degrades local streams. Now, many larger localities are required to reduce the nutrient and sediment pollution that they contribute to Virginia’s waterways. Implementing programs to achieve these reductions — like projects to retrofit older infrastructure — can be expensive and often require access to private property. For years, low-income communities have been among the least likely to receive state funding to support this work. The state can and should encourage pollution reduction practices by providing both strong, equitable funding support and legislative support to ensure all homeowners can install best management practices, as well as strengthening our existing stormwater regulations to account for heavier, more frequent rain events due to climate change. Cities and towns, churches and schools, homeowners, and developers — everyone has a role to play in keeping nutrient and sediment pollution out of our stormwater.

SOLUTION
STORMWATER LOCAL ASSISTANCE FUND
The Stormwater Local Assistance Fund (SLAF) is a state and local matching grant program that protects and improves the health of our waterways by funding locality stormwater projects. This fund has recently been amended to provide additional attention to fiscally stressed communities and flood resilience. Over its lifespan, SLAF has authorized $178 million in grants for 331 projects across Virginia, and demand for this program will continue to grow. Based on the reduction in stormwater-caused pollution that Virginia must make to achieve the Commonwealth’s Bay Cleanup Plan, and the cost to date of cleaning up pollution from this source, the state needs to invest approximately $80 million in SLAF annually. The General Assembly provided $25 million in Fiscal Year 2023, with no funding allotted for Fiscal Year 2024. Strong, sustained funding and updated guidelines are critical to ensure progress can be maintained and the program is utilized.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
$80 million each year for the Stormwater Local Assistance Fund to invest in pollution reduction projects and help localities meet their local water quality needs on time.

$4 million each year for the Virginia Conservation Assistance Program to address stormwater runoff from existing impervious surfaces, create wildlife habitat, promote flood resilience, and protect property values and economic opportunity.

Ensure that homeowners living in community associations have the option to install conservation landscaping to help address runoff on private property.

VIRGINIA CONSERVATION ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
The Virginia Conservation Assistance Program (VCAP) is an urban cost-share program facilitated by Virginia’s participating Soil and Water Conservation Districts (SWCDs). VCAP provides financial incentives and technical and educational assistance to commercial and residential property owners installing eligible Best Management Practices (BMPs) where problems like soil erosion, sediment, or nutrient and pesticide runoff can be reduced. The program impacts over 900 projects have been completed with $6.2 million obligated in cost-share to property owners in Virginia. This program provides an ideal way for Virginians to make a difference in their communities and is utilized most when consistently funded. Furthermore, legislative support would also help ensure residents of Virginia’s 8,810 community associations can leverage this program without being prohibited from installing conservation landscaping via their covenants.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Agriculture is Virginia’s largest industry by many metrics. It also represents the largest source of nutrient and sediment pollution reaching Virginia’s local streams, rivers, and the Chesapeake Bay. Fortunately, addressing these pollution loads offers an opportunity to improve the Commonwealth’s natural resources while also enhancing working farms and forests.

The Virginia Agricultural Cost Share Program (VACS) funds the implementation of a wide suite of agricultural best management practices that reduce pollution while enhancing farm productivity. Virginia should follow through on its commitment to fully fund this impactful program. Additionally, Virginia should develop new pay-for-outcome programs that promote innovation and assurance.

CHALLENGE
Virginia has made substantial progress in developing and implementing VACS and has accelerated investment in agricultural pollution reduction efforts in recent years. Still, we are not on track to achieve nutrient and sediment reduction goals. Achieving our goals will require sufficient, sustained financial and technical support through a fully-funded VACS program. Further, it will also require new innovative and creative approaches.

The Virginia Department of Conservation and Recreation (DCR) administers VACS through the Soil and Water Conservation Board and Virginia’s 47 Soil and Water Conservation Districts. The Districts’ experienced staff assists farmers and landowners in identifying opportunities to improve water quality and prevent pollution, provides technical assistance in implementing best management practices (BMPs), and helps to offset the cost of installing the practices. These BMPs include stream fencing and alternative water sources to keep livestock out of streams; nutrient management plans that promote efficient fertilizer application; riparian buffers to filter pollutants from runoff; and many other practices essential to protecting Virginia’s waterways.

In an evaluation of Chesapeake Bay efforts, a report from the Chesapeake Bay Program’s Scientific and Technical Advisory Committee (STAC) concludes that the adoption of new policies, procedures, and expanded capacities are needed to improve responses. Specifically, the report recommends increased incentives for innovation that offer opportunities to reward the adoption of high-loss areas and to encourage the adoption of highly effective practices that land managers may not consider under standard cost-share programs.

SOLUTION
Every other year, DCR—working with farmers, the Soil and Water Conservation Districts, and other stakeholders—compiles an Agricultural Needs Assessment detailing how much investment is needed for agricultural BMPs. The most recent assessment shows that, in order to maximize benefits to local and downstream waterways and Virginia communities, VACS should be funded at no less than $250 million over the biennium. For the first time, the General Assembly has fully-funded the VACS program in the state budget, a major achievement for Virginia. Strong, sustained funding at the level identified in the Agricultural Needs Assessment will facilitate a faster pace of progress, improve water quality, and invest in Virginia farm futures both in and beyond the Chesapeake Bay Watershed.

INVESTMENTS IN AGRICULTURAL BMPs IMPROVE WATER QUALITY, CREATE LOCAL JOBS, AND DELIVER ECONOMIC BENEFITS FOR RURAL COMMUNITIES
Additionally, a recent evaluation of Chesapeake Bay clean-up efforts suggests that new programs are needed to promote innovation and connect investments to outcomes. Virginia should seek new opportunities to both support our cost-share programs and promote innovation. Further, within the VACS program, DCR should seek innovative ways to increase enrollment of known high-return on investment practices like streamside cattle fencing and nutrient management plan writing for crop fields.

It is important that these investments in agricultural BMPs are equitably reaching historically underserved communities like farmers of color. As noted by the Virginia Soil and Water Conservation Board, the allocation of funding for the VACS program should address Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, and Justice concerns, and the state should follow through with this directive.

Policy Recommendations
Full funding (at least $250 million) over the biennium for the Virginia Agricultural Cost-Share Program (VACS), as estimated by the Agricultural Needs Assessment and accounting for impacts related to inflation.

Sufficient and stable funding for technical assistance by Soil and Water Conservation Districts to ensure adequate staff capacity and training.

Additional financial incentives for long-term conservation practices like stream exclusion fencing and riparian buffers that are critical to reducing loss from all of the Commonwealth’s perennial streams.

Promote strategies and policy initiatives to connect cost-share investments with outcomes.

Deliver economic benefits for rural communities.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Wastewater treatment facility technology upgrades have helped the Commonwealth reduce pollution to state waters and achieve our Chesapeake Bay Total Maximum Load (TMDL) Phase III Watershed Implementation Plan (Phase III WIP) goals. While nutrient reductions from wastewater treatment plants have been the leading source of reductions towards our Phase III WIP, there are additional upgrades in the queue that require significant financial support as well as additional needs for Combined Sewer Overflow (CSO) systems. For some upgraded facilities, state incentives may help reduce nutrient discharges even further. Virginia must support wastewater treatment facility upgrades to protect water quality and public health.

CHALLENGE
In the last decade and a half, many of Virginia’s wastewater treatment plants have upgraded nutrient pollution reduction technology to significantly reduce pollution discharged to local rivers and the Bay. Simultaneously, our watersheds have more people, fewer forests, and face routine climate change impacts. Inflation and drawn-out project timelines further threaten our continued progress. Accordingly, Virginia and regional partners will have to enhance efforts to meet the goal of a restored Bay, as called for in the Commonwealth’s Phase III WIP.

We are seeing the fragile, yet remarkable, beginnings of a recovery of our waterways and Chesapeake Bay — increased water clarity and public health. Yet it will ensure that communities across the Commonwealth will more equitably receive the benefits of clean water in their own communities. Rural communities, especially rural communities of color, “have long faced challenges with toxic water due to insufficient water infrastructure,” while low-income ratepayers in urban areas struggle to afford wastewater and drinking water improvements. State investment will help these communities maintain and improve aging infrastructure, prevent local water quality problems like toxic algae, and create good-paying jobs for skilled workers.

Virginia should look to the estimated needs for wastewater and CSO upgrades when forming its next biennial budget. DEQ’s latest annual needs assessment for the wastewater sector projects, state funding needs of $252M in FY25 and $270M in FY26 to help localities meet their pollution reduction goals through infrastructure upgrades. Additionally, Richmond’s most recent report to the General Assembly on its CSO progress identifies projected costs to be over $13 billion to complete remediation work on its combined sewer system.

Virginia also has three cities with CSOs that, when overloaded by stormwater, send untreated storm and wastewater directly into nearby rivers with concerning health implications. Legislation in 2017 and 2020 put deadlines on Alexandria and Richmond to address untreated overflow events from their CSOs. But the scale of these infrastructure problems requires state help, and increased project costs and shifting timelines further impact these localities’ ability to stay on track — particularly in Richmond, where 20.9% of residents are below the poverty line and already pay some of the highest wastewater rates in Virginia.

SOLUTION
The General Assembly placed Richmond on a timeline to remediate its CSO system by 2035 through legislation (SB1064) passed in 2020. In 2021, the Enhanced Nutrient Removal Certainty Program was established, which will ensure Virginia achieves the wastewater treatment technology upgrades necessary to meet the Phase III WIP. Still, the funding to implement these projects is critical to accomplishing these goals.

Not only will more complete wastewater treatment revitalize the Bay and its tributaries, but it will ensure that communities across the Commonwealth will more equitably receive the benefits of clean water in their own communities. Continuing to monitor and improve our waterways will help Virginia achieve its Chesapeake Bay Total Maximum Load and maintain a thriving environment for future generations.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
Continue supporting the facility upgrade deadlines for the Enhanced Nutrient Removal Certainty Program by fully funding state grants for wastewater treatment upgrades as identified by the Needs Assessment.

Maintain state funding to localities remediating aging CSO systems, once again making local rivers swimmable and fishable.

Incentivize upgraded facilities to further reduce nutrient discharges by optimizing operations.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Many Virginia streams are degraded by excessive sediments, nutrients, and pollutants that cause unnatural colors and odors. Toxic pollutants not covered by numeric criteria are found at dangerous levels in public water supplies. These conditions violate the narrative water quality criteria set by the State Water Control Board (SWCB). Failure to fully enforce narrative criteria harms drinking water, recreation, biodiversity, and the overall health of aquatic ecosystems. The state must assess compliance with narrative criteria in all regulatory actions, impose appropriate permit limits, and make impaired waterbody designations based on the narrative criteria.

CHALLENGE

Water quality standards are the bedrock of the Clean Water Act and State Water Control Law, but important requirements in Virginia’s standards are not being met decades after their adoption. To address such problems, Virginia must fully implement its narrative water quality criteria, which describe conditions that must be prevented in all state waters. Waterbodies must be free from substances which interfere directly or indirectly with designated uses or which are inimical or harmful to human, animal, plant, or aquatic life. Thus, narrative criteria broadly prohibit conditions that negatively affect human uses or threaten people or wildlife. By contrast, numeric criteria comprise measurable levels of specific pollutants that are supposed to support all uses. Permit limits based on numeric criteria have been highly effective at improving water quality where they have been applied, but they cannot stand alone.

TOXIC POLLUTANTS NOT COVERED BY NUMERIC CRITERIA ARE FOUND AT DANGEROUS LEVELS IN PUBLIC WATER SUPPLIES

Narrative criteria are necessary where the state has neither determined protective levels of pollutants nor adopted enforceable numeric criteria. Also, they are uniquely suited to situations where subjective judgments will determine whether human uses are supported. The use of narrative criteria is necessary to stop ongoing problems that interfere with the use of streams for human consumption or recreation, including nuisance or harmful algae blooms. Absent numeric nutrient standards, polluters currently know that they can continue business as usual unless or until the Commonwealth finally decides to impose narrative standards.

SOLUTION

Virginia regulates water pollution sources through Virginia Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (VPDES) permits, Virginia Water Protection (VWP) permits, and Clean Water Act section 401 water quality certifications. For each of these regulatory processes, the state is required to determine whether proposed activities could result in water quality standards violations. If analyses show that standards may be violated, the state must deny the permit or certification requirements to prevent the violation. For every new permit or certification, the state must now begin to perform these analyses for narrative criteria.

Sometimes, predictions of water quality standards violations prove incorrect, because knowledge as to how activities will alter natural systems and affect human uses is incomplete. In cases where permit or certification requirements are met but water quality standards are still violated, the state and citizens must be able to demand heightened protections. Therefore, in addition to limitations or technical requirements, each permit or certification should state that violation of in-stream water quality standards is a violation of that approval.

Finally, when Virginia conducts water quality assessments, it must incorporate information and data about violations of narrative criteria and make “impaired waterbody” designations based upon those criteria, as it does for numeric criteria. Listings will mandate further assessments, development of pollution diets for listed waters, and implementation plans to clean up pollution. This process has worked where violations of numeric criteria prompted impairment listings and resulted in permit limits, and must be followed for all narrative criteria.

POTOMAC RIVER BUOY – WESTMORELAND, VA
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POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

Perform reasonable potential analyses for all narrative criteria when issuing permits or certifications through the DEQ and State Water Control Board.

Require that compliance with all parts of the water quality standards is a condition of all water permits.

Impaired waterbody listings should include those based on violations of narrative water quality criteria.

Fund harmful algae bloom testing and identification for non-tidal waterways through the VDH and fund the collection of water samples through DEQ for VDH testing.
REDDUCING PLASTICS, LITTER, & MARINE DEBRIS
Eradicating plastic pollution is a top priority for many Virginians. Smart policy can keep plastic waste out of Virginia's streams, rivers, and coastal waters. Waters polluted with plastic have negative health effects on humans and wildlife. We can further tackle plastic pollution in Virginia by eliminating the most harmful types of mismanaged waste, incentivizing sustainable disposal of what we do use, and encouraging the shift to sustainable and reusable products. Virginia has made progress in eliminating plastic pollution in previous years and further actions would continue this legacy.

Elly Boehmer Wilson // Environment Virginia // eboehmer@environmentvirginia.org
Zach Huntington // Clean Virginia Waterways // huntingtonza@longwood.edu

STOPPING FALSE SOLUTIONS & PLASTICS-TO-FUELS
Virginia's waterways are under assault by single-use plastic pollution, but chemical conversion, also known as “advanced” or “chemical” recycling, is a false and flawed solution to the plastic pollution crisis threatening our local waterways, oceans, and aquatic animals. Chemical conversion will not reduce the use of single-use plastics – it will incentivize the continued use of plastics as a feedstock for plastics-to-fuel facilities. The resulting air pollution and hazardous waste generated from chemical conversion would put Virginia's communities and environmental health at risk. Policy can ensure that the industry does not pollute waterways, entrench our dependence on single-use plastics, and inequitably burden communities of color where chemical conversion plants are often sited.

Elly Boehmer Wilson // Environment Virginia // eboehmer@environmentvirginia.org
Zach Huntington // Clean Waterways Virginia // huntingtonza@longwood.edu

STOPPING PFAS POLLUTION AT ITS SOURCE
Per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) - “forever chemicals” - threaten our health and our environment. Initial studies conducted by the Virginia Department of Health (VDH) and the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) have confirmed PFAS contamination in surface waters, groundwater, and drinking water throughout the state. To address this pollution and public health problem, Virginia should use existing authority under the federal Clean Water Act to require disclosure and control of the discharge of these chemicals into our waters.

Carroll Courtenay // Southern Environmental Law Center // ccourtenay@selcva.org
Jacqueline Goodrum // Wild Virginia // jgoodrum@alumni.virginia.edu
Betsy Nicholas // Potomac Riverkeeper Network // betsy@prknetwork.org
Barbara Walsh // Rockbridge Conservation // barbara.walsh@rockbridgeconservation.org

PREVENTING HARMs FROM METALS MINING
Metals mining is both an old and new issue for Virginia. Mining for gold, copper, zinc, and lead in the 19th and early 20th centuries is, evidenced by hundreds of abandoned mines along the gold-pyrite belt which extends from Fairfax to Halifax Counties. A large-scale version of this toxic industry is now moving forward with neither a comprehensive regulatory framework nor sufficient financial assurances, putting public health and drinking water at risk. Virginia must support communities most at risk, protect our water resources and agricultural lands, and develop an effective regulatory framework for metals mining.

Patrick Fanning // Chesapeake Bay Foundation // PFanning@cbf.org
Stephanie Rinaldi // Friends of Buckingham // PressPauseVA@gmail.com
Jessica Sims // Appalachian Voices // jessica@appvoices.org
REMOVING PLASTIC & TOXIC WASTE

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Eradicating plastic pollution is a top priority for many Virginians. Smart policy can keep plastic waste out of Virginia’s streams, rivers, and coastal waters. Waters polluted with plastic have negative health effects on humans and wildlife. We must further tackle plastic pollution in Virginia by eliminating the most harmful types of mismanaged waste, incentivizing sustainable disposal of what we do use, and discouraging the shift to single-use and reusable products. Virginia has made progress in eliminating plastic pollution in previous years and further actions would continue this legacy.

CHALLENGE
Our society produces single-use plastic items that are discarded, creating pollution and further extraction of natural resources. When mismanaged, trash ends up in Virginia’s natural landscapes and waterways. The unintended consequences of single-use plastics result in devastating impacts on wildlife, including sea turtles, birds, fish, mammals, and important water-filtering bivalves like oysters and mussels through entanglement and ingestion. Up to eighty percent of debris in the oceans comes from land: mismanaged waste, litter, illegal dumping, and uncovered trucks. When mismanaged, trash ends up in Virginia’s natural landscapes and waterways. The unintended consequences of single-use plastics result in devastating impacts on wildlife, including sea turtles, birds, fish, mammals, and important water-filtering bivalves like oysters and mussels through entanglement and ingestion.5

Up to eighty percent of debris in the oceans comes from land: mismanaged waste, litter, illegal dumping, and uncovered trucks.6 When mismanaged, trash ends up in Virginia’s natural landscapes and waterways. The unintended consequences of single-use plastics result in devastating impacts on wildlife, including sea turtles, birds, fish, mammals, and important water-filtering bivalves like oysters and mussels through entanglement and ingestion.7
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Chemical Conversion

**EXECUTIVE SUMMARY**

Virginia’s waterways are under assault by single-use plastic pollution, but chemical conversion, also known as “advanced” or “chemical” recycling, is a false and flawed solution to the plastic pollution crisis threatening our local waterways, oceans, and aquatic animals. Chemical conversion will not reduce the use of single-use plastics—it will incentivize the continued use of plastics as a feedstock for plastics-to-fuel facilities. The resulting air pollution and hazardous waste generated from chemical conversion would putVirginians’ health at risk. Policy can ensure that the industry does not accept residential or local plastic products from brokers or single companies, and would not regulate chemical conversion since the product is not pollute waterways, entrench our dependence on single-use plastics, and inequitably burden communities of color where chemical conversion plants are often sited.

**CHALLENGE**

Chemical conversion is a broad term encompassing a variety of failed and experimental processes where plastic is incinerated in an oxygen-free environment to render a raw material to create fossil fuel (see graphic below). Often, the plastic used in this process is sourced from brokers or single companies, and would not reduce the amount of plastic waste or address the root issue of single-use plastics. The increased air pollution and hazardous waste production resulting from chemical conversion put Virginians’ health at risk. Pollution disproportionately burdens communities of color and, as a result of this environmental injustice, Black people are three times more likely to die from exposure to air pollutants than white people. In particular, seven of the eight chemical conversion facilities in the United States are in communities that are predominantly low income, Black, or both—a combined effect of income and racial inequity, as we have seen the plastics-to-fuel industry stumble due to issues surrounding technology scalability, high volumes of hazardous waste production, energy consumption, and overall inability to turn a profit. To truly tackle the plastic pollution crisis, Virginia needs actual plastic reduction solutions that reduce our reliance on single use plastic to protect human health, water quality, and aquatic life (see REDUCING PLASTICS, LITTER, & MARINE DEBRIS, page 15).

**POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS**

Establish that plastic-to-fuel, plastic-to-fuel substitute, or plastic-to-fuel additive technologies are not “recycling” as cited in the EPA Draft National Strategy to Prevent Plastic Pollution, and should be regulated using all applicable solid waste and environmental protection laws. Support proven solutions that reduce overall plastic production outlined in REDUCING PLASTICS, LITTER, & MARINE DEBRIS, page 15. Require comprehensive environmental justice impact analysis, including robust air quality monitoring systems in sitework suitability studies, to protect environmental justice communities in Virginia from disproportionate impacts of chemical conversion facilities. Establish that tax incentives are not available to businesses (private or public) entities operating plastic-to-fuel, plastic-to-fuel substitute, or plastic-to-fuel additives facilities.
Communities are at risk of significant exposure to PFAS from concentrated streams of these chemicals released into our environment in firefighting foams, industrial wastewater discharges, landfills, and land-applied sewage sludge biosolids. Importantly, conventional water treatment systems do not remove PFAS from drinking water or wastewater and PFAS discharges can contaminate drinking water, surface water, soil, crops, and forage. Studies have found that members of low-income communities and communities of color are more likely to live within five miles of a PFAS-contaminated site and that these communities may be disproportionately exposed to PFAS in drinking water. Unfortunately, Virginia does not require polluters to disclose or control these chemicals in their discharges or land-applied sewage sludge biosolids. This leaves downstream communities, private well owners, and farmers at risk or on the hook for costly cleanups. Initial studies have found PFAS contamination in public drinking water supplies, private wells, near the Richmond International Airport, and near military bases. The full extent of PFAS contamination in Virginia is unknown due to limited funding available for testing and data management.

SOLUTION

Drinking water standards are an important component of protecting public health, but ultimately PFAS pollution must be stopped at its source. Using existing authority, the Commonwealth should identify and control pathways of PFAS pollution and put the responsibility on polluters—not communities—to clean up their waste. Specifically, the federal Clean Water Act as applied through Virginia’s Pollution Discharge Elimination System (VPDES) authorizes the Commonwealth to both monitor for and restrict discharges of PFAS into surface waters.

States like North Carolina, Michigan, and Colorado are already using such authority to require industries to limit their PFAS discharge and help stop PFAS pollution at its source. Require industrial users to disclose and control PFAS released in their discharges through Virginia’s existing wastewater permit and industrial pretreatment programs. Provide sufficient funding to DEQ to identify and eliminate potential pathways for PFAS contamination, which include wastewater discharges, land-applied sewage sludge biosolids, and landfill leachate, and to manage associated data. Continue and expand DEQ and VDH sampling of PFAS in surface water, groundwater, and drinking water. Establish drinking water standards and fish and game consumption standards for PFAS through VDH that are fully protective of public health. Pursue PFAS cleanup cost recovery opportunities through joint or independent legal action.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Metals mining is both an old and new issue for Virginia. Mining for gold, copper, zinc, and lead in the 19th and early 20th centuries is, evidenced by hundreds of abandoned mines along the gold-pyrite belt which extends from Fairfax to Halifax Counties. A large-scale version of this toxic industry is now moving forward with neither a comprehensive regulatory framework nor sufficient financial assurances, putting public health and drinking water at risk. Virginia must support communities most at risk, protect our water resources and agricultural lands, and develop an effective regulatory framework for metals mining.

CHALLENGE

Metals mining is a land-intensive process representing the nation’s #1 toxic pollution source and often involves the use of cyanide. Mining procedures can result in perpetual acid mine drainage, catastrophic waste containment failures, destruction of cultural heritage, and the devastation of local economies as a result of the boom-and-bust cycle of the industry. Junior mining companies have been prospecting near Virginia’s gold-pyrite belt for several years, announcing “high grade” findings. This belt contains metals like iron, gold, copper, and zinc and intersects innumerable environmental justice communities often overburdened with existing pollution. Of note, the surface drinking water systems for 3.2 million people are downstream of the belt. The belt crosses the James River, which provides drinking water for 2.7 million, brings millions of dollars into Virginia’s economy from commercial fishing, and attracts over 6 million visitors annually.

3.2 MILLION PEOPLE’S DRINKING WATER SYSTEMS ARE DOWNSTREAM OF THE GOLD-PYRITE BELT

As the Commonwealth works to safeguard its rivers, streams, and agricultural lands, the introduction of a new significant source of pollution – industrial metals mining – threatens the viability of those efforts. Additionally, hundreds of historic metal mines lay abandoned across Virginia’s landscape. The cost to taxpayers of reclaiming these abandoned sites is an economic burden and the negative health and environmental impacts of not reclaiming these sites is dangerous.

Virginia’s current mineral mining regulations are not designed to address modern-day industrial base and precious metals mining. Rather, they focus on the majority of active non-metals mining permits – sand, gravel, and stone aggregates. Legislation in 2021 required the study of the effects of gold mining on the Commonwealth, but assessment of current regulations has not yet occurred. Proposed legislation in 2022 addressed the specific threat of cyanide contamination, and although it received bi-partisan support, it did not advance from the General Assembly.

SOLUTION

In order to protect people and the Commonwealth’s natural resources, specifically its rivers, streams, and agricultural lands, Virginia must put in place an effective regulatory framework for mining metals.

To do so, the Commonwealth must seek a broad analysis of existing metals mining regulations – not limited to just one commercial product. Additionally, any工作组, study, and/or review processes must include robust public engagement and education. Economic, human health, and environmental implications of metals mining and reclamation should be part of all evaluations. The threat of large-scale mining is statewide, and would have both short- and long-term impacts, so existing bonding, reclamation, closure, and monitoring regulations must be comprehensively evaluated and updated.

While the Commonwealth exercises due diligence in reviewing outdated and insufficient regulations, it should also implement a ‘pause’ on permitting any new metals mining projects. The granting of permits for the mining of gold, copper, lead, or zinc, for example, without sufficient knowledge of project impacts, or with deficient regulatory oversight of impacts is inappropriate given the potential environmental, human health, and economic harms.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

Direct the Virginia Department of Energy to pause the issuance of permits for large-scale gold, copper, zinc, and lead mining until the General Assembly has the time to implement a regulatory framework.

Direct the Virginia Department of Energy and the Department of Environmental Quality to evaluate existing bonding, reclamation, closure, and monitoring regulations to develop a regulatory framework for mining metals that is protective of public health and our environment.

Ban the use of cyanide in all metals mining processes.

Require that the Virginia Department of Energy study and assess the mining impacts of copper, zinc, and lead.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARIES & CONTACT INFORMATION

ADVANCING EQUITABLE STATEWIDE FLOOD PLANNING

Virginians are experiencing climate change firsthand, from rising seas along our coastlines, to flash floods in our mountains, and more powerful storms statewide. Although we have new programs to address increasing flood risk, work is siloed between agencies, the amount of reliable funding pales relative to the challenges we face, and not all programs adequately prioritize the economic and ecological benefits of nature-based solutions. Further, funding decisions need to be connected to ongoing planning efforts, and more public involvement and transparency can ensure limited dollars are spent responsibly. Finally, we must direct more resources to the most urgent threats — protecting under-resourced communities from flooding and reducing high-risk development in floodplains.

Morgan Butler // Southern Environmental Law Center // mbutler@selc.org
Jay Ford // Chesapeake Bay Foundation // jford@cbf.org
Emily Steinhilber // Environmental Defense Fund // esteinhilber@edf.org
Mary-Carson Stiff // Wetlands Watch // mc.stiff@wetlandswatch.org

SAFEGUARDING VIRGINIA’S WETLANDS

By removing federal protections from vast swaths of wetlands, the Supreme Court’s 2023 decision in Sackett v. EPA emphasizes the crucial role that state and local authorities must now play to preserve these critical resources that mitigate the impacts of flooding and filter pollution. The future of Virginia’s wetlands depends on safeguarding the Commonwealth’s existing wetlands protection programs and ensuring that agencies receive sufficient funding to fill the federal gap.

Jay Ford // Chesapeake Bay Foundation // jford@cbf.org
Betsy Nicholas // Potomac Riverkeeper Network // betsy@prknetwork.org
Mark Sabath // Southern Environmental Law Center // msabath@selcva.org
Mary-Carson Stiff // Wetlands Watch // mc.stiff@wetlandswatch.org

FLOOD & CLIMATE RESILIENCE

Fishing off the pier at Fort Monroe – Hampton, Va
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Virginians are experiencing climate change firsthand, from rising seas along our coastlines, to flash floods in our mountains, and more powerful storms statewide. Although we have new programs to address increasing flood risk, work is siloed between agencies, the amount of reliable funding pales relative to the challenges we face, and not all programs adequately prioritize the economic and ecological benefits of nature-based solutions. Further, funding decisions need to be connected to ongoing planning efforts, and more public involvement and transparency can ensure limited dollars are spent responsibly. Finally, we must direct more resources to the most urgent threats — protecting under-resourced communities from flooding and reducing high-risk development in floodplains.

Challenge

Flood resilience is a cross-sector issue impacting health and public safety as well as economic, cultural, social, and natural resources. Enhancing coordination across government will improve Virginia’s ability to address the diverse needs of climate-impacted communities and leverage financial resources to build more resilient socio-ecological systems. This work requires long-term commitment from multiple agencies and stakeholders across Administrations.

Virginia’s leaders have made progress in identifying flood risks and are beginning to address community needs through the Community Flood Preparedness Fund (CFPF). Moving forward, effective planning and project implementation across agencies will require more funding and extensive capacity and coordination at both state and local levels, under-resourced, small, and rural communities that do not have the capacity to address flood risk on their own will need additional support.

Solution

An equitable and comprehensive approach to flood resilience is needed to protect Virginia’s people, places, economy, and natural resources. State agencies must have clear direction to collaborate and adapt their programs and services to respond to climate change effectively. The continued prioritization and engagement of low-income, rural, and tribal communities is essential; DCR, DEQ, VDEM, and VMRC should assist low-resource localities with technical assistance in grant writing, regulation implementation, and planning.

Virginia must demonstrate its commitment to resilience by appropriating general funds to the CFPF to begin meeting demand and have matching funds available for the generational federal funding opportunities the IJIA and IRA will provide over the next several years. To ensure resources are used in alignment with the Commonwealth’s Resilience Guiding Principles, DCR should establish a project prioritization process connected to the CFPF award scoring process.

In 2022, the Youngkin Administration made meaningful transparency commitments regarding CFPF and RVRF decision-making, including publishing all funding applications and scoring, soliciting public comment on guidance manuals, and establishing a public stakeholder panel to help evaluate applications. These commitments should be codified to ensure they are maintained across administrations.

Finally, we must ensure more funding from these programs is directed to the most significant needs — protecting under-resourced communities from flooding and reducing high-risk development in floodplains. To that end, the RVRF should incorporate the CFPF’s required 25% set aside for under-resourced communities and include an explicit preference for projects that reduce high-risk housing from floodplains, coupled with natural floodplain restoration.

Policy Recommendations

No less than $200 million in general funds to the Community Flood Preparedness Fund (CFPF) without impacting other natural resources funding.

Authorize and empower a standalone Chief Resilience Officer and no less than six FTEs to facilitate interagency collaboration and leverage resources, and identify resilience coordinators within agencies.

Establish a project prioritization process connected to DCR’s flood risk planning and available funding sources; DCR, DEQ, VDEM, and VMRC should assist low-resource localities with technical assistance, grant writing, regulation implementation, and planning.

Establish CFPF and Resilient Virginia Revolving Fund (RVRF) transparency commitments.

Require 25% of RVRF funds go to under-resourced communities; prioritize projects that reduce high-risk development and restore natural floodplains.
SAFEGUARDING VIRGINIA’S WETLANDS
FLOOD & CLIMATE RESILIENCY

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
By removing federal protections from vast swaths of wetlands, the Supreme Court’s 2023 decision in Sackett v. EPA removes federal protections from vast swaths of the nation’s wetlands, with severe repercussions for water quality and flood control in Virginia. It now falls largely to our existing state tidal and nontidal wetlands regulations, to state and local decision-makers charged with enforcing these regulations, to protect the wetlands that support Virginia’s communities, local economies, and cherished resources such as the Chesapeake Bay.

CHALLENGE
Wetlands — swamps, marshes, and other areas inundated or saturated by surface or groundwater — play a critical role in reducing storm surge and absorbing rainfall, regulating water quality, trapping carbon, and providing habitat for wildlife. Virginia has an exceptional diversity of wetlands, from forested swamps and upland bogs to tidal freshwater and salt marshes.

For more than 50 years, Virginia has benefited from its partnership with the federal government to protect the Commonwealth’s wetlands. But the Supreme Court’s 2023 decision in Sackett v. EPA removes federal protections from vast swaths of the nation’s wetlands, with severe repercussions for water quality and flood control in Virginia. It now falls largely to our existing state tidal and nontidal wetlands regulations, and to state and local decision-makers charged with enforcing these regulations, to protect the wetlands that support Virginia’s communities, local economies, and cherished resources such as the Chesapeake Bay.

SOLUTION
Virginia has the benefit of longstanding state laws to protect its state waters, which the General Assembly has defined broadly to include “all water, on the surface and under the ground” within its borders, “including wetlands.” The Virginia Marine Resources Commission (VMRC) and local wetlands boards administer a permitting program for the protection of tidal wetlands under the Tidel Wetlands Act. The Virginia Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) regulates activities that disturb either tidal or nontidal wetlands under the Virginia Water Protection Program, with a policy of no net loss of wetland acreage and function. And the Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act establishes buffer zones to help protect the integrity of wetlands from shoreline development. These buffers represent the wetlands of the future as sea levels rise. In the absence of federal involvement, it will be crucial for these state programs to effectively delineate and safeguard wetlands, including landward areas that can serve as areas for tidal wetland migration.

These efforts cannot be accomplished without a substantial boost in agency personnel and funding. Just four years ago, DEQ reported that compensating for reduced federal wetlands protections would require additional funding to hire and train new personnel. In 2012, Virginia estimated that administering a wetlands permitting program as robust as the federal Clean Water Act Section 404 program would cost $18 million up front to implement and $3.4 million annually afterward. Clearly, the agencies that administer Virginia’s wetlands programs — DEQ, VMRC, and local wetlands boards — will require far more resources than they currently have.

In light of the withdrawal of federal protections for wetlands due to the Sackett decision, it will be critical for Virginia to ward off any attempt to weaken its existing wetlands laws. Some of Virginia’s most essential natural resources hang in the balance.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
Preserve Virginia’s existing “no net loss” approach to wetlands protection.
Increase funding for DEQ, VMRC, and local wetlands boards to enable the agencies to delineate wetlands, provide quality-control reviews of third-party delineations, and effectively implement wetlands permitting programs.
Maintain Virginia’s ability to enact and implement wetlands protections that are more comprehensive than those under federal law.

Virginia is expected to lose as much as 89% of its existing tidal wetlands by 2080 due to climate-induced sea-level rise.

But those wetlands are also disappearing at an all-too-rapid pace. Virginia has already lost to development approximately half of the wetlands that existed in the 1780s, and the Commonwealth is projected to lose as much as 89% of its existing tidal wetlands by 2080 due to climate-induced sea-level rise if we do not plan for wetlands migration. To meet the goals of the Chesapeake Bay Total Maximum Daily Load, Virginia’s Phase III Watershed Implementation Plan calls for the restoration of hundreds of acres of wetlands across each of the Bay’s tributaries — but Virginia is not on track to achieve this initiative. Restoration efforts are simply not enough. We must ensure that our existing wetlands can survive the pace of sea level rise by migrating landward.

Wading in the Water — Back Bay, Virginia Beach
Photo by Sue Mangan

Mark Sabath // Southern Environmental Law Center // msabath@selcva.org
Betsy Nicholas // Potomac Riverkeeper Network // betsy@prknetwork.org
Jay Ford // Chesapeake Bay Foundation // jford@cbf.org
Mary-Carson Stiff // Wetlands Watch // mc.stiff@wetlandswatch.org

Photo by Sue Mangan
Conservation of Virginia’s lands is crucial to protecting our natural resource base. Protected lands directly support clean water and air, healthy wildlife populations, beautiful views, food security, culture and history, a sense of place, and improved physical and mental health. Virginia’s landscapes also help support the backbone of its economy: agriculture, forestry, and tourism. However, land conservation efforts are consistently under development pressure. There are many ways to help ensure landscapes are protected for their many benefits including expanding local food systems, conserving tree canopies, restoring and connecting terrestrial and aquatic habitats, and keeping cultural history and resources intact for future generations to appreciate.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARIES & CONTACT INFORMATION

INVESTING IN VIRGINIA’S HERITAGE & FUTURE
Across Virginia’s coast, piedmont, and mountains, we have a wealth of natural and cultural resources that are closely tied to the state’s heritage and integral to its future. These resources are assets vital to the state’s economic, social, and environmental health. Caring for these assets and ensuring they are accessible to every Virginian requires state investment in conservation. Thanks to forethought from past administrations and legislatures, Virginia has strong programs and tools. These mechanisms simply need sufficient, consistent, and dedicated funding to ensure Virginia’s future generations have the kind of Commonwealth we want to leave to them.

Michael Kane // Piedmont Environmental Council // mkane@pecva.org
Elizabeth Mizell // Blue Ridge PRISM // beth@blueridgeprism.org
Alan Rowsome // Northern Virginia Conservation Trust // arowsome@nvct.org

PRESERVING FARMLAND
Farmland provides varied and important benefits to all Virginians. Besides the direct food and fiber outputs that form the basis of Virginia’s economy, Virginia farms maintain open space, mitigate flood risks, create jobs, support associated businesses, unite vibrant communities, sustain wildlife, and provide opportunities to restore clean water and sequester carbon. These benefits are not guaranteed. Retaining working farms for the future requires commitment and action from the government and citizens to preserve farmland, increase access to land ownership – particularly for marginalized communities, and encourage farming practices that benefit our shared natural resources.

Adam Schellhammer // Valley Conservation Council // Adam@valleyconservation.org
Kevin Tate // Alliance for the Shenandoah Valley // ktate@shenandoahalliance.org

PROTECTING HISTORIC & CULTURAL RESOURCES
From Chief Powhatan’s capital, Werowocomoco, to American Revolution and Civil War battlefields, to Rosenwald schools and sites related to the struggle for Civil Rights, Virginia’s unique and diverse array of historic and cultural resources tell the story of our Commonwealth and nation. Robust support for existing programs as well as exploration of broadening preservation tools available to protect these resources is critically important to ensure their benefit to current and future generations and supports key industries, including agriculture and tourism. We recognize that certain historic resources without proper context can be painful reminders of racial injustice and it is important that we support efforts to recontextualize these resources as appropriate.

Max Hokit // American Battlefield Trust // mhokit@battlefields.org
Elizabeth Kostelny // Preservation Virginia // ekostelny@preservationvirginia.org
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Across Virginia’s coast, piedmont, and mountains, we have a wealth of natural and cultural resources that are closely tied to the state’s heritage and integral to its future. These resources are assets vital to the state’s economic, social, and environmental health. Caring for these assets and ensuring they are accessible to every Virginian requires state investment in conservation. Thanks to forethought from past administrations and legislatures, Virginia has strong programs and tools. These mechanisms simply need sufficient, consistent, and dedicated funding to ensure Virginia’s future generations have the kind of Commonwealth we want to leave to them.

CHALLENGE
Now is the time to expand conservation efforts. Without conservation, we will lose the places that grow our food, ensure the quality of our drinking water supplies, preserve habitat for wildlife, and forest preservation. More than 80% of land in Virginia is privately owned. Tools and funding are needed for landowners to conserve their land. Fortunately, the Commonwealth has effective land conservation programs already in place, but they must be funded robustly and consistently to meet the growing demands of our time.

INVESTING IN VIRGINIA’S HERITAGE & FUTURE
With conservation needs and opportunities presents a vivid demonstration of a shared commitment to overcome past inequity, expand accessibility, and provide protection of our land and water resources important to all.

LAND CONSERVATION
Across the demographic spectrum, Virginians have a conservation ethic. However, recent state budget spending on natural resources, state parks, and recreation is less than one percent. The 2018 Virginia Outdoors Plan calls for additional funding. The consequences of this lack of spending are real: lost opportunities to conserve more land and insufficient public access to lands that are already protected.

Virginia needs to fund existing and proven conservation mechanisms commensurate with demand and to match other sources of funding. Increasing state funding for conservation will leverage unprecedented federal dollars through the Great American Outdoors Act, the Inflation Reduction Act, and strong private-sector support for conservation. If state matching funds are not provided to unlock these federal dollars, Virginia will miss out.

Our conservation efforts must acknowledge historic and current disparities in the allocation of resources and the related impact on some segments of the population, most notably native peoples and more broadly people of color. Addressing conservation needs and opportunities presents a vivid demonstration of a shared commitment to overcome past inequity, expand accessibility, and provide protection of our land and water resources important to all.

PRESERVATION FUND
Black, Indigenous and People of Color (BIPOC) Historic Preservation Fund
Virginia’s other grant programs.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
$75 million per year to the LPTC. The entire 2% of the Transfer Fee should go to managing the LPTC and stewardship of protected land, no amount should be diverted to the General Fund.

$30 million per year for the VLCF.

$5 million per year for the Virginia Farmland Preservation Fund.

$5 million per year for the Virginia Battlefield Preservation Fund.

$5 million per year for the new Virginia BIPOC Historic Preservation Fund.

$5 million per year to extend Virginia Outdoors Foundation’s Get Outdoors program (GO) throughout the Commonwealth.

Support additional staff at state agencies: VOF, DCR, DOF, DWR, and VDACS’ Office of Farmland Preservation. Bolster professional resources available from the Office of the Attorney General and Department of General Services to ensure the effectiveness of conservation agencies.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Farmland provides varied and important benefits to all Virginians. Besides the direct food and fiber outputs that form the basis of Virginia’s economy, Virginia farms maintain open space, mitigate flood risks, create jobs, support associated businesses, unite vibrant communities, sustain wildlife, and provide opportunities to restore clean water and sequester carbon. These benefits are not guaranteed. Retaining working farms for the future requires commitment and action from the government and citizens to preserve farmland, increase access to land ownership – particularly for marginalized communities, and encourage farming practices that benefit our shared natural resources.

CHALLENGE

Forty percent of Virginia’s farmland is considered nationally significant - the category best suited for growing food. However, Virginia nationally ranks 7th for the most acres and 12th for the largest percent of agricultural land to be converted to non-agricultural uses in the US by 2040. Losing productive farmland has an outsized economic impact on the state, as agriculture produced about 8.7% of the state’s total economic output in 2021 and accounted for 381,844 jobs. About one of every 13 jobs in Virginia is tied to the agricultural industry.

Purchase of Development Rights (PDR) programs are a tool for localities to protect highly productive and locally important farmland. Current funding for PDR programs is insufficient to meet demand from localities. Matching fund requirements prevent localities, with limited financial resources and technical capacity, from participating in such programs. Local governments also lack the capacity to monitor and steward conservation easements that they hold. State law currently limits experienced, accredited nonprofit land trusts to the role of co-holders of conservation easements that are established with state funding. This creates an unnecessary burden for local governments and hinders land conservation.

AGRICULTURE PRODUCED 8.7% OF VIRGINIA’S TOTAL ECONOMIC OUTPUT AND ACCOUNTED FOR 381,844 JOBS

Additionally, current investment in innovation grants are insufficient to support thriving local agricultural networks. Farmland can capture and clean water, sequester carbon in healthy soils, provide wildlife habitat, and build generational wealth in marginalized populations when managed to do so. Policies and programs that encourage the adoption of sustainable farming practices that produce these co-benefits and increase market access for small farms and historically underserved farmers are crucial to ensure these benefits at the local and state scale.

SOLUTION

Protecting agricultural lands from conversion to non-agricultural uses ensures that Virginia keeps its strong agricultural foundation and maintains opportunities to meet other conservation goals.

The cost and administrative burden to localities of participating in PDR programs must be lowered. Programs to purchase easements could achieve more with adequate funding. Enhanced funding for the Virginia Land Conservation Foundation and the Farmland Preservation Fund will allow Virginia’s state agencies, local jurisdictions, and private land trusts to tap significantly more Federal Agricultural Land Easement Funding. A $5 million increase in the Farmland Protection Fund could generate an additional $5 million in federal funding to achieve conservation outcomes. The lower price of farmland without development rights (because of involvement in PDR programs) can provide opportunities for historically underserved producers to access farmland.

Increasing the grant funding to develop local processing infrastructure and markets will increase the prosperity of farmers and their communities. Such investments will improve the ability for small and medium-scale farmers to create successful agricultural businesses, retain farmland, feed their communities, and implement the kinds of sustainable farming practices that maintain habitats, improve soils, clean water, and withstand severe weather events.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

Lower locality’s PDR match requirement to 25%.

Remove co-holding requirements for easements funded by the Virginia Land Conservation Foundation.

$500,000 per year through the Office of Farmland Preservation to help localities develop PDR ordinances, advise on best zoning practices for preserving farmland, consider equity in ranking projects that get funded, and provide training and technical assistance to enhance monitoring and enforcement.

$5 million per year for the VA Farmland Preservation Fund.

$1 million per year for the Governor’s Agriculture and Forestry Industry Development Fund infrastructure program.

Adam Schellhammer // Valley Conservation Council // Adam@valleyconservation.org

Kevin Tate // Alliance for the Shenandoah Valley // ktate@shenandoahalliance.org
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
From Chief Powhatan's capital, Werowocomoco, to American Revolution and Civil War battlefields, to Rosenwald schools and sites related to the struggle for Civil Rights, Virginia's unique and diverse array of historic and cultural resources tell the story of our Commonwealth and nation. Robust support for existing programs as well as exploration of broadening preservation tools available to protect these resources is critically important to ensure their benefit to current and future generations and supports key industries, including agriculture and tourism. We recognize that certain historic resources without proper context can be painful reminders of racial injustice and it is important that we support efforts to recontextualize these resources as appropriate.

CHALLENGE
The programs below are the essential tools of historic and cultural conservation in the Commonwealth. Strong support for these programs will continue Virginia's role as a leader in this space.

HISTORIC REHABILITATION TAX CREDIT (HRTC)
Urban and rural communities leverage this catalytic community redevelopment and economic development tool to adapt and reuse older structures. Economic studies offer compelling data that construction and related activities associated with HRTC projects generate $4.20 to $5.30 of economic impact for every $1.00 of tax credit.

LAND CONSERVATION
The Virginia Land Conservation Fund (VLCF), the Virginia Battlefield Preservation Fund (VBPF), and the Land Preservation Tax Credit are the cornerstones of land conservation in Virginia. The VLCF funds a range of conservation projects in rural and urban areas. VBPF is targeted exclusively toward preserving historic battlefields. VBPF grants are often matched with federal dollars from the National Park Service's American Battlefield Protection Program, resulting in the preservation of 693 acres in the last two years alone.

AFRICAN AMERICAN AND INDIGENOUS RESOURCES
The creation of the new Virginia Black, Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC) Historic Preservation Fund offers opportunities for a more complete telling of Virginia history by preserving BIPOC sites that have been disproportionately excluded in the past. Increased funding, recognition, and protection for these resources across the Commonwealth is essential.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
Maintain the Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit program. $30 million per year for the VLCF and $5 million per year for the Virginia Battlefield Preservation Fund.
Adjust the VLCF to be accessible for the preservation of sites that highlight Virginia's culturally diverse history.
$5 million per year for the Virginia BIPOC Historic Preservation Fund.
InVESTING IN CONSERVATION & OUTDOOR RECREATION

Outdoor recreation connects people to the amazing landscapes and natural resources which make Virginia special. Investing in conservation and outdoor recreation is a priority but Virginia lacks a dedicated source of funding to support projects. Virginia should continue to prioritize conservation and outdoor recreation by commissioning a statewide study and workgroup to research dedicated funding mechanisms, so we can conserve land, protect water, and invest in public access infrastructure that makes outdoor recreation possible. Appointing a Director for the Office of Outdoor Recreation and conducting a study on the outdoor recreation economy will elevate outdoor recreation and associated benefits across the Commonwealth.

Justin Doyle // James River Association // jdoyle@thejamesriver.org
Kyle Lawrence // Shenandoah Valley Bicycle Coalition // kyle@svbcoalition.org

STRENGTHENING PARK FUNDING

The history of parks in Virginia is rooted in the idea that people need access to public spaces outside of home, school, and work where they can recreate and develop as citizens. Shared public green spaces serve as the center of commerce, organization, and social interaction for community members. Parks are important places where people go to exercise, organize, recreate, and relax. Parks also give municipalities the opportunity to display their values through a shared public space and are vital to the fabric of many communities. Consistent funding for parks gives Virginians more opportunities to grow, and as a result, will make Virginia a more desirable place to live, play, and work.

Cat Anthony // Virginia Capital Trail Foundation // cat@virginiacapitaltrail.org
Josh Stutz // Friends of the James River Park // josh@jamesriverpark.org

Cats
Photo by Cassidy Girvin

EXECUTIVE SUMMARIES
& CONTACT INFORMATION

Pat Calvert // Director of Clean Water & Land Conservation Programs // pat@vcnva.org
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Outdoor recreation connects people to the amazing landscapes and natural resources which make Virginia special. Investing in conservation and outdoor recreation is a priority but Virginia lacks a dedicated source of funding to support projects. Virginia should continue to prioritize conservation and outdoor recreation by commissioning a statewide study and workgroup to research dedicated funding mechanisms, so we can conserve land, protect water, and invest in public access infrastructure that makes outdoor recreation possible. Appointing a Director for the Office of Outdoor Recreation and conducting a study on the outdoor recreation economy will elevate outdoor recreation and associated benefits across the Commonwealth.

CHALLENGE
Virginia State Parks, Wildlife Management Areas, State Forests, Natural Area Preserves, statewide trail systems, and bodies of water are wonderful places for Virginians and visitors to connect to the outdoors. Outdoor recreation on public lands and waterways contributes to our high quality of life, employs 106,993 Virginians, and generates $9.4 billion for our economy annually. But for too many Virginians, public lands and waterways are inaccessible due to barriers including their distance from home and lack of inclusive facilities. Additionally, race and income play a role in determining the quality and size of parks and green spaces to which individuals have access in their communities. More affluent and predominantly White neighborhoods tend to have access to higher quality park systems with more acreage than those with larger low-income and Latino or Black populations. Simply put, we need additional investment in conservation and outdoor recreation projects to ensure Virginians can access the outdoors and enjoy the benefits of outdoor recreation.

Existing conservation programs have been inconsistently funded and are not designed for all conservation needs. The lack of dedicated funding to support conservation and outdoor recreation projects is a significant shortcoming as Virginia ranks near the bottom compared to other states’ spending on natural resources.3

VIrginia ranks near the bottom compared to other states’ spending on natural resources

SOLUTION
Virginia needs a dedicated source of funding for conservation and outdoor recreation projects to ensure residents and visitors, who bring dollars into our economy, can enjoy places that make our Commonwealth a special place to live and visit. Other states have adopted a variety of dedicated funding programs, the strongest of which were established through constitutional amendments or statutes. By establishing a stable, dedicated funding source for natural resources conservation and outdoor recreation, we can protect the land and water that make Virginia special and invest in public access infrastructure that facilitates outdoor recreation. Additionally, appointing a Director for the Office of Outdoor Recreation and studying the economic impact of outdoor recreation will expand the benefits of outdoor recreation and quantify them. Furthermore, let’s ensure resources are available to fund local parks, green spaces, and public access infrastructure projects by fully funding the Virginia Land Conservation Fund (VLCF). Doing so will increase funding available for community park and green space projects by including the Virginia Outdoors Foundation’s Preservation Trust Fund and Get Outdoors grant programs. See additional policy paper recommendations to fund these programs in INVESTING IN VIRGINIA’S HERITAGE & FUTURE (pg 33), PROTECTING HISTORIC & CULTURAL RESOURCES (pg 37), STRENGTHENING PARK FUNDING (pg 43), and ENSURING CONSISTENT SUPPORT FOR TRAILS (pg 83).

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
Commission a statewide study and interagency workgroup to research dedicated funding mechanisms for natural resources and develop innovative funding strategies that meet the unique needs and challenges of the state. The workgroup would be supported by the Secretariat of Natural and Historic Resources.

Appoint a Director for the Office of Outdoor Recreation within the Secretariat of Natural and Historic Resources to coordinate across outdoor recreation programs in state agencies and partnerships to expand the benefits of outdoor recreation and enhance state competitiveness.

$500,000 to be administered by the Virginia Tourism Corporation and Secretariat of Commerce and Trade to develop a scope of work and plan to study the economic impact and financial outcomes for outdoor recreation and related tourism as recommended by the current Virginia Outdoors Plan.4

Justin Doyle // James River Association // jdoyle@thejamesriver.org
Kyle Lawrence // Shenandoah Valley Bicycle Coalition // kyle@svbcoalition.org

"Fishing Reflected" – Norfolk, Va
Photo by Sue Mangan
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The history of parks in Virginia is rooted in the idea that people need access to public spaces outside of home, school, and work where they can recreate and develop as citizens. Shared public green spaces serve as the center of commerce, organization, and social interaction for community members. Parks are important places where people go to exercise, organize, recreate, and relax. Parks also give municipalities the opportunity to display their values through a shared public space and are vital to the fabric of many communities. Consistent funding for parks gives Virginians more opportunities to grow, and as a result, will make Virginia a more desirable place to live, play, and work.

CHALLENGE
State and local governments face competing priorities when making funding decisions. Budget constraints, lack of public awareness, inconsistent funding sources, and political priorities are all reasons that parks funding has been inconsistent. These funding inconsistencies have forced parks departments to defer maintenance and improvement projects, decrease public programming, and limit environmental conservation efforts. Additionally, more affluent and predominantly White neighborhoods tend to have access to higher quality park systems with more acreage than those with larger low-income and Latinx or Black populations, which can lead to negative effects on health outcomes in these groups. We must prioritize addressing inequitable access to parks, green spaces, and bodies of water in Virginia by identifying places where access is poor and making investments in new parks, green spaces, water access, and trails.

SOLUTION
Parks are essential components of healthy and thriving communities. The government of the Commonwealth should be used as a force multiplier to encourage our local communities to invest more in parks to ensure their preservation and development. Increased funding from the Commonwealth would enable parks departments to improve and maintain park facilities, enhance public programs, and protect more natural areas. Increased maintenance and infrastructure funding will make parks more appealing to visitors. Based on a 2022 presentation from the Department of Conservation and Recreation (DCR), the agency has a maintenance backlog of over $240 million. Well-maintained parks attract visitors and provide safe and accessible spaces for recreation and relaxation. Upgraded amenities such as playgrounds, trails, picnic areas, and sports fields drive tourism and contribute to economic growth. Access to the outdoors is not shared equitably because of many factors including race and different ability levels. Creating a statewide outdoor access equity model is the first step in determining where investments in parks are essential.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
$57M per year for the DCR’s State Parks to support essential staffing, programs, and backlog of maintenance issues.
Create a statewide Outdoor Access Equity Model with stakeholder input through DCR.
$5M per year to the Virginia Outdoors Foundation for Get Outdoors Grant Program to encourage outdoor recreation programming.
Establish a $1M, 50-50 matching grant program to be facilitated by DCR to encourage localities to invest in capital improvement projects or invasive species management in local parks.

STRENGTHENING PARK FUNDING
OUTDOOR RECREATION
Kayakers on Lake – Beaver Creek Park, Va
Photo by Cassidy Girvin

Cat Anthony // Virginia Capital Trail Foundation // cat@virginiacapitaltrail.org
Josh Stutz // Friends of the James River Park // josh@jamesriverpark.org
EXECUTIVE SUMMARIES & CONTACT INFORMATION

ASSESSING TREE CANOPY LOSS
Virginia continues to lose both intact forest and urban tree canopy at an alarming rate. Despite committing to expand tree canopy in its Phase III WIP, Virginia suffered a net loss of 9,548 acres between 2014-2018. Because canopy loss contributes to degraded waterways and Virginia’s ability to protect its residents from the impacts of climate change, such as inland flooding and negative health consequences of urban heat islands, Virginia needs to assess where and why canopy is lost and then address the findings through a mix of state regulation, incentives, and education as we move towards becoming a no-net loss state.

Renee Grebe // Nature Forward // renee.grebe@natureforward.org
Ann Jurczyk // Chesapeake Bay Foundation // ajurczyk@cbf.org

CONNECTING WILDLIFE HABITATS
Wildlife must be able to move through our landscapes to acquire resources, find genetically diverse mates, and adapt to a changing climate. Roads, development, and other infrastructure can impede wildlife movement and create dangerous scenarios on our roadways for both wildlife and people. Virginia continues to build a network of connected landscapes and reduce human-wildlife conflict with the recent release of its Wildlife Corridor Action Plan (WCAP). However, funding and additional policy tools to empower our agencies to fast-track WCAP implementation are still needed to maintain and create resilient ecosystems in the Commonwealth.

Laura O’Brien // Piedmont Environmental Council // lobrien@pecva.org
Erin Sito // Wildlands Network // e.sito@wildlandsnetwork.org
David Sligh // Wild Virginia // david@wildvirginia.org

ENSURING SUSTAINABLE FISHERIES
Our Bay fisheries are important both culturally and economically to the Commonwealth. Virginia’s fisheries managers continue to struggle with managing and rebuilding fish populations, including species such as blue crab, river herring, American shad, striped bass, menhaden, and sturgeon. The growing prevalence of new land uses and the impacts from climate change necessitate prioritizing investment in better understanding the cumulative impacts of these changes on our iconic fisheries.

Brent Hunsinger // Friends of the Rappahannock // brent.hunsinger@riverfriends.org
Chris Moore // Chesapeake Bay Foundation // cmoore@cbf.org

VIRGINIA’S FLORA & FAUNA

Bald Eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus)
Photo by Nancy Sorrells

VIRGINIA CONSERVATION NETWORK PROGRAM LEAD
Pat Calvert // Director of Clean Water & Land Conservation Programs // pat@vcnva.org
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Virginia continues to lose both intact forest and urban tree canopy at an alarming rate. Despite committing to expand tree canopy in its Phase III WIP, Virginia suffered a net loss of 9,548 acres between 2014-2018. Because canopy loss contributes to degraded waterways and Virginia’s ability to protect its residents from the impacts of climate change, such as inland flooding and negative health consequences of urban heat islands, Virginia needs to assess where and why canopy is lost and then address the findings through a mix of state regulation, incentives, and education as we move towards becoming a no-net loss state.

CHALLENGE
It is easy to find examples of forested lands being cleared or an individual tree being removed, but understanding these losses in aggregate – how many acres are lost statewide and why – is more challenging. High-resolution land cover data became available for the Chesapeake Bay watershed states in 2020, which led to an understanding of the net change in forest and tree canopy by jurisdiction and forest transitions to other land covers and uses. But questions remain that, if answered, would drive Virginia to take steps to slow and eventually reverse the loss. For example, how healthy are Virginia’s forests? How many acres of canopy have been lost to emerald ash borer and where? Where do forest fragments exist (fragments are more susceptible to invasive species)? Which localities are being impacted by infrastructure projects such as road and energy right-of-way expansions? How is saltwater intrusion impacting coastal tree canopy? How are infill development and exurban sprawl reducing the number of mature trees in neighborhoods? Where are homeowners removing healthy trees and why? How can we be sure tree canopy is equitably distributed?

SOLUTION
The high-resolution land cover data shows land use changes between 2014 and 2018, illustrating how many acres changed from forest to impervious surface for instance. An updated land cover dataset will be released in early 2024, showing land use changes between 2018-2022. We anticipate seeing that canopy loss has accelerated since 2018 due to increased development activities, road expansion, energy infrastructure expansions, disease, and homeowner removal. As soon as new data is available, completing an updated technical assessment of Virginia’s tree canopy will build awareness and understanding of Virginia’s tree canopy loss so that legislators, homeowners, local government planners, and elected leaders can take steps to address and hopefully reverse the trend.

This assessment will also help local governments establish the need for additional authority to better manage their tree canopy, such as establishing a tree fund and setting a floor on tree canopy replacement percentages when land is developed at no less than amounts in current code.

Not understanding the pace and drivers of loss contributes to a lack of urgency to find funding, program, and policy solutions to address it. Since it takes decades for newly planted trees to provide the carbon reduction, water and air quality, and wildlife benefits of mature trees, time is of the essence. For the state to achieve no net loss, we will need to adopt measures that protect existing canopy and replace what cannot be preserved.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
$500,000 for DOF to fund a statewide tree canopy and forest health assessment using the high-resolution 2018-2022 dataset to determine the drivers of forest and urban tree canopy loss, including disease, infrastructure (road widening and linear energy corridors), in-fill and greenfield development, saltwater intrusion, and homeowner removal.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Wildlife must be able to move through our landscapes to acquire resources, find genetically diverse mates, and adapt to a changing climate. Roads, development, and other infrastructure can impede wildlife movement and create dangerous scenarios on our roadways for both wildlife and people. Virginia continues to build a network of connected landscapes and reduce human-wildlife conflict with the recent release of its Wildlife Corridor Action Plan (WCAP).1 However, funding and additional policy tools to empower our agencies to fast-track WCAP implementation are still needed to maintain and create resilient ecosystems in the Commonwealth.

CHALLENGE

Locations where infrastructure cuts through wildlife habitat and where roads and streams intersect – “stream crossings” – present barriers to wildlife movement and fragment habitat. For terrestrial wildlife, this can result in fatal wildlife-vehicle collisions with far-reaching consequences of biodiversity loss and disruption of delicate ecosystems. In some cases, wildlife-vehicle collisions result in severe injuries or fatalities for drivers and passengers. Virginia experiences a high number of these collisions each year. We are considered a “high-risk state” for deer-vehicle collisions, “with more than 60,000 incidents per year according to insurance claims estimates.”2 This includes 10,000 serious human injuries and 200 fatalities each year.3 Deer collisions are also becoming more expensive, with the most recent national estimates costing almost $20,000 per collision.4

VIRGINIA IS A “HIGH-RISK STATE” FOR DEER-VEHICLE COLLISIONS WITH MORE THAN 60,000 INCIDENTS PER YEAR

For aquatic wildlife, stream crossings are a leading cause of habitat fragmentation – particularly when culverts are undersized. According to the North Atlantic Aquatic Connectivity Collaborative database, of nearly 2,500 stream crossings assessed throughout Virginia from 2015 to 2023, 57% posed a barrier to fish passage. Specifically, 1,377 stream crossings, out of the 2,418 assessed, posed either a minor barrier, moderate barrier, significant barrier, or severe barrier.5

Recognizing the far-reaching severity of Virginia’s habitat fragmentation issues, the Virginia Department of Wildlife Resources, Virginia Department of Conservation and Recreation, Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT), and the Virginia Department of Forestry recently released its WCAP highlighting several potential strategies and opportunities to further study and mitigate wildlife-vehicle conflicts and improve habitat connectivity for terrestrial and aquatic species.

SOLUTION

Fortunately, creating various types of wildlife crossings can improve habitat connectivity, motorist safety, and the flood-resilience of infrastructure. Wildlife crossings have already proven themselves an effective solution in Virginia. A Virginia Transportation Research Council study monitored wildlife-vehicle collisions before and after the agency erected directional fencing intended to funnel deer to culverts. Deer-vehicle collisions in the area fell by an average of 92% after the fencing was installed.6 While wildlife overpasses are what the general public usually envision when they think of a crossing, wildlife underpasses through large culverts and beneath bridges can often provide a less expensive and equally effective solution, as is evidenced by this example.

At stream crossings specifically, culvert enlargement projects can include affordable dry passage features, making the projects beneficial for both aquatic and terrestrial wildlife species. Moreover, enlarged culverts accommodate more water flow, which increases infrastructure resiliency during flood events, and results in less long-term maintenance costs. As a result, improving culvert crossings can increase habitat connectivity, public safety, and climate resiliency benefits for the Commonwealth.

To achieve these mutual benefits, Virginia should adopt policies that require agencies to include wildlife passage features when pursuing bridge or culvert improvement projects in known connectivity hotspots. VDOT has already recommended that bridge designs should accommodate a 20% increase in rainfall intensity and 25% increase in discharge to account for future climate change impacts.7 Additionally including wildlife crossing infrastructure standards into Virginia’s culvert and bridge design standards would simultaneously increase the environmental and public safety benefits provided by these projects. At a minimum, wildlife crossing infrastructure features should be required in the above construction projects that take place in Virginia’s priority connectivity areas identified in its WCAP.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

Create a Wildlife Corridor Grant Fund and appropriate $5M to it over the biennium to attract additional private investments to that fund and help leverage the many new and expanded federal funding grants currently available to VDOT and the DWR for funnel fencing, culvert improvements, and other wildlife crossing and passage infrastructure projects.

Create a regulatory framework that requires VDOT to include wildlife passage features in known connectivity hotspots whenever bridge or culvert improvement projects are planned.
greenlight...
Transportation represents the largest source of carbon pollution in Virginia. Whether the issue is air pollution, polluted water runoff, or the loss of natural landscapes to development, the ways in which we build and connect our communities are often part of the problem. In order to save our lungs and the planet, we need a rapid shift to a cleaner, more accessible, and more equitable transportation system. Thoughtfully building out denser, transit-oriented communities is the first step to reducing our vehicle miles traveled and carbon emissions. Electrifying our vehicle fleet and our buildings will support the transition to zero-carbon transportation. To protect our communities Virginia must expand our underfunded public transit systems, increase Virginia’s rail capacity, and invest in transit-oriented communities.
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Wyatt Gordon // Senior Policy Manager of Land Use & Transportation // wyatt@vcnva.org
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARIES & CONTACT INFORMATION

MITIGATING DATA CENTER DEVELOPMENT’S IMPACTS
Virginia is home to the largest concentration of data centers in the world, widely cited as hosting 70% of global internet traffic. This massive industry is continuing to grow very fast, requiring huge amounts of energy, land, and water to operate, resulting in widespread community impacts. Yet, the Commonwealth does not currently have any regulatory oversight of data center development and localities continue to approve more facilities without considering the cumulative impacts. This explosive growth of data centers threatens to derail state efforts to meet climate goals, improve air and water quality, advance land conservation, and protect national and state parks.

Julie Bolthouse // Piedmont Environmental Council // jbolthouse@pecva.org
Kyle Hart // National Parks Conservation Association // khart@npca.org

DEPLOYING UTILITY-SCALE SOLAR RESPONSIBLY
Utility-scale solar facilities are a key component of Virginia’s transition to a clean energy future. However, the Commonwealth must ensure that impacts on Virginia’s farms, forests, and streams are minimized. Through regulations and incentives, we can encourage siting of solar facilities on already impacted lands such as brownfields and mine sites. Where facilities must be sited on lands with prime agricultural soils or forest, regulations are needed to minimize impacts. Further, best management practices, including the reduction of soil compaction and grading, and the use of appropriate stormwater runoff calculations, should be applied to reduce downstream water quality impacts.

Josephus Allmond // Southern Environmental Law Center // jallmond@selcva.org
Patrick Fanning // Chesapeake Bay Foundation // PFanning@cbf.org
Ashish Kapoor // Piedmont Environmental Council // AKapoor@pecva.org

UNLEASHING SUSTAINABLE HOUSING GROWTH
Where we live and how we get around drives a significant share of carbon emissions. Changing housing policies to allow for density, affordable housing, and mixed-use in developed areas lowers transportation and building emissions, reduces sprawl, preserves rural areas’ farmlands and forests, and helps ensure low- and moderate-income families don’t bear the burden of increased housing and transportation costs. Smart policy can encourage smart growth with affordable housing across the Commonwealth to improve Virginians’ quality of life and drive economic growth, while simultaneously helping to reach sustainability, environmental justice, and equity goals.

Stephen Wade // Partnership for Smarter Growth // swade3000@gmail.com
Charles Yang // RVA YIMBY // charlesjyang@gmail.com
Data centers are now being proposed in environmentally sensitive areas next to our rivers and streams, in close proximity to our rivers and streams, and in rural areas requiring costly new electrical infrastructure. Others are adjacent to residential neighborhoods, schools, medical facilities, and nursing homes.

Changes are occurring far too quickly for our communities to absorb and adapt quickly. The footprint of this industry is gigantic and threatens regional power, land conservation, and air & water quality.

The footprint of this industry is gigantic and threatens regional power supply, water quality, land conservation, and air quality beyond individual localities reviewing the application. A proposal in Prince William County, would allow 27 million square feet of data center development which is the equivalent of about 150 Wal-Mart Supercenters. All of this impervious surface results in increased stormwater runoff and pollution.

To ensure uninterrupted 24/7 service, data center facilities have commercial-sized backup power generators and large fuel tanks on site in the case of a grid outage. According to DEQ, data centers in Loudoun County have air permits for more than 4,000 backup diesel generators with a total rated capacity of over 11 gigawatts of power. For context, the North Anna nuclear power facility has a rated capacity of 1.8 gigawatts. If the rapid pace of data center construction continues, further straining power, these backup generators could increasingly be put to use, putting air quality and public health at risk.

Solution

Despite Virginia having the highest number of data centers in the world, the state lacks critical information about their impacts on our environment and energy grid. Currently, approvals are made unilaterally by localities, which have a strong tax incentive to approve proposals without considering the broader statewide impacts. A comprehensive study of the impacts on the Commonwealth’s electrical grid, environment, historic and recreational resources, environmental justice concerns, and ability to meet climate goals is critically needed to protect our communities especially those residents most vulnerable to utility rate hikes, air pollution, and climate impacts.

The National Academies of Science is an independent academic institution with the ability to lead this study and provide objective advice to inform policy as they have done on past issues such as gold mining and uranium mining. Using data from utilities, localities, and state agencies, the study would include a buildout analysis of what is in operation, approved, and planned and an evaluation of impacts on the electrical grid and ratepayers, climate goals, water consumption, water quality, air quality, land conservation, recreation, and historic preservation.

The General Assembly must also establish a process for state review, including a grid impact statement submitted to Virginia Energy for all new data center power demand requests and a regional review of impacts from new data center proposals by federal and state agencies and regional utilities. Virginia Energy review would provide oversight to ensure continued grid reliability and prevent excessively high costs falling to the ratepayers. The regional review would provide an opportunity for these entities to comment on regional impacts and for the public to weigh in on this additional information through a formal comment process. Collectively, the study and the grid impact and regional review process will help the state determine where we are and create a sustainable path forward on data center development.
Experimental deployment of utility-scale solar includes incorporating BMPs – Mt. Jackson, Va

**EXECUTIVE SUMMARY**

Utility-scale solar facilities are a key component of Virginia’s transition to a clean energy future. However, the Commonwealth must ensure that impacts on Virginia’s farms, forests, and streams are minimized. Through regulations and incentives, we can encourage siting of solar facilities on already impacted lands such as brownfields and mine sites. Where facilities must be sited on lands with prime agricultural soils or forest, regulations are needed to minimize impacts. Further, best management practices, including soil compaction and grading, and the use of appropriate stormwater management practices in rural communities, it also raises land use challenges.

On average, utility-scale solar requires seven to ten acres per megawatt produced. As of March 2023, DEQ had permits and applications for over 6 GWs, expected to cover nearly 70,000 acres in Virginia. Many of these facilities are being sited in rural localities with little experience permitting large construction projects and a majority of these localities do not even have established solar ordinances. Moreover, two-thirds of localities do not identify land areas for large-scale solar siting in their comprehensive plans.

Virginia needs greater deployment of renewable energy projects. However, decision-makers must ensure proper site selection and heed practices to minimize any associated negative impacts. Notably, water quality compliance challenges were identified by DEQ at a recent Chesapeake Bay technical stakeholder group, highlighting the need for compliance assistance and enforcement of erosion and sediment control and stormwater management requirements. Virginia should look to examples in other states and countries where stakeholders are committed to balancing meaningful utility-scale solar deployment with careful protection of farms and forests and with minimal impact on habitat and historic, cultural, and scenic resources.

**CHALLENGE**

There has been a sharp increase in the size and scale of Virginia’s utility-scale solar facilities. This trend is likely to continue as Virginia transitions to both its 100% renewable goals under the Virginia Clean Economy Act (VCEA) and meet increased energy demand from data centers. While this creates revenue and job opportunities in rural communities, it also raises land use challenges.

**SOLUTION**

Virginia’s policymakers should implement and promote best practices for utility-scale solar, including:

- **SELECT SITES STRATEGICALLY**
  Incentivize development on prior disturbed lands such as post-mining land, parking lots, highway medians, landfills, and brownfields to reduce unnecessary impacts to forests and agriculturally productive lands.

- **FOLLOW BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES**
  Projects should include recognized best management practices for water quality, erosion control, minimizing wildlife impacts, minimizing anticipatory clearing of forest land, and carbon sequestration. This includes the use of native pollinator plants, limited soil compaction during construction, minimal site grading, and the use of agivotails.

- **PROVIDE LOCALITIES WITH TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE**
  Support localities through state-supported technical assistance to help regulate solar land use within their jurisdictions. Such assistance should include guidance on maximizing revenue streams and ensuring a funded decommissioning process to mitigate the facility’s impacts on the land if and when the site ceases to operate.

**POLLICY RECOMMENDATIONS**

- **ENCOURAGE COMMUNITY BENEFIT AGREEMENTS (CBAS)**
  CBAs are legally enforceable contracts between the developer of a project and the community, or a coalition of community-based organizations. CBAs stipulate the benefits that a project developer agrees to fund or implement, in exchange for community support of the project. Benefits can include commitments to hire directly from the community, local workforce training guarantees, contributions to local environmental remediation projects, and provide flexibility to address local concerns.

- **DEPLOYING UTILITY-SCALE SOLAR RESPONSIBLY**
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executive summary
Where we live and how we get around drives a significant share of carbon emissions. Changing housing policies to allow for density, affordable housing, and mixed-use in developed areas lowers transportation and building emissions, reduces sprawl, improves air quality, and helps ensure low-and moderate-income families don’t bear the burden of increased housing and transportation costs. Smart policy can encourage smart growth with affordable housing across the Commonwealth to improve Virginians’ quality of life and drive economic growth, while simultaneously helping to reach sustainability, environmental justice, and equity goals.

challenge
The current landscape of local housing creation revolves around car-centered development, which limits the housing we build, and its character, and increases costs for Virginians. By zoning primarily for single-family homes, local governments in essence require residents to rely on automotive transportation to conduct their daily business. A drive is required to go to school, to work, to the grocery store, and to visit family and friends. The American Automobile Association found the annual average cost of car ownership is now over $10,000 a year in 2022. Land-use policies that prioritize car-oriented development increases our transportation emissions and places a heavy burden on middle-income families. Other zoning provisions like large lot sizes and setbacks, parking mandates, and floor area ratio regulations artificially restrict the housing availability and thus access to areas with already existing transit infrastructure. Building denser housing closer to jobs, schools, and services is a critically underleveraged climate policy tool to address transportation and building sector emissions, which make up over 40% of national emissions. Doing so in an equitable way, including ensuring the provision of sufficient affordable housing for low- and middle-income Virginians, is also a key part of environmental justice.

solution
Legalizing and encouraging denser housing, also known as “missing middle housing,” in existing urban and suburban areas helps remediate the environmental and financial costs associated with sprawling development. Missing middle refers to housing types that have density levels in between single-family homes and large apartment complexes, such as townhomes, four-plexes, six- and eight-plexes. This kind of “gentle density” is an excellent opportunity to build vibrant and socioeconomically diverse communities, tackle sustainability goals, and address the housing shortage.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
Incentivize local governments to zone for multi-family housing and eliminate parking minimums within a half mile of all bus rapid transit, light-rail, and Metro routes in Virginia, including a grant-based incentive program to automatically upzone such areas administered by DHCD.

Legalize the by-right development of accessory dwelling units in urban and suburban localities. Reform building codes under the DHCD to allow for single staircases for buildings up to 6 stories to reduce the cost of building more housing while maintaining safety standards.

$90.1M for a statewide housing voucher pilot program for low-income Virginia tenants. Furthermore, grant all localities permission to adopt mandatory affordable dwelling unit ordinances.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARIES & CONTACT INFORMATION

ACCELERATING TRANSPORTATION ELECTRIFICATION

Over half of Virginia’s carbon dioxide emissions – and numerous other air pollutants – come from the transportation sector, causing immediate health problems on top of exacerbating climate change which disproportionately impacts low-income and communities of color. While Virginia has taken steps to address this by phasing electric cars into the new vehicle stock, funding should be set aside to offset upfront costs and increase access to charging infrastructure in order to bridge any accessibility and affordability gaps. Taken together, these policies can improve the health and wellness of Virginians while eliminating the bulk of Virginia’s carbon emissions.

Victoria Higgins // Chesapeake Climate Action Network // vhiggins@chesapeakeclimate.org
Lena Lewis // The Nature Conservancy // lena.lewis@tnc.org
Chris Leyen // Virginia League of Conservation Voters // cleyen@valcv.org
Blair St. Ledger-Olson // Climate Cabinet Education // blair@climatecabinet.org

MAKING BUILDINGS CLEANER & SAFER

While the General Assembly has done considerable work to decarbonize the electricity and transportation sectors, little has been done to address the residential and commercial building sector, which contributes 36% of Virginia’s climate emissions. Gas-powered space and water heating in Virginia’s buildings lead to harmful indoor methane combustion, causing significant climate, community safety, and public health impacts. To ensure the success of Virginia’s existing climate policies and remove fossil fuel combustion from our buildings, Virginia should incorporate our clean energy transition into its building policies by pursuing updated performance standards, amplifying federal funding opportunities to modernize existing building infrastructure, and protecting existing local authority to electrify new building construction.

McKenna Dunbar // Sierra Club Virginia Chapter // mckenna.dunbar@sierraclub.org
Victoria Higgins // Chesapeake Climate Action Network // vhiggins@chesapeakeclimate.org
Blair St. Ledger-Olson // Climate Cabinet Education // blair@climatecabinet.org
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Wyatt Gordon // Senior Policy Manager of Land Use & Transportation // wyatt@vcnva.org
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

About half of Virginia’s carbon dioxide emissions – and numerous other air pollutants – come from the transportation sector, causing immediate health problems on top of exacerbating climate change which disproportionately impacts low-income and communities of color. While Virginia has taken steps to address this by phasing electric cars into the new vehicle stock, funding should be set aside to offset upfront costs and increase access to charging infrastructure in order to bridge any accessibility and affordability gaps. Taken together, these policies can improve the health and wellness of Virginians while eliminating the bulk of Virginia’s carbon emissions.

CHALLENGE

The transportation sector accounts for 53% of Virginia’s carbon dioxide emissions, and is a major source of other air pollutants, leading to negative climate, public health, and economic impacts. These emissions disproportionately affect low-income populations and communities of color who breathe 66% more vehicular air pollution than white residents on average. Vehicular particulate matter (PM2.5), alone accounts for 92 deaths, 2,600 cases of exacerbated asthma, and 10,000 lost workdays in Virginia each year. When considering transportation emissions in their entirety, these emissions led to 1,000 premature deaths in Virginia in 2016, and the deaths associated with this pollution are 61% higher in low-income and older communities, along with communities of color.

VEHICLE POLLUTION ACCOUNTS FOR 92 DEATHS, 2,600 CASES OF ASTHMA, AND 10,000 LOST WORKDAYS IN VIRGINIA EACH YEAR

To comprehensively address vehicle pollution, cleaner transportation alternatives such as transit and rail need to be expanded. Virginia must also pursue thoughtful land use planning (see MODERNIZING PUBLIC TRANSIT, pg 73 SAVING PEDESTRIAN LIVES, pg 79, and INCREASING ACCESS TO BIKING, pg 81). Simultaneously, we must accelerate transportation electrification to eliminate emissions from the remaining trips.

While electric cars and buses are far cheaper to own and maintain in the long run, higher upfront costs keep these savings out of reach for many Virginians. Furthermore, many households lack access to reliable charging infrastructure. Roughly 54% of US households don’t park within 20 feet of an electrical outlet, making access to public EV charging and multifamily-housing EV charging essential for widespread adoption.

Bridging these affordability and accessibility gaps is critical to ensuring a successful and equitable transition to electrified mobility.

SOLUTION

Every electric vehicle (EV) that replaces a gas-powered model helps clean Virginia’s air, supports the Commonwealth’s climate goals, and drives statewide economic development. When powered by Virginia’s current electricity mix, EVs produce 83% fewer emissions than gas-powered vehicles, resulting in positive health outcomes. Real-world test cases have linked EV adoption to reductions in asthma rates and air pollution.

Virginia’s growing clean vehicle sector already supports 6,800 jobs, and the Inflation Reduction Act is providing once-in-a-generation investment supports the Commonwealth’s climate goals, and drives statewide economic development. When powered by Virginia’s current electricity mix, EVs produce 83% fewer emissions than gas-powered vehicles, resulting in positive health outcomes. Real-world test cases have linked EV adoption to reductions in asthma rates and air pollution.

Virginia has already created an equitable on-the-hood EV rebate structure. Funded adequately, that rebate would complement federal tax credits – lowering the purchase price for new and used EVs and putting electric mobility within reach for more Virginians.

With more than 100 EV models available by 2025, the shift to electric vehicles is coming fast. The federal government has allocated significant funding to build out charging infrastructure along major travel corridors — including $106 million in formula funding for Virginia along with additional competitive grant opportunities. Now Virginia must lead at the state level by making investments in charging infrastructure and on-the-hood incentives to ensure Virginians who live in multifamily buildings and rural communities won’t be left behind.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

Maintain and advance Virginia’s Clean Car Standards, which go into effect in 2024. Allocate $40M each year for the existing but unfunded EV Rebate Program to bring down the up-front cost of EVs at the point of sale.

Create a dedicated source of funding for charging infrastructure in rural and low-income localities to support ongoing tourism to scenic and rural areas.

Establish a fund of $200K each year to cover the cost of low-to-moderate-income electricians to take the Electric Vehicle Infrastructure Training Program.

Virginia Higgins // Chesapeake Climate Action Network // vhiggins@chesapeakeclimate.org
Lena Lewis // The Nature Conservancy // lena.lewis@tnc.org
Chris Leyen // Virginia League of Conservation Voters // cleyen@valcv.org
Blair St. Ledger-Olson // Climate Cabinet // blair@climatecabinet.org

Electric vehicle charging at a state park
Photo by Patrick White, The Nature Conservancy
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
While the General Assembly has done considerable work to decarbonize the electricity and transportation sectors, little has been done to address the residential and commercial building sector, which contributes 36% of Virginia’s climate emissions.1 Gas-powered space and water heating in Virginia’s buildings lead to harmful indoor methane combustion, causing significant climate, community safety, and public health impacts. To ensure the success of Virginia’s existing climate policies and remove fossil fuel combustion from our buildings, Virginia should incorporate our clean energy transition into its building policies by pursuing updated performance standards, amending federal funding opportunities to modernize existing building infrastructure, and providing existing local authority to electrify new building construction.

CHALLENGE
Although Virginia has begun its decarbonization journey in earnest in the electric and transportation sectors, little has been done to address the next frontier for climate action: buildings. Buildings sit at the nexus of climate, land use, and public health. Commercial and residential buildings make up nearly 36% of Virginia’s emissions.2

OVER 12% OF CHILDHOOD ASThma CASES ARE DIRECTLY CAUSED BY INDOOR METHANE GAS COMBUSTION
But the combustion of methane gas in buildings is far more than a climate problem. Methane is highly flammable and volatile, with considerable risk of fires and explosions. Explosions, often deadly, occur nearly every year in Virginia, including most recently in Bristol.3 While explosions happen unpredictably in gas-powered buildings, methane gas combustion has a deleterious effect on public health. Methane combustion creates nitrous dioxide, a respiratory irritant which significantly exacerbates the risk of asthma, particularly for children. Recent studies show that over 12% of childhood asthma cases are directly caused by indoor methane gas combustion.4 The risk is greater in poorly ventilated homes, meaning that low-income households are at greater risk, contributing to disproportionate rates of asthma in low-income families.5 Finally, the soaring price of methane gas, partially attributable to the war in Ukraine, is evidence of a pressing need to move away from a fuel source whose cost is so heavily influenced by unpredictable geopolitical factors. Virginians across the Commonwealth saw “fuel factor” charges add over $35 per month to household energy bills.6 These unexpected and exorbitant costs are untenable for Virginia’s families. Virginians deserve the opportunity to get volatile, explosive, toxic methane gas out of our homes.

SOLUTION
The imperative to shift away from methane gas in buildings demands a complementary approach that focuses on bold building performance standards and protecting local authority to electrify new building construction, all while helping modernize existing building infrastructure.

First, Virginia should require the adoption of building efficiency standards at least as stringent as the latest IECC as promulgated by the International Code Council (ICC). Legislation enacted in 2021 calls for that result when such standards provide savings and other benefits over time that exceed the incremental cost of construction. However, Virginia’s Board of Housing and Community Development (BHCD) has failed to implement the law as written despite independent findings that building occupants and the public would save money and incur other benefits, including pollution reduction, every year. High building efficiency standards are critical since buildings will be used for 50-100 years and retrofitting is far more expensive than initial construction.

Second, localities’ existing authority to meet health and safety goals through ordinances for electric-only new construction must be maintained, and localities should be allowed to adopt codes with stronger energy efficiency and climate standards.

To facilitate the transition for existing buildings, the Commonwealth should take advantage of the numerous new federal funding opportunities available to help Virginians electrify their homes — including HVACs, stoves, and water heaters. Virginia can accelerate the uptake of these incentives by providing technical guidance and public education programs, particularly targeted towards low-income households disproportionately impacted by the health effects of indoor methane combustion. Moreover, public awareness campaigns, particularly with institutionally underserved low-income, BIPOC, and/or rural communities, should be conducted to highlight the benefits of transition not just from the climate perspective, but also its impact on community safety, public health, and affordability. A strong focus on education and outreach can help to overcome resistance to change and ensure widespread adoption.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

Implement or exceed the most current building performance standards, as defined by the International Code Commission, for both new residential and commercial structures.

Maintain localities’ authority to meet health and safety goals through ordinances for electric-only new construction and allow localities to adopt codes with stronger energy efficiency and climate standards.

Instruct the Virginia State Energy Office to pursue available federal funding geared towards climate-focused community initiatives to enable the state to carry out a non profit coalition led public awareness campaign aimed at retrofitting, weatherizing, and electrifying residential homes for institutionally underserved communities.

Reform the building code consideration process at DHCD by eliminating the consensus workgroup requirement, which leaves Virginia’s building codes in control of one entity, and allows all options to be heard, considered, and voted upon.

1 James River at sunrise – Richmond, Va
Photo by Siddharth Kumar

Victoria Higgins // Chesapeake Climate Action Network // vhiggins@chesapeakeclimate.org
McKenna Dunbar // Sierra Club Virginia Chapter // mckenna.dunbar@sierraclub.org
Blair St. Ledger-Olson // Climate Cabinet Education // blair@climatecabinet.org
TRANSFORMING TRANSPORTATION

Virginia needs a cleaner, more equitable transportation system. For decades, funds have primarily gone to road projects to the detriment of safer, healthier, and greener choices. As a result, transportation is Virginia’s largest source of carbon pollution and there are few alternatives to driving, especially in under-resourced communities. Despite some recent progress, transportation planning and funding continues to focus heavily on highway expansion and construction. With significant opportunities coming to Virginia due to a wave of federal funding, we must maintain recent progress and continue to transform our transportation approach to favor cleaner, healthier options that reduce traffic, improve safety, and protect our environment.

Richard Hankins // RVA Rapid Transit // richard@rvarapidtransit.org
Victoria Higgins // Chesapeake Climate Action Network // vhiggins@chesapeakeclimate.org
Trip Pollard // Southern Environmental Law Center // tpollard@selcva.org

MODERNIZING PUBLIC TRANSIT

Public transportation provides tremendous benefits to the communities it serves. Our buses, trains, trolleys, and ferries offer greater mobility, reduction in traffic and carbon pollution, and economic growth.

Caetano de Campos // Community Climate Collaborative // caetano@theclimatecollaborative.org
Richard Hankins // RVA Rapid Transit // richard@rvarapidtransit.org
Desiree Jenkins // Virginia Interfaith Power and Light // djenkins@vaipl.org
Danny Plaugher // Virginia Transit Association // Danny@Plaugher.org

EXPANDING RAIL

Compelling energy, economic, and environmental benefits flow from maximizing the use of rail to move both people and goods. Virginia has made significant progress on passenger rail in recent years, but increased funding is needed to improve the speed, frequency, and reliability of service; extend service to new places; modernize stations, further reduce their environmental impact, and improve multimodal connections to them. It is also important to redirect freight traffic from roads to rail to reduce pollution and congestion, preserve abandoned rail corridors for future freight and passenger service, and support the transition to zero-emission trains.

Danny Plaugher // Virginians for High Speed Rail // danny@vhsr.com
Trip Pollard // Southern Environmental Law Center // tpollard@selcva.org
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Wyatt Gordon // Senior Policy Manager of Land Use & Transportation // wyatt@vcnva.org
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Virginia needs a cleaner, more equitable transportation system. For decades, funds have primarily gone to road projects to the detriment of safer, healthier, and greener choices. As a result, transportation is Virginia’s largest source of carbon pollution and there are few alternatives to driving, especially in under-resourced communities. Despite some recent progress, transportation planning and funding continue to focus heavily on highway expansion and construction. With significant opportunities coming to Virginia due to a wave of federal funding, we must defend recent progress and continue to transform our transportation approach to favor cleaner, healthier options that reduce traffic, improve safety, and protect our environment.

CHALLENGE
Significant transportation reforms have been adopted in recent years, including increased funding for transit, rail, and highway maintenance and the groundbreaking Transforming Rail in Virginia initiative. Additionally, SMART SCALE continues to provide objective and transparent basis for selecting projects for funding.

HIGHWAY EXPANSION INCENTIVIZES MORE DRIVING, THUS FAILING TO PROVIDE LONG-TERM CONGESTION RELIEF
Decades of studies and experience have proven that new and wider highways incentivize sprawling development and encourage more driving, thus failing to provide long-term congestion relief. Transit investments, in contrast, have been shown to provide a significant return on investment, yet over 75% of the draft FY2024-29 Six-Year Improvement Program is allocated to highways. Efforts to weaken or sidestep SMART SCALE proposals, and funding decisions under consideration in the current review of the process being conducted by the administration.

Virginia’s asphalt-centered approach has profound effects on our communities and environment. Transportation generates over half of all statewide carbon pollution, and communities of color and under-resourced communities bear a disproportionate share of the health burdens from transportation-related pollution. Moreover, new and expanded roads destroy natural resources such as forests and wetlands that absorb carbon and increase communities’ resilience to sea level rise and flooding statewide. They also add to the maintenance costs taxpayers must cover. And they often do little to improve community and access for the hundreds of thousands of Virginians who do not own a personal vehicle.

SOLUTION
Meeting the climate crisis, spending tax dollars more wisely, and improving the health, equity, and mobility of Virginians requires moving away from a transportation paradigm focused on ever-increasing asphalt. It requires focusing funding on existing infrastructure through a “fix it first” approach and shifting substantial amounts of our state and regional transportation budgets from highway construction to public transit, rail, bicycle, and pedestrian facilities.

This shift is essential for the Commonwealth to remain economically competitive. Transit and other alternatives to driving can provide critical access to jobs, healthcare, and essential services; today’s businesses increasingly seek to locate in walkable communities with good access to public transportation.

As federal funding makes its way into Virginia under the new infrastructure laws, we need to seize the moment to pursue competitive grants for cleaner, more equitable transportation - particularly for communities for whom car ownership may be out of reach or who are overburdened with historical and current pollution. We must also defend the data-driven, objective approach of the SMART SCALE prioritization process, which is currently under review, and extend those principles to other transportation funding decisions such as federal funding allocations and regional transportation funding mechanisms.

We also need to strengthen consideration of the climate change effects of transportation plans, proposals, and funding decisions and ensure that state and regional plans serve to reduce, rather than exacerbate, emissions of greenhouse gasses and other pollutants. In addition, the Commonwealth should set a specific goal for reducing vehicle miles traveled and step up efforts to accelerate the electrification of vehicles and expand charging infrastructure for the driving we continue to do.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Public transportation provides tremendous benefits to the communities it serves. Our buses, trains, trolleys, and ferries offer greater mobility, reduction in traffic and carbon pollution, and economic growth.

CHALLENGE
The pandemic pummeled our transit systems, impacting ridership, employee recruitment and retention, and operational costs. However, public transportation’s recovery is well underway. Hampton Roads Transit’s ridership is nearly 60% of pre-pandemic levels and growing, Virginia Railway Express’ ridership is up 400%, the Metro recently hit its highest ridership day in nearly a decade, and Alexandria’s DASH and Richmond’s GRTC are two of the seven largest transit nationwide that have exceeded their pre-pandemic ridership. Commuter services are still building back due to the increase in telework; however, many systems’ core routes are performing better than ever. Workforce recruitment and retention remain difficult, with several transit systems facing operator shortages. For example, GRTC is 18% below its driver targets, Harrisonburg Transit is 25 drivers short of its goal, and Roanoke’s Valley Transit needs 30 additional drivers.

Reversing the reduction in traffic and carbon pollution, and enhancing economic growth. Our buses, trains, trolleys, and ferries offer greater mobility, reducing traffic and pollution. Additionally, public transit generated the burning of 67 million gallons of fuel and the release of 155,000 metric tons of CO2 pollution. In 2019, over 412,000 trips a day were taken on public transportation, resulting in 1.03 billion passenger miles taken off our roads, preventing the burning of 77 million gallons of fuel and the release of 155,000 metric tons of CO2 pollution. Additionally, public transit generated nearly $2.4 billion in economic benefits for the Commonwealth that year.

The final challenge is the lack of dignity, accessibility, and essential infrastructure at many bus stops. The 2021 Transit Equity and Modernization report found that just 11% of (Virginia) bus stops have a shelter, 19% have a bench, and only 38% fully comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act. Most of Virginia’s bus stops are simply signs stuck in the ground.

SOLUTION
Transit ridership in Virginia has been trending upward for decades. In 2019, over 412,000 trips a day were taken on public transportation, resulting in 1.03 billion passenger miles taken off our roads, preventing the burning of 77 million gallons of fuel and the release of 155,000 metric tons of CO2 pollution. Additionally, public transit generated nearly $2.4 billion in economic benefits for the Commonwealth that year.

For public transportation to continue its strong growth and meet the moment by modernizing fleets and increasing access, our systems need additional funding and innovative policymaking. Perfect examples of this are Hampton Roads Transit, Mountain Empire Transit, and Bay Transit which have piloted microtransit and seen a doubling of ridership in parts of their region. Such service allows agencies to provide on-demand, door-to-door service in low-density areas where fixed routes may not be the best fit. DRPT’s pilots have also shown that ridership strengthens on fixed routes when these routes are connected to microtransit services.

Expanding and maintaining zero or reduced fare programs, as demonstrated by Richmond, Charlottesville, Alexandria, Petersburg, Blacksburg, and others can play a key role in rebuiding and increasing ridership. Additionally, several transit systems are increasing driver pay by as much as 40% to help attract and retain employees in a competitive job market.

About 14% of eligible Virginians don’t have a driver’s license and 6% don’t live in a household with an automobile. To enhance accessibility, investment in essential stop infrastructure such as benches, shelters, lighting, sidewalks, and crosswalks is necessary. Recent state legislation allows for up to 30% of the Transit Ridership Incentive Program (TRIP) to be dedicated to transit stop infrastructure, but more funding is needed.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
Protect and increase existing statewide and regional transit funding including addressing WMATA’s fiscal cliff.

Improve transit ridership by expanding service, continuing zero and low fare programs, and encouraging dense land use around stops.

Increase regional transit funding in under-invested areas.

Expand the TRIP program to include zero-emission transition plans for transit systems.

Expedite and streamline the implementation of last foot transit infrastructure (bus stop benches, shelters, crosswalks, and lighting, etc). Advocate for fair allocation of federal and state multimodal grants to transit projects.

Caetano de Campos // Community Climate Collaborative // caetano@theclimatecollaborative.org
Desiree Jenkins // Virginia Interfaith Power and Light // djenkins@vaipl.org
Danny Plaugher // Virginia Transit Association // Danny@Plaugher.org
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Compelling energy, economic, and environmental benefits flow from maximizing the use of rail to move both people and goods. Virginia has made significant progress on passenger rail in recent years, but increased funding is needed to improve the speed, frequency, and reliability of service; extend service to new places; modernize stations, further reduce their environmental impact, and improve multimodal connections between them. It is also important to redirect freight traffic from roads to rail to reduce pollution and congestion, preserve abandoned rail corridors for future freight and passenger service, and support the transition to zero-emission trains.

CHALLENGE
Virginia’s efforts since 2008 to improve and expand passenger rail service resulted in a 55% increase in service, a doubling of ridership, and expanded daily service to 2.5 million more Virginians.1 Recent ridership is setting new records, with our Regionals projected to carry 1.2 million passengers this year alone—avoiding an estimated 282.9 million passenger miles on our roads, reducing fuel consumption by about 6 million gallons, and preventing the release of 53,000 metric tons of carbon pollution.2

TRAIN TRAVEL IS 46% MORE ENERGY EFFICIENT THAN DRIVING
Passenger rail needs continued investment to achieve even greater impacts. Train travel times and reliability need to be improved, many stations need repair and updating, and transit connections between rail stations and activity centers are frequently limited or lacking altogether. Additional service is needed as well. Our passenger rail network is primarily set up for north-south travel and there is next to no east-west service. A 4.5-hour drive between Norfolk and Roanoke takes 16 hours by train; an east-west rail connection would reduce the number of cars on both I-64 and I-81.

And although train travel is far less polluting and 46% more energy efficient than driving, electrifying rail in Virginia—which is already in place from Washington, DC north—would be much cleaner.* New state corridors should be built to accommodate zero-emission technologies. Further, a central challenge for freight rail is to accommodate zero-emission technologies. We should also look at incentives for moving freight from trucks to rail while being prepared for abandoned rail corridors for future use. Lastly, we should explore opportunities to make freight railroads more responsive to public interest concerns—including the need to decarbonize their train fleets.

SOLUTION
Since December 2019, the state has announced and finalized agreements with CSX and Norfolk Southern to purchase 663 miles of railroad right-of-way and track, construct 50 miles of new railroad track, and double the rail capacity between DC and Virginia. These agreements, which are core parts of the Transforming Rail in Virginia program (TRVA), will allow six new roundtrip Amtrak Regional trains, the extension of new state corridors, and the extension of five more Virginia Railway Express trains on the Fredericksburg line (including weekend service). Funding for the TRVA program is essential to increase service, reduce travel times, and increase the reliability of our trains.

To restore direct east-west passenger rail service between Hampton Roads and Roanoke, the state has submitted the Commonwealth Corridor to the Federal Railroad Administration’s (FRA) Corridor Identification Program to place it in the federal project pipeline. The state is also updating its station modernization and improvement plan accordingly.

The TRVA agreements will allow for future phased electrification of our rail service when the DC-Richmond-Raleigh corridor is fully built out. We should look for opportunities and technologies that will allow the state to begin to decarbonize our rail corridors sooner.

We should also look at incentives for moving freight from trucks to rail while being prepared for abandonment of rail lines by the Class One railroads and ensuring the Commonwealth is ready to railbank such corridors for future use. Lastly, we should explore opportunities to make freight railroads more responsive to public interest concerns—including the need to decarbonize their train fleets.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
Protect and increase rail funding to support the implementation of the Transforming Rail in Virginia program.
Support the Commonwealth Corridor’s (New River Valley - Charlottesville - Richmond - Hampton Roads) inclusion in the FRA Corridor Identification Program.
Fund rail station modernization and provide multimodal connections between stations and activity centers.
Authorize a state study of opportunities to expedite the transition to zero-emission trains and infrastructure.
Fund a study of the economic and environmental life-cycle costs and benefits of adding new freight capacity on rail vs. roadways.
Protect any potentially abandoned rail corridors through public purchase and railbanking for future use.
SAVING PEDESTRIAN LIVES

Pedestrian and vulnerable road user fatalities continue to climb in Virginia at an alarming rate. Virtually all roadway fatalities are preventable with the right infrastructure and enforcement, but more than 1,000 Virginians will continue to die every year if we don’t change our policies and what we fund. Specific steps must be taken to save lives by reducing car speeds, better educating all road users, and redesigning our roadway network for better pedestrian protection. The tools to reverse this tragic trend are as simple as sidewalks and pedestrian refuges, but Virginia needs policy and resources to make a change.

Sonya Breehey // Coalition for Smarter Growth // sonya@smartergrowth.net
Mike Doyle // Northern Virginia Families for Safe Streets // mikedoncaves.org
Amy Guzulaitis // Partnership for Smarter Growth // amy@psgrichmond.org
Brantley Tyndall // Bike Walk RVA // brantley@sportsbackers.org

INCREASING ACCESS TO BICYCLING

Transportation is Virginia’s largest generator of climate change emissions. Shifting trips to bicycling will reduce emissions since bicycling is carbon-free. That said, concern for safety is a key deterrent to more people bicycling. Bicyclists often have to share the road with motor vehicles, which can be intimidating and dangerous. Virginia needs a commitment to improving safety for people who bike and/or are interested but hesitant to bike. This effort will require dedicated funding to build safer bicycling infrastructure, the Bicyclist Safety Stop, and updating the Commonwealth’s bicycling policies for the 21st Century.

Jim Durham // Virginia Bicycling Federation // JimDurham48@outlook.com
Desiree Jenkins // Virginia Interfaith Power and Light // djenkins@vaipl.org
Allen Muchnick // Virginia Bicycling Federation // allen22204@gmail.com

ENSURING CONSISTENT SUPPORT FOR TRAILS

Trails facilitate the movement of people, create opportunities for outdoor recreation, maximize the benefit of conserved land, improve public health, and stimulate economic development across Virginia. Despite the multitude of benefits trails provide, they are inaccessible to many communities, and Virginia is not building them fast enough to meet growing demand. Ensuring consistent support for trail planning, construction, and maintenance will continue to make Virginia a great state in which to live and visit.

Cat Anthony // Virginia Capital Trail Foundation // cat@virginiacapitaltrail.org
Elliott Caldwell // East Coast Greenway Alliance // elliott@greenway.org
Justin Doyle // James River Association // jdoyle@thejamesriver.org
Brantley Tyndall // Virginia Bicycling Federation // brantley@sportsbackers.org

VIRGINIA CONSERVATION NETWORK PROGRAM LEAD

Wyatt Gordon // Senior Policy Manager of Land Use & Transportation // wyatt@vcnva.org
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Pedestrian and vulnerable road user fatalities continue to climb in Virginia at an alarming rate. Virtually all roadway fatalities are preventable with the right infrastructure and enforcement, but more than 1,000 Virginians will continue to die every year if we don’t change our policies and what we fund. Specific steps must be taken to save lives by reducing car speeds, better educating all road users, and redesigning our roadway network for better pedestrian protection. The tools to reverse this tragic trend are as simple as sidewalks and pedestrian refuges, but Virginia needs to find the political will and resources to make a change.

CHALLENGE
2022 saw a significant increase in pedestrian fatalities in Virginia. This 36% increase in deaths over 2021 claimed 46 more lives and is among the worst pedestrian fatality rates in the entire nation.1 The spike in people killed while walking is more than the 4.3% traffic fatality increase across all modes (46 compared to 42 additional lives lost) in that period as Virginia’s roadway death toll topped 1,000 lives lost for the first time in 16 years.

VIRGINIA HAS ONE OF THE WORST PEDESTRIAN FATALITY RATES IN THE ENTIRE NATION
The massacre on our roadways is the result of worsening speeding, larger vehicles like SUVs and trucks with limited visibility, increases in driver impairment and distraction, and roadway design that prioritizes cars’ speed over the lives of the Commonwealth’s residents. Police enforcement alone has not effectively reduced traffic fatalities. The only consistently reliable way to get drivers to slow down is to redesign our roads with improved infrastructure such as raised crosswalks, speed humps, narrower lanes, bulb-outs, and pedestrian refuges. These relatively low-cost solutions can add up quickly at the scale the Commonwealth needs to deploy them, but despite VDOT’s $8 billion annual budget, there never seems to be enough money available for simple safety improvements like adding sidewalks to state roads.

In light of record road fatalities, it is time to redesign and reissue the Virginia Driver’s Manual to put safety first. Drivers must be taught how to operate their vehicles safely around pedestrians, cyclists, and other road users. All people are pedestrians at some point, even those who primarily drive or who are unable to walk, and improving pedestrian safety increases safety outcomes for all other road users.

SOLUTION
Speed cameras are an effective deterrent to speeding, which is the number one predictor of crash mortality. Not only do they lessen the staff burden of traffic enforcement, but they also apply enforcement equitably, consistently, and without bias. Although automated photo speed enforcement (ASE) has been shown to reduce the number of drivers speeding by up to 60%,2 this safety tool is currently only authorized in school zones and work zones. Their use needs to be allowed in other high pedestrian traffic areas such as residential and business districts.

Virginia currently allows localities to lower speed limits on municipal roads in residential and business districts to as low as 15 MPH, but VDOT has interpreted this to not apply to state-owned roads. Outside residential and business districts, the traffic study requirement has made such changes prohibitively expensive. The law needs to be fixed to solve both problems.

State-owned roads in residential and business districts are where most pedestrian fatalities occur, often called the “high injury network.”3 These high-injury networks should be codified into pedestrian safety zones modeled after the Interstate Safety Corridors to dedicate more funding, programming, and automated enforcement of safety in these zones.

Pedestrian-focused safety infrastructure is not being built to outpace the growth in fatalities, so more funding and safety programming needs to be dedicated to saving these lives. This includes dedicating more state funding to infrastructure projects that can be used quickly and responsibly to shift safety needs.

The Virginia driver’s manual deemphasizes pedestrian safety and does not include updated information about safe street designs and how to drive around them. It is in need of an overall update to meet this dire safety challenge, ensuring all Virginians know how to drive safely around people walking.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

Authorize localities to use Automated Photo Speed Enforcement systems to residential neighborhoods and business districts.

Allow local authority to lower speeds on state-controlled roads for safety in residential and business districts.

Redesign and reissue the Virginia Driver’s Manual with a new special emphasis on pedestrian and bicyclist safety, including mandatory bike/ped questions on the driver’s exam.

Allocate 10% of the State’s surplus funds in a given year to road safety infrastructure improvement projects.

Establish a Pedestrian Safety Corridor program similar to the Interstate Safety Corridor program to increase awareness, safety resources, and enforcement in areas of high pedestrian safety crashes.

Prioritize pedestrian safety in the ongoing update of SMART SCALE.

Sonya Breehey // Coalition for Smarter Growth // sonya@smartergrowth.net
Mike Doyle // Northern Virginia Families for Safe Streets // mike@novafss.org
Amy Guzulaitis // Partnership for Smarter Growth // amy@psgrichmond.org
Brantley Tyndall // Bike Walk RVA // brantley@sportsbackers.org
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Transportation is Virginia’s largest generator of climate change emissions. Shifting trips to bicycling will reduce emissions since bicycling is carbon-free. That said, concern for safety is a key deterrent to more people bicycling. Bicyclists often have to share the road with motor vehicles, which can be intimidating and dangerous. Virginia needs a commitment to improving safety for people who bike and/or are interested but hesitant to bike. This effort will require dedicated funding to build safer bicycling infrastructure, the Bicyclist Safety Stop, and updating the Commonwealth’s bicycling policies for the 21st Century.

CHALLENGE

Virginia will not achieve its climate goals until bicycling is much safer and more accessible. In 2022, 652 people bicycling were injured in Virginia, a 6% increase from 2021. Forty-three percent of people report the desire to ride their bicycle more,1 but many lack safe and accessible places to ride.

Nearly 200,000 Virginia households have no access to a motor vehicle and need to bike and walk as a part of their primary commutes.2 As traffic fatalities continue to climb, Black and Brown pedestrians are up to twice as likely to be killed.3 Virginia needs to reduce its Vehicle Miles Traveled and bicycling is an excellent way to do that. Addressing these issues requires added infrastructure, funding to build it out, and policies that allow for bicycling as safe transportation to where people need to go.

To stay safe and feel comfortable, people riding bicycles need spaces that are physically separated from drivers. SMART SCALE funding for on-street bike facilities and dedicated trail funding are needed to build out safe biking facilities to save lives and give people the freedom to bike where they need to go (See TRANSFORMING TRANSPORTATION, pg 71 and ENSURING CONSISTENT SUPPORT FOR TRAILS, pg 83). Furthermore, bicycle riders need proven injury-reduction policies, such as the freedom to yield at stop signs, to proceed on walk signals, and to travel side-by-side within a lane. That last policy is especially important for parents who want to ride with their kids and shield them from traffic.

43% OF PEOPLE WANT TO RIDE THEIR BICYCLE MORE BUT LACK SAFE PLACES TO RIDE

To implement such needed reforms, Virginia’s 2011 State Bicycle Policy Plan needs to be updated to better serve as a framework that encourages bicycling by people of all ages and abilities.

SOLUTION

Virginia needs to provide safe and accessible accommodations for people of all ages and abilities who are interested in bicycling. The safer our transportation network, the greater freedom people have to choose cleaner modes.

People bicycling are safest when they are physically separated from drivers, for example on protected and separated trails. The Virginia Capital Trail between Richmond and Jamestown experienced more than 1.2 million trail users in 2020; the Custis Trail in Rosslyn experienced more than 3.5 million trail users in 2021. To add to our trail systems in the Commonwealth, we need dedicated funding for multi-use trails. Localities also need funding from all government levels to provide safe bicycling infrastructure for people of all ages and abilities.

Incentivizing e-bike purchases, particularly for low-income residents, and implementing proven safety measures will make Virginia more accessible for bicycling. For example, the Safety Stop, which allows people on bicycles to yield at stop signs, was shown to contribute to a 23% reduction in bicycle crashes at intersections in a Delaware 5-year study. Allowing people on bicycles to proceed on walk signals and to ride two abreast also improves safety and should be allowed. Allowing people the freedom to choose their safest course will reduce the number of people injured riding bicycles in Virginia.

Virginia’s “State Bicycling Policy Plan” and Complete Streets Policy should be updated to better incorporate trails, bike lanes, reconfigured roads, shoulders, and other safety and access measures. Adopting proven safety measures and updated guidelines will lead to more people choosing bicycling as a transportation option.
Executive Summary

Trails facilitate the movement of people, create opportunities for outdoor recreation, maximize the benefit of conserved land, improve public health, and stimulate economic development across Virginia. Despite the multitude of benefits trails provide, they are inaccessible to many communities, and Virginia is not building them fast enough to meet growing demand. Ensuring consistent support for trail planning, construction, and maintenance will continue to make Virginia a great state in which to live and visit.

Challenge

We are grateful for the creation of the Office of Trails and past funding over the recent years for trails, but future funding is uncertain. Trails are continually shown to be essential to our transportation and public health systems, allowing for millions of trips each year in Virginia and accounting for tremendous health improvements.

Additionally, trails play a crucial role in our economy by generating tens of millions in tourism dollars and health benefits for users of all kinds of trails, including water trails for canoeing and kayaking, hiking trails, horse trails, and walking and biking trails. Despite the clear evidence of the vast benefits of trails, Virginia is not building them at a pace to meet the demand and need. We must prioritize statewide trail planning and coordinated investment in trails that meet current and future needs, especially in low-income communities as well as majority Black and Latinx communities.

Solution

With clear demand across the Commonwealth for trails of all types, state-wide support for trail planning, development, and construction must increase to meet that demand. Increasing trail usage more than justifies the need for consistent state funding to help all communities build new trails as well as improve and maintain existing infrastructure.

The Office of Trails at VDOT can help lead the way in the Commonwealth by supporting local communities and regional agencies through the dissemination of best practices in trail planning, development, construction, operations, maintenance, and rehabilitation. Trails must be constructed to accommodate all ages and abilities and be planned to promote community connectivity. In addition, they must be maintained and improved over time to both meet the needs of current trail users and attract new users. Trails are economic engines for Virginia and increase the quality of life for its residents.

Policy Recommendations

$41M per year in recurring, state-derived VDOT funding, adjusted for inflation from 2022 dollars, for the Office of Trails to plan, construct, and maintain trails in the Commonwealth

$1M for grant match funds for low-income communities, communities of color, and smaller localities with populations under 25,000 for better connectivity to transportation and recreation, to be administered by VDOT.

Fill the remaining full-time staff position established in 2022 to add more staff capacity to the VDOT Office of Trails.

Establish a State Trail Designation Program and direct resources toward marketing Virginia's interconnected trail systems.

$15M in state-derived trail funding to the Department of Conservation and Recreation to match the Federal Recreational Trails Program grant program.
Virginia has enacted significant policies to move the Commonwealth towards a clean energy future. We must ensure these policies are enacted and expand upon these commitments through responsibly developing clean energy infrastructure, ramping up energy efficiency and solar investments, and ensuring an equitable transition to a clean energy economy. Preventing the buildout of fossil fuel & unproven energy technologies and leaning into proven, affordable renewable energy projects will effectively combat climate change and ensure affordable energy for Virginians. To provide reliable and affordable services for Virginians, we must leverage this clean energy transition to address inequalities baked into the laws that currently regulate our current utility system.
ACHIEVING 100% CLEAN ENERGY

Virginia is committed by law to powering the Commonwealth with 100% carbon-free electricity by 2050 through the passage of the 2020 Virginia Clean Economy Act (VCEA). The VCEA outlines a clear path to achieving this zero-carbon future by mandating the retirement of fossil fuel generators; the construction of solar, wind, and battery storage; and instructing utilities to meet energy efficiency standards. Unfortunately, repeated attempts to repeal or weaken this law have sought to compromise our ability to achieve an emissions-free electricity grid. Virginia must stay the course on our clean energy future by maintaining the fossil fuel power plant retirement schedule, investing in energy efficiency, and ensuring that credits for renewable energy are only available to viable clean, renewable sources.

Will Cleveland // Southern Environmental Law Center
// wcleveland@selcva.org
Victoria Higgins // Chesapeake Climate Action Network
// vhiggins@chesapeakeclimate.org
Blair St. Ledger-Olson // Climate Cabinet Education
// blair@climatecabinet.org

PARTICIPATING IN THE REGIONAL GREENHOUSE GAS INITIATIVE

The Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) is a necessary tool for dealing with the causes and impacts of climate change. RGGI has already demonstrated its effectiveness in drawing down emissions and providing needed funding for flood resilience and energy efficiency across the Commonwealth. Virginia should continue its participation in RGGI and ensure the funds generated through RGGI, which flow to the Community Flood Preparedness Fund (CFPF) and energy efficiency programs, remain fully intact.

Nate Benforado // Southern Environmental Law Center
// nbenforado@selcva.org
Jay Ford // Chesapeake Bay Foundation // jford@cbf.org
Mandy Warner // Environmental Defense Fund // mwarner@edf.org

Decarbonization protects Virginia from climate change, from our communities to our smallest insects.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Virginia is committed by law to powering the Commonwealth with 100% carbon-free electricity by 2050 through the passage of the 2020 Virginia Clean Economy Act (VCEA). The VCEA outlines a clear path to achieving this zero-carbon future by mandating the retirement of fossil fuel generators, the construction of solar, wind, and battery storage; and instructing utilities to meet energy efficiency standards. Unfortunately, repeated attempts to repeal or weaken this law have sought to compromise our ability to achieve an emissions-free electricity grid. Virginia must stay the course on our clean energy future by maintaining the fossil fuel power plant retirement schedule, investing in energy efficiency, and ensuring that credits for renewable energy are only available to viable clean, renewable sources.

CHALLENGE

Experts continue to warn that governments across the world must slash emissions significantly in the short-term in order to achieve net zero by mid-century to ensure a stable, healthy climate for current and future generations.1 Decarbonizing the economy begins with the electric sector, which is directly responsible for nearly a third of Virginia’s carbon pollution, and is particularly important as we electrify cars and buildings.2

FOSSIL FUELS STILL MAKE UP OVER 60% OF VIRGINIA’S ENERGY GENERATION

Virginia’s electricity is still reliant on fossil fuels, which collectively make up over 60% of our generation.3 This legacy of fossil fuel generation has short and long-term consequences (see MANAGING TECHNOLOGIES UNPROVEN AT SCALE, pg 107). Unfortunately, Virginia’s largest utility – Dominion Energy – has signaled its plans to ignore the VCEA and pursue a reckless and unproven plan. Its latest Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) makes no effort to meaningfully plan to phase out fossil power plants on a reasonable timeline. It fails to leverage the still untapped potential of energy efficiency, and it proposes tens of billions of dollars in modular nuclear and new natural gas facilities – while simultaneously placing all the risk of project failure on Virginians (see MANAGING TECHNOLOGIES UNPROVEN AT SCALE, pg 107).

SOLUTION

To achieve a zero-carbon emission grid, Virginia must fully implement the VCEA with a particular focus on its core tenets: the retirement of the fossil fuel generation fleet and the construction of and incentivization of proven zero-carbon resources.

The VCEA charted Virginia’s clean energy path in 2020 to tackle climate change and establish the Commonwealth as a leader in the clean energy transition. This landmark policy has four main components: a 100% Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS), a Battery Storage Acquisition requirement, an Energy Efficiency Resource Standard, and fossil fuel generation retirement schedule – all of which are overseen by the SCC to ensure a reliable and affordable transition takes place.

An RPS outlines the required amount of electricity generation from clean, renewable resources – such as wind and solar.4 State-level renewable portfolio standards are highly effective for over 50% of clean energy growth in the country.5 There are currently 22 states, plus the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico, with 100% clean energy directives.6

The VCEA also sets targets of 3,100MW of energy storage by 2035, and requires 10% of energy storage projects to be deployed for power backups at hospitals, government facilities, and more. These storage requirements complement the Energy Efficiency Resource Standard, which requires Dominion and Appalachian Power to meet a specific portion of their electricity demand through energy efficiency.8

Lastly, the VCEA requires Dominion and Appalachian Power to retire their fossil fuel plants by 2045 and 2050, respectively, including almost all of Dominion’s coal-fired power plants by 2030.9 The VCEA allows utilities to petition the SCC to keep those plants open longer if closing them could negatively affect reliability.10

The VCEA, along with the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI), put Virginia on a clear and stable path to a zero-carbon grid by 2050, and it must be implemented to its fullest potential.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

Maintain the mandatory fossil fuel retirement schedule.

Ensure that VCEA incentives for clean energy remain applicable only to proven, zero-carbon resources like solar and wind.

Ensure that the SCC has full authority to shield captive ratepayers from the costs and risks of still unproven emerging generation technologies like modular nuclear reactors and hydrogen (See MANAGING TECHNOLOGIES UNPROVEN AT SCALE page 107).

Expand the role that third-party owned fossil fuel generation plays in our energy mix (see SHIFTING UTILITIES INCENTIVES FOR AFFORDABLE, CLEAN ENERGY, page 115).

Increase energy efficiency targets and empower the SCC to hold utilities accountable for failure to achieve said targets (see CUTTING ENERGY BILLS & AIR POLLUTION WITH ENERGY EFFICIENCY, page 95).

Virginia Higgins // Chesapeake Climate Action Network // vhiggins@chesapeakeclimate.org

Blair St. Ledger-Olson // Climate Cabinet Education // blair@climatecabinet.org

Will Cleveland // Southern Environmental Law Center // wcleveland@selcva.org

Victoria Higgins // Chesapeake Climate Action Network // vhiggins@chesapeakeclimate.org

Blair St. Ledger-Olson // Climate Cabinet Education // blair@climatecabinet.org
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DECARBONIZING THE GRID

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) is a necessary tool for dealing with the causes and impacts of climate change. RGGI has already demonstrated its effectiveness in drawing down emissions and providing needed funding for flood resilience and energy efficiency across the Commonwealth. Virginia should continue its participation in RGGI and ensure the funds generated through RGGI, which flow to the Community Flood Preparedness Fund (CFPF) and energy efficiency programs, remain fully intact.

CHALLENGE
Virginia is already seeing the effects of climate change, and those effects are expected to intensify over the coming decades. By 2100, Virginia and the Chesapeake Bay watershed can expect to see up to a 20% average increase in extreme precipitation compared to 1950-2000. In the next 60 years, nearly 950,000 Virginians are expected to be at risk from major coastal flooding and annualized coastal flood damages are expected to increase to $51 billion.

In addition to damage from flooding, rising temperature itself puts Virginia's health and livelihood at risk. The first decade of the 2000s was the warmest on record, and by midcentury, half of Virginia's counties are expected to face an increased risk of water shortages due to hotter, drier conditions. The agricultural industry, which generates $27 billion in economic value for the state, faces particularly acute harm from these changes as heat and drought put workers, livestock, and crop yields at risk.

In just two full years of participation, Virginia power plant emissions have dropped by more than 16%. Moreover, Virginia’s participation is bringing substantial funding to critical programs. Communities faced with the direct impacts of climate change have already received $96 million in 48 planning grants and 35 project grants from the Community Flood Preparedness Fund – the only dedicated state funding source for critical flood resilience planning and project implementation. RGGI also benefits low-income Virginians through the Affordable and Special Needs Housing Fund, which in 2021 delivered $29 million through 35 grants across the state. More than 2,300 highly-efficient affordable housing units are under construction thanks to Virginia’s RGGI participation. Through 2030, more than one hundred thousand low-income households stand to benefit from RGGI energy efficiency funds, reducing their energy costs and improving their health while creating local jobs in energy efficiency.

SOLUTION
The urgency to address climate pollution only increases, but thankfully Virginia already has a proven solution in place. In 2020, the General Assembly enacted legislation requiring Virginia's participation in the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative, also known as “RGGI” (pronounced “Reggie”). RGGI’s market-based approach is specifically designed to reduce power plant pollution, and this program is already delivering results.

IN JUST TWO FULL YEARS OF PARTICIPATION, VIRGINIA POWER PLANT EMISSIONS HAVE DROPPED BY MORE THAN 16%.

CARBON EMISSIONS HAVE DROPPED BY MORE THAN 16% IN THE TWO YEAR'S THAT VIRGINIA HAS PARTICIPATED IN RGGI

In addition to damage from flooding, rising temperature itself puts Virginia’s health and livelihood at risk. The first decade of the 2000s was the warmest on record, and by midcentury, half of Virginia’s counties are expected to face an increased risk of water shortages due to hotter, drier conditions. The agricultural industry, which generates $27 billion in economic value for the state, faces particularly acute harm from these changes as heat and drought put workers, livestock, and crop yields at risk.

In addition to damage from flooding, rising temperature itself puts Virginia’s health and livelihood at risk. The first decade of the 2000s was the warmest on record, and by midcentury, half of Virginia’s counties are expected to face an increased risk of water shortages due to hotter, drier conditions. The agricultural industry, which generates $27 billion in economic value for the state, faces particularly acute harm from these changes as heat and drought put workers, livestock, and crop yields at risk.

In just two full years of participation, Virginia power plant emissions have dropped by more than 16%. Moreover, Virginia’s participation is bringing substantial funding to critical programs. Communities faced with the direct impacts of climate change have already received $96 million in 48 planning grants and 35 project grants from the Community Flood Preparedness Fund – the only dedicated state funding source for critical flood resilience planning and project implementation. RGGI also benefits low-income Virginians through the Affordable and Special Needs Housing Fund, which in 2021 delivered $29 million through 35 grants across the state. More than 2,300 highly-efficient affordable housing units are under construction thanks to Virginia’s RGGI participation. Through 2030, more than one hundred thousand low-income households stand to benefit from RGGI energy efficiency funds, reducing their energy costs and improving their health while creating local jobs in energy efficiency.

Virginians need RGGI. Without RGGI, Virginia’s emissions did not drop between 2010 and 2020, and Dominion appears set on increasing emissions, rather than investing in cheap and reliable renewable energy. Moreover, the administration is attempting to remove Virginia from RGGI through regulatory action, despite the legal questions surrounding their authority to do so.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
Maintain Virginia’s participation in RGGI in accordance with the 2020 law.
Maintain full funding for the Community Flood Preparedness Fund and energy efficiency programs, and ensure the state treasury and agencies promptly and regularly distribute such funds.

RGGI improves the air we breathe and protects our communities from flooding.

Photo by Andre Eanes
EXECUTIVE SUMMARIES & CONTACT INFORMATION

CUTTING ENERGY BILLS & AIR POLLUTION WITH ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Virginians pay some of the highest electricity bills nationwide, causing families living in severe poverty to use a disproportionately high 17% of their income for energy, on average. But much of the energy Virginians pay for is wasted. Energy efficiency — performing the same function using less energy — lowers energy bills, reduces energy-related pollution, and can mitigate the need for new power generation. Making efficiency the bedrock component of Virginia’s energy policy will reduce pollution and household costs while creating local, good paying jobs. Virginia can benefit from ambitious energy efficiency policies such as ensuring localities have autonomy over building codes, and stronger efficiency standards for utilities.

Nate Benforado // Southern Environmental Law Center // nbenforado@selcva.org
Laura Gonzales Guerro // Clean Virginia // laura@cleanvirginia.org
Lena Lewis // The Nature Conservancy // lena.lewis@tnc.org

POWERING PROGRESS THROUGH ROOFTOP SOLAR

Distributed rooftop solar has many benefits as we build out the clean energy needed to reach the 100% zero-carbon-emissions standard laid out in Virginia’s Clean Economy Act (VCEA). It is built on pre-existing infrastructure, decreasing the amount of land needed for larger projects, and built in a decentralized fashion creating a more resilient grid. With the right policy landscape, rooftop solar can be deployed quickly (without the need to wait in a queue to be interconnected) which will reduce rising peak demand, decrease carbon-emitting sources on the grid, and increase ratepayer savings. Getting more solar on homes, businesses and solar on schools can reduce costs, enhance public health, and combat climate change.

Josephus Allmond // Southern Environmental Law Center // jallmond@selcva.org
McKenna Dunbar // Sierra Club Virginia Chapter // mckenna.dunbar@sierraclub.org
Ashish Kapoor // Piedmont Environmental Council // akapoor@pecva.org

EXPANDING ACCESS TO COMMUNITY SOLAR

Community solar is an affordable renewable energy option for residents who cannot secure rooftop solar due to logistical constraints. However, the shared solar and multi-family shared solar programs are only available to customers of Dominion and Old Dominion Power and, due to the high minimum bill in the shared solar program, participation is disincentivized. In addition to these utility shared solar programs, Dominion’s “community” solar pilot program is fully subscribed, and the community solar programs offered by electric cooperatives in Virginia have a higher cost/kWh than conventional energy. Several changes are needed to maximize the potential of shared or community solar in Virginia.

Josephus Allmond // Southern Environmental Law Center // jallmond@selcva.org
Peter Anderson // Appalachian Voices // panderson@appvoices.org
Ashish Kapoor // Piedmont Environmental Council // akapoor@pecva.org

MAXIMIZING OFFSHORE WIND GENERATION

The climate crisis demands rapid development of renewable energy resources, and offshore wind (OSW) has the potential to deliver upwards of 30% of Virginia’s 100% clean energy standard. However, Virginia law supports only a small fraction of that standard generated by OSW. There is well over 10 GW of capacity in active and proposed projects just within the mid-Atlantic area that is most efficiently and logistically transmitting that OSW power to the larger PJM via entry into Virginia. For Virginia to realize the maximum economic and job creation benefits of OSW, ensure its equitable development, and quickly meet 100% clean energy goals, we must increase the amount of sustainably developed OSW in the public interest and require Virginia utilities to build and buy that total generation.

Eileen Woll // Sierra Club Virginia Chapter // eileen.woll@sierraclub.org

VIRGINIA CONSERVATION NETWORK PROGRAM LEAD

Mary Rafferty // Executive Director // mary@vcnva.org

Lee County Public Schools’ Rooftop Solar Arrays

Photo by Andre Eanes
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Virginians pay some of the highest electricity bills nationwide, causing families living in severe poverty to use a disproportionately high 17% of their income for energy, on average. But much of the energy Virginians pay for is wasted. Energy efficiency — performing the same function using less energy — lowers energy bills, reduces energy-related pollution, and can mitigate the need for new power generation. Making efficiency the bedrock component of Virginia’s energy policy will reduce pollution and household costs while creating local, good paying jobs. Virginia can benefit from ambitious energy efficiency policies such as ensuring localities have autonomy over building codes, and stronger efficiency standards for utilities.

CHALLENGE

While Virginia has passed significant energy efficiency legislation in the past, the Commonwealth’s chronically high electricity bills and energy burden – the percentage of gross household income spent on energy costs – show Virginia still has untapped energy efficiency potential. Energy efficiency programs can also help start to address historic injustices, as high energy costs disproportionately impact low-income, Black, and Latinx families. Despite the progress Virginia has made, numerous barriers are still keeping the benefits of energy efficiency out of the hands of Virginians. Low-to-moderate income households stand to benefit most from energy efficiency, as the average commercial building wastes 30% of its energy. Furthermore, tapping the full US energy efficiency potential could cut national carbon emissions by 50% by 2050. Lastly, energy efficiency generates the highest number of jobs in Virginia’s energy sector. In 2022, the efficiency industry sustained over 74,000 jobs, compared to less than 31,000 from power generation and the fuel industry combined.

A suite of complementary policies can expand these benefits in Virginia. Implementing more efficient building codes for new and renovated buildings and electrifying fossil-fuel powered heaters and water heaters with electric ones. Allow localities to (1) adopt codes with stronger energy and climate standards for buildings in their jurisdictions.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

- Extend and strengthen the Energy Efficiency Resource Standard targets beyond 2025.
- Clarify that electric utility energy efficiency programs can include replacing fossil-fuel powered heaters and water heaters with electric ones.
- Allow localities to (1) adopt codes with stronger energy efficiency and climate standards, and (2) require building owners to publicize buildings’ energy intensity.
- Maintain Virginia’s participation in the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative, including the 50% revenue allocation to low-income energy efficiency programs, and ensure that the money is delivered to the projects that need it.
- Require state agencies to track and develop a comprehensive plan to take advantage of all federal funding available.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Distributed rooftop solar has many benefits as we build out the clean energy needed to reach the 100% zero-carbon-emissions standard laid out in Virginia’s Clean Economy Act (VCEA). It is built on a pre-existing infrastructure, decreasing the amount of land needed for larger projects, and built in a decentralized fashion creating a more resilient grid. With the right policy landscape, rooftop solar can be deployed quickly (without the need to wait in a queue to be interconnected) which will reduce rising peak demand; decrease carbon-emitting sources on the grid, and increase ratepayer savings. Getting more solar on homes, businesses, and solar on schools can reduce costs, enhance public health, and combat climate change.

CHALLENGE
Distributed energy is any energy that is produced at the same location that it is used and is less than five megawatts of capacity. Many distributed solar energy systems are sited on rooftops and are oftentimes referred to as “rooftop solar”. Rooftop solar is oftentimes a much smaller system (less than 5 kW). Unfortunately in Virginia, the adoption of rooftop solar on homes and apartment buildings lags because there are not a menu of programs that incentivize rooftop solar for Virginians, especially for those who are low-income. Barriers include the lack of access to upfront capital as well as arbitrary caps placed on the amount of distributed power that can be built as part of our electricity grid.

Developers can offer power purchase agreements (“PPAs”) – a financial arrangement where a third-party developer owns, operates, and maintains a solar energy system on a customer’s property, and the customer agrees to purchase the system’s electric output for a predetermined period. However, the law limits that program’s capacity to 500 MW. This cap includes both rooftop and distributed community solar [see EXPANDING ACCESS TO COMMUNITY SOLAR, pg 99]. For residential, only low income customers are eligible for PPAs meaning only those Virginians who can afford the upfront cost of a residential system or who can finance those costs on their own, are able to participate in Virginia’s solar net metering program.

Net metered rooftop solar, which is a solar system connected to the grid that allows surplus energy to be credited to the customer, is also limited in scope by law in Virginia. Virginia law currently limits net metered energy to 6% of the previous year’s peak-load.

Another major opportunity (and subsequent obstacle) is getting rooftop solar on schools. The Inflation Reduction Act (IRA) now allows for cost-effective solar array installations. Thanks to the IRA, many Virginia schools including those in Richmond, Isle of Wight, and Lee County, have effectively leveraged PPAs to incorporate solar energy into their local infrastructures. Yet, this transformative shift towards renewable energy has been hindered by aging building stock throughout the state. This issue requires the renovation of existing infrastructure to facilitate the installation of rooftop solar.

SOLUTION
Virginia can increase the amount of rooftop solar—thus decreasing the need for more carbon-emitting power plants to meet peak demand by increasing the ability for consumers to access upfront capital, removing restrictive market caps, and ensuring solar-ready roofs. In addition, a state level investment tax credit on rooftop solar could further boost financial capital and has been shown to be effective in increasing installations.

To expand equitable access to rooftop solar, the IRA’s Greenhouse Gas Reduction Fund (“GGRF”) contains a $7 billion Solar for All competition, which can provide disadvantaged communities with renewable funding. Expanding the opportunity for PPAs (aka solar leases) and alternative financing can also increase adoption by low-income customers as they can avoid upfront costs. While Virginia’s net metering law allows solar leases, certain utilities have declined to power play consent to interconnect such customers. For purchases, Residential Property Assessed Clean Energy (R-PACE) provides an innovative mechanism for financing renewable energy by avoiding credit checks and using the homeowner’s property as collateral. Authorizing the adoption of R-PACE districts with airtight consumer protection provisions has proven to be effective.

Lastly, Virginia schools can reduce energy costs through rooftop solar, freeing funds for vital areas like teachers’ salaries. For instance, Highland Springs High School will save $420,000 over 25 years with solar. The adoption of solar-ready roofs and net-zero designs should be mandated, ensuring a sustainable future.

A robust distributed energy policy can bring more renewable energy to the grid more quickly, decrease peak load demands, take more carbon-emitting sources offline, and move Virginia closer to our 2050 100% zero-carbon requirements as mandated by the VCEA.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
- Increase net metering cap on distributed generation beyond 6% of the previous year’s peak load and create state-level investment tax credit (with schools, municipalities, houses of worship and tribal governments receiving direct pay reimbursements) for rooftop solar.
- Explicitly allow solar leasing.
- Support the VA Department of Energy as it creates a program to disburse the Solar for All funds.
- Authorize R-PACE to provide low-income Virginians with an additional option to go solar. Any R-PACE program must contain airtight consumer protection provisions that ensure customers are properly educated about the program and that they have the ability to pay the voluntary assessments.

Require net-zero energy standards and solar-ready roofs for new and majorly renovated schools, enabling renewable energy adoption and long-term savings.
EXPANDING ACCESS TO COMMUNITY SOLAR

RENEWABLE ENERGY & ENERGY EFFICIENCY

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Community solar is an affordable renewable energy option for residents who cannot secure rooftop solar due to logistical constraints. However, the shared solar and multi-family shared solar programs are only available to customers of Dominion and Old Dominion Power and, due to the high minimum bill in the shared solar program, participation is disincentivized. In addition to these utility-shared solar programs, Dominion’s “community” solar pilot program is fully subscribed, and the community solar programs offered by electric cooperatives in Virginia have a higher cost/kWh than conventional energy. Several changes are needed to maximize the potential of shared or community solar in Virginia.

CHALLENGE
Many Virginians want to power their homes and businesses with clean, renewable solar power. However, not everyone has the capacity to put solar on their own rooftop due to ownership, capital, or other technical restraints. Community solar is a centralized solar facility capped at 5MW that many users can pay into and take advantage of the clean power. This size and funding model is critical for Virginia to hit the clean energy goals outlined in the Clean Economy Act. Unfortunately, due to policy constraints, community solar is mostly unattainable by Virginia consumers.

SOLVER
The more that Virginia can use built structures for community solar, the less we use valuable greenfields, forests, and prime agricultural soil for large-scale solar. A forward-looking community solar policy incentivizes solar installations on parking lots, brownfields, landfills, and formerly mined lands to create additional value on built space. Further, a robust agrivoltaics policy helps farmers diversify their income and optimize land use by building solar in conjunction with crops and pasture.

APPALACHIAN POWER COMPANY’S 500,000 CUSTOMERS HAVE NO ACCESS TO COMMUNITY SOLAR AT ALL
Unproven cost shifting arguments by utilities, excessive infrastructure costs borne by solar developers, and lengthy interconnection processes further prevent community solar from being a viable part of Virginia’s clean energy future. Additionally, parking lots, brownfields, and farms are often not utilized as part of the solution to the increased costs needed to make the infrastructure viable. For example, while Southwest Virginia alone has over 71,000 acres of land impacted by coal mining that could be reclaimed for productive use hosting solar, these lands are more expensive to redevelop than the greenfields often prioritized by solar developers.

The biggest policy barrier for community solar is the $55/month minimum, meaning consumers participating in community solar must pay a base of $55 before any additional costs plus an additional $10 - $20 administration fee. When the State Corporation Commission (SCC) established this charge, they did not consider the benefits that shared solar facilities provide, including transmission system benefits, distribution system benefits, purchased power benefits, fuel factor benefits, economic benefits, and environmental benefits. This cost barrier makes shared solar unattainable to most.

While the existing shared solar and multi-family shared solar programs are imperfect, Appalachian Power Company’s 500,000 customers have no access to shared solar at all. That leaves a big opportunity on the table for Southwest Virginia, as the Inflation Reduction Act provides an additional 10% tax credit for solar projects located in coal country which will allow a wider range of ratepayers to save from solar energy.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
Cap the minimum bill for community solar at an amount that will allow robust participation in the program for all Virginians. Require the SCC to consider the benefits of shared solar facilities alongside any potential cost shift.

Expand the shared solar and multi-family programs into APCo’s territory. Low-income customers should be exempt from a minimum bill and limits should be placed on the minimum bill for all other customers.

Develop a model ordinance to guide counties in adopting updated solar ordinances for distributed generation.

Provide State Investment Tax Credit and Production Tax Credit for parking lot solar and agrivoltaics.

Streamline and lessen the cost burden for community solar interconnection process.

$35M each year through Virginia Energy for the Virginia Brownfield and Coal Mine Renewable Energy Grant Fund and Program.

Josephus Allmond // Southern Environmental Law Center // jalmond@selcva.org
Peter Anderson // Appalachian Voices // panderson@appvoices.org
Ashish Kapoor // Piedmont Environmental Council // akapoor@pecva.org

Thoughtfully designed solar arrays in Shenandoah, Va
Photo by Wyatt Gordon
POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

Increase the amount of offshore wind deemed to be in the public interest from 5,200 MW to 10,000 MW by 2030.

Require that the second tranche of CVOW be subject to a competitive procurement process.

 Require Dominion to issue a competitive solicitation to contract or purchase the output of any offshore wind facilities not currently under development.

---

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The climate crisis demands rapid development of renewable energy resources, and offshore wind (OSW) has the potential to deliver upwards of 30% of Virginia’s 100% clean energy standard. However, Virginia law supports only a small fraction of that standard generated by OSW. There is well over 10 GW of capacity in active and proposed projects just within the mid-Atlantic area that is most efficiently and logistically transmitting that OSW power to the larger PJM via entry into Virginia. For Virginia to realize the maximum economic and job creation benefits of OSW, ensure its equitable development, and quickly meet 100% clean energy goals, we must increase the amount of sustainably developed OSW in the public interest and require Virginia utilities to build and buy that total generation.

CHALLENGE

Virginia currently deems 5,200 MW of OSW to be in the public interest, which Dominion is recommended to acquire through the Virginia Clean Economy Act (VCEA). The first phase of that total is satisfied with its Coastal Virginia Offshore Wind (CVOW), a $10 billion dollar, 2,600 MW project, that will be online in late 2026.

There are currently 27 commercial OSW lease projects in the Atlantic potentially delivering almost 39,000 MW of power to the grid. CVOW is unique amongst them in being the only utility-owned project, where Dominion is both developer and “buyer” of all 2,600 MW of Virginia’s OSW. Coastal states north of Virginia have state-level OSW procurement commitments totaling 39 GW by 2040, supporting a competitive process that materializes in power purchase agreements with maximum benefits to both the state and its electricity consumers.

In mid-2024, the federal Bureau of Ocean Energy Management will auction off several new lease areas in the Central Atlantic for OSW development. Two large offshore areas (Call Areas C and D) are directly adjacent to CVOW and to Avangrid’s Kitty Hawk 3,600 MW project. If these call areas progress to final lease areas, there would be four lease areas that could easily bring 10,000 MW of OSW to Virginia.

To satisfy the VCEA requirement to develop 5,200 MW of OSW, Dominion has indicated interest in these additional lease areas and is likely participating in the lease auction planned for early 2024. Just like with CVOW as it stands currently, pending approval by the State Corporation Commission, the costs to develop that additional OSW will be passed on to its ratepayers and Dominion allowed a profit margin on the multi-billion dollar project.

SOLUTION

The public’s best interest can be best realized with increased production and generation of OSW, especially given OSW’s massive economic and job creation benefits for Virginians, and its great capacity to confront the climate crisis in significant proportions. A number of large areas off Virginia’s coast are in the planning process for development which easily provides that increased generation, allowing Virginia to increase OSW in the public interest from 5,200 MW to 10,000 MW.

Increasing the amount of OSW in the public interest must be coupled with requirements that the 10,000 MW is developed at the most competitive rates possible. This will ensure competitive costs for OSW, its development, and maximum benefits to Virginia electricity consumers.

---

OFFSHORE WIND CAN DELIVER OVER 30% OF VIRGINIA’S 100% CLEAN ENERGY STANDARD

In mid-2024, the federal Bureau of Ocean Energy Management will auction off several new lease areas in the Central Atlantic for OSW development. Two large offshore areas (Call Areas C and D) are directly adjacent to CVOW and to Avangrid’s Kitty Hawk 3,600 MW project. If these call areas progress to final lease areas, there would be four lease areas that could easily bring 10,000 MW of OSW to Virginia.

To satisfy the VCEA requirement to develop 5,200 MW of OSW, Dominion has indicated interest in these additional lease areas and is likely participating in the lease auction planned for early 2024. Just like with CVOW as it stands currently, pending approval by the State Corporation Commission, the costs to develop that additional OSW will be passed on to its ratepayers and Dominion allowed a profit margin on the multi-billion dollar project.

SOLUTION

The public’s best interest can be best realized with increased production and generation of OSW, especially given OSW’s massive economic and job creation benefits for Virginians, and its great capacity to confront the climate crisis in significant proportions. A number of large areas off Virginia’s coast are in the planning process for development which easily provides that increased generation, allowing Virginia to increase OSW in the public interest from 5,200 MW to 10,000 MW.

Increasing the amount of OSW in the public interest must be coupled with requirements that the 10,000 MW is developed at the most competitive rates possible. This will ensure competitive costs for OSW, its development, and maximum benefits to Virginia electricity consumers.

---

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

Increase the amount of offshore wind deemed to be in the public interest from 5,200 MW to 10,000 MW by 2030.

Require that the second tranche of CVOW be subject to a competitive procurement process.

Require Dominion to issue a competitive solicitation to contract or purchase the output of any offshore wind facilities not currently under development.
SURGING ENERGY DEMAND FROM DATA CENTERS
Data centers are large industrial buildings filled with computers that store, process, and distribute large amounts of digital information. Northern Virginia leads the world in data center development, housing nearly 50% of all US facilities. While data centers generate significant tax revenue for the localities in which they reside, they are also the primary driver behind a massive spike in peak electricity demand in Virginia, which through some estimates is projected to more than double by 2038. Virginia needs to chart a responsible path forward, balancing the growth of our digital world with the need to power that growth with affordable carbon-free energy.

Will Cleveland // Southern Environmental Law Center // wcleveland@selcva.org
Dan Holmes // Clean Virginia // dan@cleanvirginia.org

MANAGING TECHNOLOGIES UNPROVEN AT SCALE
As Virginia’s industries and utilities work to power our communities with carbon-free energy, it is critical that our environment and consumers are protected as we consider technologies not yet proven at scale. There are serious environmental and consumer protection concerns associated with modular nuclear energy, hydrogen, and carbon capture and sequestration. These technologies are not commercially viable and the costs of development are almost orders of magnitude greater than already proven technologies such as wind, solar, and battery storage. Virginia should maintain focus on bringing these proven technologies to scale and not invest taxpayer or ratepayer resources into unproven technologies.

Peter Anderson // Appalachian Voices // peter@appvoices.org
Will Cleveland // Southern Environmental Law Center // wcleveland@selcva.org
Connor Kish // Sierra Club Virginia Chapter // connor.kish@sierraclub.org
Blair St. Ledger-Olson // Climate Cabinet Education // blair@climatecabinet.org

PREVENTING PIPELINE HARMS
The poorly planned and constructed fracked-gas Mountain Valley Pipeline (MVP) currently harms Virginia’s fragile water resources and ecosystems. Projects like MVP and the proposed Virginia Reliability Project perpetuate environmental injustice and hinder us from achieving the clean energy goals of our Commonwealth. The operation of these facilities is associated with the emission of methane, a potent greenhouse gas, as well as carbon dioxide emissions driven by end use, posing serious consequences to the climate. Ultimately, Virginia communities bear the brunt of negative public health impacts to water and air quality, along with economic harm to farmland and other critical agricultural lands. Virginia must strengthen protections for the water resources and communities jeopardized by fossil fuel infrastructure.

Connor Kish // Sierra Club Virginia Chapter // connor.kish@sierraclub.org
Jessica Sims // Appalachian Voices // jessica@appvoices.org
David Sligh // Wild Virginia // david@wildvirginia.org

VIRGINIA CONSERVATION NETWORK PROGRAM LEAD
Mary Rafferty // Executive Director // mary@vcnva.org
Pat Calvert // Program Director of Clean Water & Land Conservation // pat@vcnva.org
SURGING ENERGY DEMAND FROM DATA CENTERS

DIRTY ENERGY INFRASTRUCTURE

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Data centers are large industrial buildings filled with computers that store, process, and distribute large amounts of digital information. Northern Virginia leads the world in data center development, housing nearly 50% of all US facilities. While data centers generate significant tax revenue for the localities in which they reside, they are also the primary driver behind a massive spike in peak electricity demand in Virginia, which through some estimates is projected to more than double by 2038. Virginia needs to chart a responsible path forward, balancing the growth of our digital world with the need to power that growth with affordable carbon-free energy.

CHALLENGE

Data storage needs have grown exponentially with news trends like Artificial Intelligence (AI), cryptocurrency, and the rise of the internet. Data centers are large industrial buildings filled with computers that store, process, and operate. But this plan also proposes preserving existing coal and natural gas generation as well as building new fossil fuel generation and costly Small Modular Nuclear Reactors (SMNRs). This plan ignores Virginia’s clean energy requirements and places a significant burden on families and other businesses to subsidize the construction and operation of the significant infrastructure necessary to meet the increase in electricity demand.

DATA CENTER DEVELOPMENT IS PROJECTED TO MORE THAN DOUBLE THE STATE’S PEAK ELECTRICITY DEMAND THROUGH 2038

In their latest long-term Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) filed in April, Dominion Energy has suggested meeting demand growth by building a substantial amount of renewable energy and storage. But this plan also proposes preserving existing coal and natural gas generation as well as building new fossil fuel generation and costly Small Modular Nuclear Reactors (SMNRs). This plan ignores Virginia’s clean energy requirements and places a significant burden on families and other businesses to subsidize the construction and operation of the significant infrastructure necessary to meet the increase in electricity demand.

In addition to a massive increase in needed electric generation, data center growth will also require significant new transmission infrastructure. Just this past General Assembly session, legislation was passed recognizing a $627 million emergency transmission project in response to the Northern Virginia data center cluster. Strain on the grid has also brought an increased use of diesel generators which serve as the backup power source for data centers, raising concerns about local air quality.

Currently, data centers are approved at the town/city/county level. The local process does not address cumulative state and regional level impacts on Virginia’s energy grid, natural resources and land use (see MITIGATING DATA CENTER DEVELOPMENT, pg 57). Without significant state oversight and planning, Virginia could face unsustainable energy demand, potentially leading our utilities to pursue unnecessary generation projects, including fossil fuel generation in direct opposition to clean energy policies.

SOLUTION

This level of data center expansion is an example. Global trends like Virginia are at the forefront of the data center industry, numerous questions must be answered to determine a sustainable path forward.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

An Independent Study: Contract with an independent body like the National Academy of Sciences to study all costs and benefits of the data center industry. Specifically related to energy demand it should evaluate impacts to the grid and our ability to reliably meet demand with carbon-free energy resources. It should integrate efforts of the industry to improve efficiency and procure clean energy so as to avoid duplication of efforts by our utilities and highlight impacts to ratepayers.

Permitting, Planning, and Education: Implement a state review process for new proposals. A review of individual projects that fails to account for the aggregate impacts of all projects inevitably means that no one fully appreciates the total picture. The Department of Energy, in coordination with the Department of Environmental Quality, should provide assistance to local governments, including stringent criteria information related to the necessary energy infrastructure to power the project.

Protect from Cost Shift: The rules governing approval and allocation of costs for new transmission and generation approval should be examined and – if necessary – changed to ensure that parties causing investments bear the costs of those investments, preventing residential energy customers from shoulerding this burden.

While data centers are an important part of Virginia’s economic development plan, that plan must align with our ability to protect the environment and provide for a clean, affordable energy transition. For all, Virginia is facing an unprecedented energy challenge with explosive growth in this sector. Proper planning can offset some of the anticipated impacts, and we can take steps now to provide appropriate cost allocation, ensuring responsible parties are paying for the necessary upgrades to our electric system. But in order to develop a holistic and sustainable solution, we need to establish a proper accounting of the externalities of the industry.

A comprehensive study is necessary to illustrate the opportunities and challenges related to different scenarios for buildout of the data center industry in Virginia. This study should answer questions such as: Is that our goal of a clean energy transition while avoiding unnecessary impacts on communities and natural resources.

The January 2023 PJM Load Forecast projects that the data center industry’s planned growth in the region will more than double the state’s peak electricity demand through 2038 (blue line).

| Will Cleveland, Southern Environmental Law Center | wcleaveland@selcva.org |
| Dan Holmes, Clean Virginia | dan@cleanvirginia.org |
DIRECT ENERGY INFRASTRUCTURE

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

As Virginia's industries and utilities work to power our communities with carbon-free energy, it is critical that we consider technologies that are not yet proven at scale. There are serious environmental and consumer protection concerns associated with modular nuclear energy, hydrogen, and carbon capture and sequestration. These technologies are not commercially viable and the costs of development are almost orders of magnitude greater than already proven technologies such as wind, solar, and battery storage. Virginia should focus on bringing these proven technologies to scale and not invest taxpayer or ratepayer resources into unproven technologies.

CHALLENGE

While the costs of wind and solar have plummeted in recent years, the costs of modular nuclear reactors – particularly modular reactors – are trending in the opposite direction, leaving unproven at scale.¹ There are no modular nuclear reactors currently in commercial operation in the US.² The current leading proposal – set to be completed in 2029 – recently announced that its estimated costs have risen from $5.5 billion to $9.3 billion, for a total of only 462 MW capacity.²

Modular nuclear reactors are proposed to be located in Southwest Virginia – Coeburn Powell Valley. Photo by Andre Eanes

Hydrogen is also extremely costly and energy-intensive to produce. It takes a significant amount of energy to produce hydrogen. Green hydrogen, using clean energy to generate hydrogen to then burn for electricity generation is duplicative and wasteful – not to mention the fact that there is currently not a surplus of clean energy on the grid. Research suggests green hydrogen can require 2 to 14 times more energy than available alternatives that use direct electrification, meaning it doesn’t make sense to divert clean energy from the electrical grid to make hydrogen for use where clean electricity can serve these energy needs directly.³ While green hydrogen may have a future role in replacing natural gas as a manufacturing feedstock or in aviation, hydrogen should not be used for electricity generation or in homes.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

Prioritize existing affordable, clean, renewable energy resources instead of unproven resources that have extremely high – and rising – costs. Shield ratepayers and taxpayers from the costs of research and/or constructing unproven technologies like modular nuclear and hydrogen.

Do not consider hydrogen for electricity generation or the powering of homes.

The solution to uplifting new technologies is ultimately to allow private markets, private industries, and private investors to take on the risk of assessing the viability of such technologies – including their environmental risk – with strong regulatory and government oversight. The ratepayers and taxpayers of Virginia don’t need to pay for the research and development of unproven technologies – this is the role of private investors.

In closing, no modular nuclear reactors are currently powering the electric grid in the US and there is not enough green hydrogen to power anything cleanly. Clean, cheaper wind and solar are available now, operating, and working to power our communities while providing drastic emissions reductions and delivering powerful economic benefits to the communities they operate in and around.

SOLUTION

As technologies evolve that might eventually play a role in a clean energy transition, the environment and ratepayers should not bear the brunt of the risks of these unproven solutions. By prematurely proping up these technologies, Virginia could risk facing the financial and environmental crises that have plagued other states whose deliberations were inadequate.⁴

As new technologies appear, lawmakers in partnership with state agencies should 1) engage in deep research and education about the topics, 2) compare and contrast the proposals and their results in other states, 3) prioritize environmental protections and environmental justice, 4) protect captive ratepayers from the economic risks associated with speculative development of unproven technologies, and 5) avoid prematurely codifying terms and processes that could advance unproven tech.

¹ To 14 times more energy than available alternatives that use direct electrification, meaning it doesn’t make sense to divert clean energy from the electrical grid to make hydrogen for use where clean electricity can serve these energy needs directly.

² Virginia’s 2023 legislative saw numerous bills to prematurely codify and embed these technologies into the state’s energy policy. Existing law in Virginia, thanks to the Virginia Clean Economy Act of 2020 (see ACHIEVING 100% CLEAN ENERGY, page 89), already permits existing nuclear and emerging technologies if and when they become safe and commercially viable. Currently, modular nuclear reactors and hydrogen are still unproven with significant unanswered cost and safety concerns, and therefore additional policy leverage should not be given at this time.

³ Virginia’s industries and utilities work to power our communities with carbon-free energy, it is critical that we consider technologies that are not yet proven at scale. There are serious environmental and consumer protection concerns associated with modular nuclear energy, hydrogen, and carbon capture and sequestration. These technologies are not commercially viable and the costs of development are almost orders of magnitude greater than already proven technologies such as wind, solar, and battery storage. Virginia should maintain focus on bringing these proven technologies to scale and not invest taxpayer or ratepayer resources into unproven technologies.

⁴ To 14 times more energy than available alternatives that use direct electrification, meaning it doesn’t make sense to divert clean energy from the electrical grid to make hydrogen for use where clean electricity can serve these energy needs directly.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The poorly planned and constructed fracked-gas Mountain Valley Pipeline (MVP) currently harms Virginia’s fragile water resources and ecosystems. Projects like MVP and the proposed Virginia Reliability Project perpetuate environmental injustices and hinder us from achieving the clean energy goals of our Commonwealth. The operation of these facilities is associated with the emission of methane, a potent greenhouse gas, as well as carbon dioxide emissions driven by end-use, posing serious consequences to the climate. Ultimately, Virginia communities bear the brunt of negative public health impacts to water and air quality, along with economic harm to farmland and other critical agricultural lands. Virginia must strengthen protections for the water resources and communities jeopardized by fossil fuel infrastructure.

CHALLENGE
Continued expansion of fossil fuel infrastructure is at odds with a healthy future for the Commonwealth, and it runs counter to climate mitigation measures recommended by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). Although Virginia has passed laws to promote clean energy and improve accountability measures, new fossil-fuel infrastructure projects continue to be licensed and ultimately harm Virginia communities. Water and air pollution from fossil fuel infrastructure impedes the historic goals set in federal and state laws, and the resulting harms tend to fall disproportionately on Black, Indigenous, low-income, and elderly communities.

THE MOUNTAIN VALLEY PIPELINE COULD EMIT NEARLY 1% OF ALL US ENERGY SECTOR GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
Representative of the overbuilding and inappropriate siting of pipeline projects, the Mountain Valley Pipeline has accrued 350+ violations, and has the potential to emit greenhouse gasses on a scale comparable to over 18 coal-fired power plants. Construction of the project has wrought significant harm on local environments, damaged Indigenous cultural and sacred sites, and negatively impacted rural communities and residents’ livelihoods. Additionally, the pipeline could be responsible for nearly 1% of all US energy sector greenhouse gas emissions.

MVP received unprecedented Congressional interference in 2023 in the Fiscal Responsibility Act, which required the approval of missing federal authorizations and attempted to remove opportunities for judicial review. This sacrifice of Appalachia will increase damage to Southwest Virginia and set a dangerous precedent for Virginia’s ability to protect its natural resources.

New pipeline expansion projects proposed for Eastern Virginia, like the Virginia Reliability Project, raise concerns about construction through areas overburdened with existing infrastructure and pollution. Effects on wetlands and private wells – especially in areas prone to recurrent flooding and sea level rise – are concerning, as are potential impacts to the Nansmmond River and Great Dismal Swamp, important cultural resources of the Nansemond Tribe.

SOLUTION
Fossil fuels are the energy of Virginia’s past, not our future. Given the steps necessary to mitigate the worsening climate crisis, the critical point we have reached in that crisis, and the potential for a robust clean energy future for the Commonwealth, new fossil fuel infrastructure should not be pursued. We have learned from projects like the Mountain Valley Pipeline that current laws and regulations do not adequately protect water resources, public health or the environment from the construction of new fossil fuel infrastructure. MVP’s violations highlight the perils of construction in fragile karst landscapes and through seismic zones and reinforce the need for agencies to hear from local communities about the real-world impacts they experience from pipeline construction.

Absent a ban, any new fossil fuel build out, including both interstate and intrastate pipelines, must be thoroughly and holistically scrutinized through processes that fully engage and respect the public’s views and interests. Fossil fuel projects should receive a comprehensive review, including cumulative health and environmental impacts on nearby communities. For projects already in process, enforcement of pollution laws must be prioritized, and companies who pollute must be held fully accountable, regardless of project completion or abandonment. Review processes should include bonding requirements for appropriate funding or insurance coverage, and include stringent environmental restoration requirements.

Virginia lawmakers should strengthen state review of projects and increase public involvement and participation in those reviews and streamline opportunities to report problems. Ultimately, policy improvements are required to accurately recognize the current climate crisis, prevent future harm, and protect and restore communities and areas negatively impacted by existing projects.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
Include bonding and restoration requirements in permit applications for fossil fuel projects.

Require an individual Virginia Water Protection Permit and Uplands Certification under Article 2.6 of the State Water Control Law for all natural gas transmission pipelines 24 inches in diameter and greater that are subject to § 7c of the Natural Gas Act. Prohibit new fossil fuel construction in areas of karst terrain.

Strengthen opportunities for the public to report on-the-ground construction failures to the DEQ.

Require DEQ approval for pipeline variances submitted to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission that could affect Virginia water quality, or impact the 401 certification (as allowed by federal law).
None of the conservation efforts detailed in Our Common Agenda can be realized without an equitable and inclusive government. Policies and programs must represent and benefit all Virginians and should not cause disproportionate harm to low-income communities and communities of color. Core programs and agencies should be fully staffed and funded, and people - not utilities - should have a voice in the halls of Richmond.
SHIFTING UTILITIES’ INCENTIVES FOR AFFORDABLE, CLEAN ENERGY
Virginia’s largest investor-owned utility (IOU) monopolies are currently incentivized to prioritize capital-intensive investments, which puts their profit motive at odds with cutting costs for consumers and meeting their mandated clean energy goals. Aligning utilities’ profit incentives with sustainability goals, such as the interconnection of distributed resources, grid reliability, and efficiency measures, can facilitate a swift and affordable clean energy transition that advances least-cost solutions.

Peter Anderson // Appalachian Voices // peter@appvoices.org
Laura Gonzalez Guerrero // Clean Virginia // laura@cleanvirginia.org
Joy Loving // Climate Action Alliance of the Valley // jal_1998@yahoo.com

ENSURING ACCESS TO ESSENTIAL UTILITIES
Access to energy and water utilities is essential for human health and well-being. However, clean water and the ability to light, heat, and cool a home are not guaranteed for underprivileged households in Virginia. By modeling policy approaches in other southeastern states, Virginia can establish important protections for vulnerable households and reduce utility burdens for the long-term. In doing so, we can promote public health and ensure more equitable outcomes when a household’s access to these vital services is in jeopardy due to unaffordable bills.

Kendl Kobbervig // Clean Virginia // kendl@cleanvirginia.org
Joy Loving // Climate Action Alliance of the Valley // jal_1998@yahoo.com
Peter Anderson // Appalachian Voices // peter@appvoices.org

CURBING ELECTRIC UTILITIES’ POLITICAL INFLUENCE
Virginia’s electric utilities have an undeniable influence in shaping energy policy through their monopoly status and unrestricted financial contributions to lawmakers. Dominion Energy, Virginia’s largest utility monopoly and largest corporate donor, gives unlimited money directly to the lawmakers in charge of regulating them. This flawed system drowns out the voices of everyday Virginians and opens the door for Dominion Energy to regulate itself. It is time we shift more political power to Virginians by banning political contributions from electric utilities to the very lawmakers responsible for regulating them.

Dan Holmes // Clean Virginia // dan@cleanvirginia.org
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Virginia’s largest investor-owned utility (IOU) monopolies are currently incentivized to prioritize capital-intensive investments, which puts their profit motive at odds with cutting costs for consumers and meeting their mandated clean energy goals. Aligning utilities’ profit incentives with sustainability goals, such as the interconnection of distributed resources, grid reliability, and efficiency measures, can facilitate a swift and affordable clean energy transition that advances least-cost solutions.

CHALLENGE
Virginians pay some of the highest energy prices in the nation, which disproportionately impacts low-income households and historically marginalized communities.\(^1\)\(^,\)\(^2\) High energy costs are tied to the regulations of Virginia’s investor-owned utility (IOU) monopolies that reward utilities for capital-intensive investments rather than cost-saving measures—i.e., the more expensive a project is, the more profits the utility collects.

HIGH ENERGY BILLS ARE TIED TO REGULATIONS THAT PROFIT OUR INVESTOR-OWNED UTILITY MONOPOLIES FOR EXPENSIVE INVESTMENTS RATHER THAN COST-SAVING MEASURES
Under the current regulations, reducing energy usage with energy efficiency and expanding customer-owned distributed resources like rooftop solar conflict with utilities’ profit sources: building capital and selling electricity.\(^3\) Utilities’ incentives also conflict with buying clean energy from third-party developers through purchase agreements (PPAs) even when PPAs are less expensive than utility-owned projects.

Additionally, although utility monopolies’ regulation should simulate competitive incentives for cost reduction, the current framework undermines cost control incentives.\(^4\) A salient example is the usage of cost trackers—called rate adjustment clauses (RACs) in Virginia. Trackers allow utilities to recover costs and profits with zero risk to the IOUs, which removes incentives for efficient spending.\(^5\) Experts suggest restricting trackers to a few selected costs,\(^6\) \(7\) yet trackers are around 50% of IOUs customers’ electric bills.\(^8\) The fuel factor, for example, is a tracker that allows utilities to pass all fossil fuel costs to customers without affecting the utility’s profits, reducing the financial urge for minimizing fossil fuel expenses.\(^9\) Recent legislation improved Virginia’s regulations by restoring the State Corporation Commission’s authority to prevent customer overcharges.\(^10\) However, strong incentives for inefficient spending, that threaten an affordable clean energy transition, remain in Virginia’s code.

SOLUTION
Virginia should further improve IOUs’ regulations to guarantee affordability while transitioning towards 100% clean energy. Needed improvements include lifting the cap on PPAs and shifting towards performance-based regulations that better align utility profits with affordability and environmental goals.

The cost of PPAs for utility-scale solar has dramatically declined nationwide.\(^11\) However, utilities have argued that the Virginia Clean Economy Act caps PPAs at 35% of the clean energy requirements. Thus, utilities do not consider PPAs beyond 35%, even when there are qualified PPAs that would be less expensive than utility-owned projects.\(^12\) To reduce clean energy costs, utilities should consider all qualified and cost-competitive PPAs.

Multiple states are studying broader reforms to utilities’ incentives through performance-based regulation (PBR). PBR shifts utilities’ exclusive focus on expensive capital projects towards other critical goals by creating financial incentives.\(^13\) Connecticut, Hawaii, Illinois, North Carolina, and Washington, among others, have initiated regulatory reforms to connect utility profits with goals like decarbonization, affordability, interconnection of distributed resources, and energy efficiency.\(^14\)

For a successful PBR framework, it is crucial to also address the role of RACs or trackers in undermining cost control incentives. Virginia should align with regulatory best practices that suggest mainly using the base rate instead of trackers, to incentivize cost containment. Some states have also reformed the fuel factor, making IOUs responsible for part of fossil fuel costs, incentivizing greater control of fossil fuel expenses.\(^15\) Exploring reforms to Virginia’s IOUs incentives system will help ensure that an affordable, reliable, and equitable clean energy future is achievable.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Shift utilities’ incentives for affordable, clean energy. Aligning utilities’ profit incentives with sustainability goals, such as the interconnection of distributed resources, grid reliability, and efficiency measures, can facilitate a swift and affordable clean energy transition that advances least-cost solutions.

Virginians pay some of the highest energy prices in the nation, which disproportionately impacts low-income households and historically marginalized communities.\(^1\)\(^,\)\(^2\) High energy costs are tied to the regulations of Virginia’s investor-owned utility (IOU) monopolies that reward utilities for capital-intensive investments rather than cost-saving measures—i.e., the more expensive a project is, the more profits the utility collects.

HIGH ENERGY BILLS ARE TIED TO REGULATIONS THAT PROFIT OUR INVESTOR-OWNED UTILITY MONOPOLIES FOR EXPENSIVE INVESTMENTS RATHER THAN COST-SAVING MEASURES
Under the current regulations, reducing energy usage with energy efficiency and expanding customer-owned distributed resources like rooftop solar conflict with utilities’ profit sources: building capital and selling electricity.\(^3\) Utilities’ incentives also conflict with buying clean energy from third-party developers through purchase agreements (PPAs) even when PPAs are less expensive than utility-owned projects.

Additionally, although utility monopolies’ regulation should simulate competitive incentives for cost reduction, the current framework undermines cost control incentives.\(^4\) A salient example is the usage of cost trackers—called rate adjustment clauses (RACs) in Virginia. Trackers allow utilities to recover costs and profits with zero risk to the IOUs, which removes incentives for efficient spending.\(^5\) Experts suggest restricting trackers to a few selected costs,\(^6\) \(7\) yet trackers are around 50% of IOUs customers’ electric bills.\(^8\) The fuel factor, for example, is a tracker that allows utilities to pass all fossil fuel costs to customers without affecting the utility’s profits, reducing the financial urge for minimizing fossil fuel expenses.\(^9\) Recent legislation improved Virginia’s regulations by restoring the State Corporation Commission’s authority to prevent customer overcharges.\(^10\) However, strong incentives for inefficient spending, that threaten an affordable clean energy transition, remain in Virginia’s code.

SOLUTION
Virginia should further improve IOUs’ regulations to guarantee affordability while transitioning towards 100% clean energy. Needed improvements include lifting the cap on PPAs and shifting towards performance-based regulations that better align utility profits with affordability and environmental goals.

The cost of PPAs for utility-scale solar has dramatically declined nationwide.\(^11\) However, utilities have argued that the Virginia Clean Economy Act caps PPAs at 35% of the clean energy requirements. Thus, utilities do not consider PPAs beyond 35%, even when there are qualified PPAs that would be less expensive than utility-owned projects.\(^12\) To reduce clean energy costs, utilities should consider all qualified and cost-competitive PPAs.

Multiple states are studying broader reforms to utilities’ incentives through performance-based regulation (PBR). PBR shifts utilities’ exclusive focus on expensive capital projects towards other critical goals by creating financial incentives.\(^13\) Connecticut, Hawaii, Illinois, North Carolina, and Washington, among others, have initiated regulatory reforms to connect utility profits with goals like decarbonization, affordability, interconnection of distributed resources, and energy efficiency.\(^14\)

For a successful PBR framework, it is crucial to also address the role of RACs or trackers in undermining cost control incentives. Virginia should align with regulatory best practices that suggest mainly using the base rate instead of trackers, to incentivize cost containment. Some states have also reformed the fuel factor, making IOUs responsible for part of fossil fuel costs, incentivizing greater control of fossil fuel expenses.\(^15\) Exploring reforms to Virginia’s IOUs incentives system will help ensure that an affordable, reliable, and equitable clean energy future is achievable.
ENSURING ACCESS TO ESSENTIAL UTILITIES

UTILITY ACCOUNTABILITY

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Access to energy and water utilities is essential for human health and well-being. However, clean water and the ability to light, heat, and cool a home are not guaranteed for underprivileged households in Virginia. By modeling policy approaches in other southeastern states, Virginia can establish important protections for vulnerable households and reduce utility burdens for the long-term. In doing so, we can promote public health and ensure more equitable outcomes when a household’s access to these vital services is in jeopardy due to unaffordable bills.

CHALLENGE
Virginia has 33 electric utilities, 8 gas utilities, and more than 50 water and wastewater utilities, each with its own consumer protections and disparate regulatory oversight. Some utilities are regulated by the State Corporation Commission and others by municipal governments. While this regulatory structure provides utilities the flexibility to serve the unique needs of customers within a given service area, it also means that vulnerable low-income households are unfairly subject to differing consumer protection policies.

Enduring legacies of structural racism mean that energy burdens are also disproportionately felt by households of color. For example, Black and Brown households were more likely to lose power during the early months of the COVID-19 pandemic than white households. Even more recently, residential customers are experiencing increases in energy bills, which exacerbates the already high energy burden for many. This increases a household’s chances of being disconnected, putting many in the position of choosing to pay the power bill or to buy necessities like food, rent, and healthcare.

THERE ARE NO BINDING POLICIES THAT ENSURE WATER ACCESS IN VIRGINIA

Although the Virginia General Assembly passed a resolution in 2021 recognizing that water disconnections are “contrary to promoting public health and welfare,” there are no binding policies that specifically ensure water access in the state.

Virginia residents:
- Have some of the least consumer-friendly disconnection policies of any state in the Southeast.
- Are only eligible for the Low Income Household Water Assistance Program in certain jurisdictions.
- Pay some of the highest electric bills in the nation.
- Face high energy burdens (with 75% of households spending over 6% of monthly income on energy bills) and increasing water rates (in several jurisdictions).

SOLUTION
Affordability and access can be addressed through short and long-term approaches, many of which have been successfully implemented in other states, including weather-based disconnection policies, low-income energy efficiency and solar programs, low-income rates, and debt management plans.

After the Illinois Citizen Utility Board found that low-income customers use less on-peak energy than the average customer, and thus pay more to the utility than the cost of the power they use, Illinois directed the Public Utility Commission to explore discounted rates for low-income gas and electric customers. Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Illinois enroll income-qualifying customers in a Percentage of Income Payment Plan (PIPP). PIPP is a long-term payment plan that sets caps on customer bills and can include debt forgiveness and energy conservation incentives. Virginia’s 2020 Clean Economy Act mandated that the state’s two largest investor-owned electric companies implement PIPPs, which will begin operating November 2023 (though the program has not been expanded to electric cooperatives and municipal utilities). And many states are developing new clean energy programs focused on alleviating financial burdens for low-income households.

Virginia should standardize disconnection policies across all electric, gas, and water utility service areas; limit the financial consequences for late payments, non-payments, or disconnections and reconnections; and establish payment programs, new rate structures, and clean energy programs that bring stability and certainty to vulnerable low-income households. Ultimately, by addressing the overall burden that many households face in accessing these essential utilities, we can help ensure that energy and water services are affordable for more people.

Policies

Access to essential utilities is critical during extreme weather – Albemarle, Va

Photo by Cassidy Girvin

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
Establish utility disconnection policies for extreme weather, public health emergencies, and when vulnerable residents (e.g., medically compromised, infants) are at risk.

Require utilities to report annual disconnections data to the SCC (while ensuring consumer data protections).

Require unregulated utilities to offer low-income payment plans that do not involve deposits, penalties (e.g., late fees, interest), or eligibility criteria (e.g., credit ratings).

Support low-income energy efficiency programs for homeowners and renters (see CUTTING ENERGY BILLS & AIR POLLUTION WITH ENERGY EFFICIENCY, page 95).
Reform. Virginia is behind nearly all other states and the Federal Government in banning the personal use of campaign funds. There is currently nothing stopping a legislator or candidate from using campaign funds to buy a vacation house or a country club membership. Virginians have a right to be assured by statute that their elected officials are not personally profiting from running for office.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Virginia’s electric utilities have an undeniable influence in shaping energy policy through their monopoly status and unrestricted financial contributions to lawmakers. Dominion Energy, Virginia’s largest utility monopoly and largest corporate donor, gives unlimited money directly to the lawmakers in charge of regulating them. This flawed system drowns out the voices of everyday Virginians and opens the door for Dominion Energy to regulate itself. It is time we shift more political power to Virginians by banning political contributions from electric utilities to the very lawmakers responsible for regulating them.

CHALLENGE

Virginia grants investor-owned electric utilities, Dominion Energy and Appalachian Power Company, a monopoly in their respective service territories. In exchange for a captive customer base, Virginians are entitled to diligent regulation and oversight by the General Assembly. Instead, Virginia’s abysmal lack of campaign finance and ethics laws permits Virginia’s utility monopolies to pour millions of dollars into Virginia politics each year. These electric utilities give large sums to the chairs of powerful legislative committees. Under current law, legislators are free to use these campaign funds for their personal benefit. For example, there are no prohibitions from using campaign funds to pay your mortgage, buy a car, or pay your child’s college tuition. Further, lawmakers can own stock in these corporations and vote on measures that can potentially increase their personal wealth.

This severe power imbalance and system of self-regulation make it difficult, if not impossible, for Virginians to have a meaningful say in energy policies that directly impact them.

SOLUTION

Virginians would benefit from a more equitable and fair legislative process that ends what is essentially legalized corruption by banning political contributions from publicly regulated utilities. Publicly regulated utilities are a specific set of 60 corporations in Virginia that provide public services - electricity, gas, water, and sewer - and have been granted a monopoly by the state. Over half the country bans these kinds of political contributions in some form and 22 states ban corporate contributions altogether. Prohibiting public utility monopolies from contributing to the political campaigns and committees of lawmakers would greatly reduce the outsized influence of electric utilities on the legislative process.

Further, legislators should be prohibited from using campaign contributions for personal use as recommended by the Joint Subcommittee to Study Comprehensive Campaign Finance.

Prohibit public utility monopolies in Virginia from contributing to the political campaigns and committees of the government officials who are tasked with regulating them.

Prohibit General Assembly members from owning stock in any public investor-owned electric utility.

Prohibit General Assembly members from using campaign contributions for personal use.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

Prohibit public utility monopolies in Virginia from contributing to the political campaigns and committees of the government officials who are tasked with regulating them.

Ban members of the General Assembly from owning stock in any public investor-owned electric utility.

Prohibit General Assembly members from using campaign contributions for personal use.

Dan Holmes // Clean Virginia // dan@cleanvirginia.org

CURBING ELECTRIC UTILITIES’ POLITICAL INFLUENCE

UTILITY ACCOUNTABILITY

Virginia’s utility monopolies alone have donated $27.7 million to Virginia legislators and committees since 1996 to influence public policy in their favor. Utilities often wield the influence and political power these contributions bring against the interests of Virginians. Specifically, Dominion and Appalachian Power often lobby against more distributed and affordable renewable energy measures like rooftop solar and stronger regulatory oversight from the State Corporation Commission (SCC). As a result, Virginians pay some of the highest electric bills in the nation, which disproportionately impacts low-income households and historically marginalized communities. Additionally, Virginia’s captive customers have no choice but to subsidize their electricity provider’s political spending every time they pay their monthly bills.

This severe power imbalance and system of self-regulation make it difficult, if not impossible, for Virginians to have a meaningful say in energy policies that directly impact them.

SOLUTION

Virginians would benefit from a more equitable and fair legislative process that ends what is essentially legalized corruption by banning political contributions from publicly regulated utilities. Publicly regulated utilities are a specific set of 60 corporations in Virginia that provide public services - electricity, gas, water, and sewer - and have been granted a monopoly by the state. Over half the country bans these kinds of political contributions in some form and 22 states ban corporate contributions altogether. Prohibiting public utility monopolies from contributing to the political campaigns and committees of lawmakers would help restore balance to Virginians’ political power by shrinking the outsized influence of electric utilities on the legislative process.

Further, legislators should be prohibited from using campaign contributions for personal use as recommended by the Joint Subcommittee to Study Comprehensive Campaign Finance.
ADVANCING ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE
Throughout the nation and in Virginia, low-income and communities of color have borne the brunt of environmental harm from energy, industry, and agricultural development. Present and future climate impacts will only exacerbate this inequity. In 2020, Virginia passed the landmark Virginia Environmental Justice Act (VEJA) along with other legislation promoting environmental justice. However, draft guidance promulgated by the Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) shows more work is needed to develop inclusive agency policies, ensure the meaningful involvement of environmental justice communities in permitting processes, and equitably distribute the benefits and burdens of economic development and environmental protection.

Josephus Allmond // Southern Environmental Law Center // jallmond@selcva.org
Peter Anderson // Appalachian Voices // peter@appvoices.org
Jay Ford // Chesapeake Bay Foundation // jford@cbf.org
Grace Tucker // Environmental Defense Fund // gtucker@edf.org

SUPPORTING VIRGINIA’S EDUCATION WORKFORCE
School divisions in the Commonwealth are facing a deluge of teacher turnover, faculty shortages, and workload demand as school systems recover from the COVID-19 pandemic. New and returning educators need reliable professional development support to overcome these challenges, while school districts need additional support in reaching their environmental literacy goals, such as providing Meaningful Watershed Educational Experiences in each grade band. With a fund dedicated to paying teachers for the personal time they invest in professional development and supporting school districts in achieving their environmental literacy goals, Virginia can help retain and grow the skill set of our best teachers.

Daria Blom Christian // Va Association for Environmental Education & Friends of the Rappahannock // daria.christian@riverfriends.org
Christy Everett // Chesapeake Bay Foundation // ceverett@cbf.org
Gabi Kinney // Wetlands Watch // gabi.kinney@wetlandswatch.org
Dr. Kendall Tyree // Virginia Association of Soil & Water Conservation Districts // kendall.tyree@vaswcd.org

VIRGINIA CONSERVATION NETWORK PROGRAM LEAD
Mary Rafferty // Executive Director // mary@vcnva.org
Pat Calvert // Program Director of Clean Water & Land Conservation // pat@vcnva.org

ENVIRONMENTAL EQUITY
ADVANCING ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE
ENVIRONMENTAL EQUITY

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Throughout the nation and in Virginia, low-income and communities of color have borne the brunt of environmental harm from energy, industry, and agricultural development. Present and future climate impacts will only exacerbate this inequity. In 2020, Virginia passed the landmark Virginia Environmental Justice Act (VEJA) along with other legislation promoting environmental justice. However, despite the push for equity, the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) has continued to deny permits to communities of color, and environmental justice communities in permitting processes, and equitably distribute the benefits and burdens of economic development and environmental protection.

CHALLENGE

Polluting facilities and other environmental hazards are more likely to be sited near marginalized communities, particularly low-income and communities of color, creating disproportionate risks to their health and well-being. The VEJA attempts to address inequities by centering these communities during any environmental decision-making process, and thankfully, some progress has been made. In 2021, the State Air Pollution Control Board (SAPCB) denied a permit to issue new rules due to its toxicity. A mega-landfill is being proposed adjacent to Pine Grove Elementary School, a historic African American schoolhouse in Cumberland County. Planned gas pipeline projects with compressor stations would expose residents to increased air pollution, and a proposed gold mine could threaten water quality across Central Virginia.

SOLUTION

State agencies have an outsized effect on Virginia’s environmental justice communities through the permitting process and other activities. Agencies that impact public health or the environment should be required to develop and implement official policies that contain robust public participation plans for decision-making processes, and require the agency to consider the effects of its actions on environmental justice communities. However, Virginia has seen major setbacks in recent years. The DEQ 2023 draft guidance for environmental justice in the permitting process fell woefully short of the VEJA’s mandate to promote environmental justice throughout state policy. In 2022, the VEJA’s meaningful involvement provision was eroded when permitting authority was transferred from Virginia’s natural resource Citizen Boards to DEQ. Additionally, the Virginia Council on Environmental Justice, a citizen advisory council, has a significant number of vacant positions, leaving many regions and constituencies without a voice in key environmental discussions.

In 2023, Congress circumvented judicial processes to advance the controversial Mountain Valley Pipeline despite permit denials and local pushback. In Richmond and Virginia Beach, commercial sterilizers are emitting ethylene oxide, a harmful gas that increases cancer risk; the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is reevaluating the positions articulated in its latest draft guidance to ensure it contains the health-consequences of pollution on communities from all permitted activities. DEQ must reevaluate the positions in its latest draft guidance to ensure it contains the same level of scrutiny.

Finally, the Virginia Council on Environmental Justice cannot support the mission of the VEJA without additional support. Due to the unique circumstances of this Council, which is specifically set up to share the perspectives of environmental justice groups across the state, the Council should be permitted to meet in a virtual or hybrid setting to conduct its business without putting undue burdens on its members.

THE VIRGINIA ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE ACT DEFINES ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE AS:

“The fair treatment and meaningful involvement of every person, regardless of race, color, national origin, income, faith, or disability, regarding the development, implementation, or enforcement of any environmental law, regulation, or policy.”

However, Virginia has seen major setbacks in recent years. The DEQ 2023 draft guidance for environmental justice in the permitting process fell woefully short of the VEJA’s mandate to promote environmental justice throughout state policy. In 2022, the VEJA’s meaningful involvement provision was eroded when permitting authority was transferred from Virginia’s natural resource Citizen Boards to DEQ. Additionally, the Virginia Council on Environmental Justice, a citizen advisory council of the Secretary of Natural and Historic Resources, has a significant number of vacant positions, leaving many regions and constituencies without a voice in key environmental discussions.

In 2023, Congress circumvented judicial processes to advance the controversial Mountain Valley Pipeline despite permit denials and local pushback. In Richmond and Virginia Beach, commercial sterilizers are emitting ethylene oxide, a harmful gas that increases cancer risk; the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is reevaluating the positions articulated in its latest draft guidance to ensure it contains the health-consequences of pollution on communities from all permitted activities. DEQ must reevaluate the positions in its latest draft guidance to ensure it contains the same level of scrutiny.

Finally, the Virginia Council on Environmental Justice cannot support the mission of the VEJA without additional support. Due to the unique circumstances of this Council, which is specifically set up to share the perspectives of environmental justice groups across the state, the Council should be permitted to meet in a virtual or hybrid setting to conduct its business without putting undue burdens on its members.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

Fill all vacant positions to maintain the integrity and independence of the Virginia Council on Environmental Justice; allow virtual or hybrid Council meetings.

Require DEQ to put forth environmental justice permitting guidance that is consistent with the Virginia Environmental Justice Act.

Establish an Interagency Task Force for Environmental Justice, including the Secretariats of Natural and Historic Resources, Transportation, Commerce and Trade, Agriculture and Forestry, Health and Human Resources, and Emergency Management to track cumulative impacts and develop and implement official environmental justice policies.

Require all agencies to consult with members of affected environmental justice communities and Tribal Nations early in environmental permitting. Provide meaningful involvement opportunities throughout the permitting process, through pre-application notices, public meetings, and communications using methods tailored to affected communities.

Ensure agencies consider whether the issuance of a permit would cause disproportionate adverse impacts on an environmental justice community. Encourage agencies to use their existing powers to require alternative sites or deny permits where appropriate.

Josephus Allmond // Southern Environmental Law Center // jalmond@selcva.org
Peter Anderson // Appalachian Voices // pander@apppvoices.org
Jay Ford // Chesapeake Bay Foundation // jford@cbf.org
Grace Tucker // Environmental Defense Fund // gtucker@edf.org
Professional development (PD) is essential for inexperienced or underqualified teachers. For teacher attrition, which can include hiring school districts must seek alternative routes because of the decrease in teacher retention, pay the price for the ongoing teacher exodus.”

Because of the decrease in teacher retention, school districts need additional support in reaching their environmental literacy goals, such as providing Meaningful Watershed Educational Experience in each grade band. With a fund dedicated to paying teachers for the personal time they invest in professional development and supporting school districts in achieving their environmental literacy goals, Virginia can help retain and grow the skill set of our best teachers.

Teachers report being overwhelmed with the demands of teaching, especially as student emotional needs have increased and learning retention has reduced due to the social impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic. In Virginia, “only 78.9% of teachers returned to their same school in fall 2021” which was a significant decrease from 2020. “Teacher turnover creates a constant drain of teachers returned to their same school in fall 2021” which was a significant decrease from 2020. “Teacher turnover creates a constant drain of teachers returned to their same school in fall 2021” which was a significant decrease from 2020. “Teacher turnover creates a constant drain of teachers returned to their same school in fall 2021” which was a significant decrease from 2020.

Because of the decrease in teacher retention, school districts must seek alternative routes for teacher attrition, which can include hiring inexperienced or underqualified teachers. Professional development (PD) is essential to creating effective teachers, especially when teachers are being recruited from non-traditional avenues or alternative professions in the education field. However, professional development providers have noted that teachers are increasingly only participating in PD if they are compensated for their time. Many PDs are offered outside of school contract hours. In the past, teachers have not typically been compensated for attending additional training, but there is a shift in this paradigm.

Additionally, teachers are filling roles typically filled by administrators, such as being the unofficial planner of field experiences or support persons for environmental literacy plans. Similar to professional development, these roles are not compensated, even though they take up significant time. Especially in smaller or under-resourced districts, there is often no administrative personnel to take on these roles. These extra roles contribute to teachers feeling overwhelmed, especially when they are not compensated for these duties.

Research suggests that investing in teachers makes a difference in student achievement. In order to implement needed policies associated with staffing every classroom — even the most challenging ones — with high-quality, well-supported, substantially and targeted investments must first be made in both teacher quality and education research. Education policymakers and administrators should be well-informed on the complexity of this issue and adopt holistic measures along many dimensions to support existing teachers through professional development funds, which will help to attract and hire new, highly-qualified teachers.

To support statewide and under-resourced school districts, substantial and targeted investments must first be made in both teacher quality and education research. Teachers and future qualified educators need additional resources to compensate for time outside of the classroom in Professional Development and time spent on coordinating science literacy lessons and field experiences.

To help school districts implement environmental literacy goals, the fund would support a local or regionally-hired coordinator to lift some administrative burden from teachers as they navigate classroom capacity challenges. The environmental literacy coordinator would ideally take care of program coordination, scheduling, reporting, curriculum sharing, and other administrative tasks which support the coordination of environmental literacy plans in school districts. The coordinator’s acquired (and/or incumbent) familiarity with local environmental programs, organizations, and other outreach skills would not only support teachers administratively but would also secure reliability for the continuous pursuit of environmental literacy programs as schools encounter faculty turnover, ensuring that those programs are seen to completion.

The environmental literacy coordinator would look different in different divisions. Some divisions might opt to compensate a teacher or administrator who already serves in this capacity. Some might find they need an FTE based on their size and needs. Other divisions might wish to collaborate with an NGO that could provide the expertise and support. Divisions could choose to work collaboratively with other divisions in their region. The fund is meant to give divisions options that best suit their particular needs and local communities.

To support statewide and under-resourced school districts, substantial and targeted investments must first be made in both teacher quality and education research. Teachers and future qualified educators need additional resources to compensate for time outside of the classroom in Professional Development and time spent on coordinating science literacy lessons and field experiences.

To help school districts implement environmental literacy goals, the fund would support a local or regionally-hired coordinator to lift some administrative burden from teachers as they navigate classroom capacity challenges. The environmental literacy coordinator would ideally take care of program coordination, scheduling, reporting, curriculum sharing, and other administrative tasks which support the coordination of environmental literacy plans in school districts. The coordinator’s acquired (and/or incumbent) familiarity with local environmental programs, organizations, and other outreach skills would not only support teachers administratively but would also secure reliability for the continuous pursuit of environmental literacy programs as schools encounter faculty turnover, ensuring that those programs are seen to completion.

The environmental literacy coordinator would look different in different divisions. Some divisions might opt to compensate a teacher or administrator who already serves in this capacity. Some might find they need an FTE based on their size and needs. Other divisions might wish to collaborate with an NGO that could provide the expertise and support. Divisions could choose to work collaboratively with other divisions in their region. The fund is meant to give divisions options that best suit their particular needs and local communities.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROVIDERS
NOTE THAT TEACHERS ARE INCREASINGLY ONLY PARTICIPATING IF THEY ARE PAID FOR THEIR TIME

Because of the decrease in teacher retention, school districts must seek alternative routes for teacher attrition, which can include hiring inexperienced or underqualified teachers. Professional development (PD) is essential to creating effective teachers, especially when teachers are being recruited from non-traditional avenues or alternative professions in the education field. However, professional development providers have noted that teachers are increasingly only participating in PD if they are compensated for their time. Many PDs are offered outside of school contract hours. In the past, teachers have not typically been compensated for attending additional training, but there is a shift in this paradigm.

Additionally, teachers are filling roles typically filled by administrators, such as being the unofficial planner of field experiences or support persons for environmental literacy plans. Similar to professional development, these roles are not compensated, even though they take up significant time. Especially in smaller or under-resourced districts, there is often no administrative personnel to take on these roles. These extra roles contribute to teachers feeling overwhelmed, especially when they are not compensated for these duties.

SOLUTION

Research suggests that investing in teachers makes a difference in student achievement. In order to implement needed policies associated with staffing every classroom — even the most challenging ones — with high-quality, well-supported, substantially and targeted investments must first be made in both teacher quality and education research. Education policymakers and administrators should be well-informed on the complexity of this issue and adopt holistic measures along many dimensions to support existing teachers through professional development funds, which will help to attract and hire new, highly-qualified teachers.

To support statewide and under-resourced school districts, substantial and targeted investments must first be made in both teacher quality and education research. Teachers and
LEVERAGING FEDERAL FUNDING FOR THE COMMONWEALTH
There are incredible funding opportunities at the federal level that the state can leverage to meet our conservation and environmental goals. Our Partners share some of the biggest opportunities for the Commonwealth to consider to leverage.

VIRGINIA CONSERVATION BUDGET RECOMMENDATIONS
From the treasured Chesapeake to the majestic Appalachian Ridge, with the fertile Coastal Plain and Piedmont between, Virginia’s natural resources sustain thriving communities. But these resources — still recovering from decades of pollution — face the extraordinary task of withstanding climate change while meeting the needs of Virginians. Fortunately, many of the actions we take to restore our waterways and revive our natural landscapes will reduce carbon pollution and help mitigate some of the worst impacts of climate change: rising temperatures and rising water. Strong, reliable investments to restore our natural resources will ensure that Virginians emerge healthy and whole from the challenges ahead.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

There is an unprecedented amount of funding available at the federal level that the state should leverage to meet our conservation and environmental goals. Funds will be distributed in different ways and through multiple different channels. Some funding has already started to flow and some grant programs haven’t opened up yet. The following resources are meant to highlight some of the biggest opportunities for the Commonwealth to utilize.

BIPARTISAN INFRASTRUCTURE LAW

The Infrastructure Investments and Jobs Act (IIJA), also known as the Bipartisan Infrastructure Law, infused historic levels of federal dollars towards clean transportation and charging infrastructure as well as funding to strengthen the nation’s drinking, storm, and wastewater systems.

In addition to the new programs created through the IRA, historic funding has been infused into many existing programs for Chesapeake Bay cleanup, land conservation, resilience, wildlife crossings, and more. Throughout portions of the Briefing Book, federal programs are highlighted that can help achieve specific environmental goals.

INFLATION REDUCTION ACT

The Inflation Reduction Act (IRA), signed into law in August 2022, established investments through grant programs and tax credits in the clean energy economy, many of which may be leveraged by state and local governments. Opportunities include investments in solar, wind, energy efficiency, electric vehicles, and other technologies that reduce our dependence on carbon-intensive infrastructure. In addition, the IRA established a direct pay program providing the opportunity for governments to receive the value of clean energy tax credits as cash payments.

A comprehensive tracker of the opportunities available through the IRA is maintained by the Environmental Defense Fund and can be found at https://iratracker.org/.

VIRGINIA CONSERVATION NETWORK RESOURCE HUB

To learn more about federal funding opportunities, visit the VCN Resource Hub: Opportunities for State & Local Governments at https://www.vcnva.org/federal-funding.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
From the treasured Chesapeake to the majestic Appalachian Ridge, with the fertile Coastal Plain and Piedmont between, Virginia’s natural resources sustain thriving communities. But these resources — still recovering from decades of pollution — face the extraordinary task of withstanding climate change while meeting the needs of Virginians. Fortunately, Virginia has many programs in place to restore our waterways, revive our natural landscapes, reduce carbon pollution, and mitigate some of the worst impacts of climate change: rising temperatures and rising water.

OFFICE OF RESILIENCE (PROPOSED)
- Authorize and empower a standalone Chief Resilience Officer and no less than six FTEs to facilitate interagency collaboration and leverage resources, and identify resilience coordinators within agencies (pg 25)
- By fully funding Virginia’s natural resources programs and the agencies that manage them, we can make significant progress toward our pressing commitments to restored waterways, healthier landscapes, and resilient communities. All state conservation agencies should have the staff and resources necessary to execute their mission and consider the following specific funding needs identified throughout Our Common Agenda and outlined below.

VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND CONSUMER SERVICES
- $5M per year for the Virginia Farmland Preservation Fund (pg 33, 35)
- $1M per year for the Governor’s Agriculture and Forestry Industry Development Fund infrastructure program (pg 35)
- Support additional staff and bolster professional resources available from the Office of the Attorney General and Department of General Services (pg 33)
- $500,000 per year through the Office of Farmland Preservation to help localities develop PDR ordinances, advise on best zoning practices for preserving farmland, consider equity in ranking projects that get funded, and provide training and technical assistance to enhance monitoring and enforcement. (pg 35)

VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
- Study the impacts of data center development (pg 57, 105)
- $35M each year for the Virginia Brownfield and Coal Mine Renewable Energy Grant Program (pg 59, 99)
- $40M each year for the existing but unfunded EV Rebate Program (pg 65)
- Create a dedicated source of funding for charging infrastructure in rural and low-income localities (pg 65)
- Establish a fund of 200K each year to cover the cost of low-to-moderate-income electricians to take the Electric Vehicle Infrastructure Training Program. (pg 65)
- $500,000 per year through the Office of Farmland Preservation to help localities develop PDR ordinances, advise on best zoning practices for preserving farmland, consider equity in ranking projects that get funded, and provide training and technical assistance to enhance monitoring and enforcement. (pg 35)

VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
- Continue supporting the facility upgrade deadlines for the Enhanced Nutrient Removal Certainty Program by fully funding state grants for wastewater treatment upgrades as identified by the Needs Assessment. (pg 9)
- Maintain state funding to localities remediating aging CSO systems (pg 9)
- Include a Virginia Department of Health budget line item for harmful algae bloom testing and identification for non-tidal waterways and a DEQ budget line item to collect water samples for the VDH testing. (pg 11)
- Provide sufficient funding to DEQ to identify and eliminate potential pathways for PFAS contamination, which include wastewater discharges, land-applied sewage sludge biosolids, and landfill leachate, and to manage associated data. (pg 19)
- Increase funding for DEQ, VMRC, and local wetlands boards to enable the agencies to delineate wetlands, provide quality-control reviews of third-party delineations, and effectively implement wetlands permitting programs. (pg 27)
- Fund a study through DEQ and VIMS on the cumulative impacts of existing and proposed permitted and non-permitted surface water withdrawal intakes in the Rappahannock, York, and James River Systems on the mortality of fish larvae and eggs (pg 51)
- Study the impacts of data center development (pg 57, 105)
- Maintain adequate staffing to ensure sufficient enforcement of water quality requirements, mitigation for adverse cumulative impacts to ecosystem services, and consistency with Chesapeake Bay TMDL goals. (pg 59)

VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION & RECREATION
- $80M each year the Stormwater Local Assistance Fund (pg 5)
- $4M each year for the Virginia Conservation Assistance Program (pg 5)
- At least $250M over the biennium for the Virginia Agricultural Cost-Share Program (pg 7)
- Provide sufficient and stable funding for technical assistance by Soil and Water Conservation Districts (pg 7)
- Support additional financial incentives for long-term conservation practices like stream exclusion fencing and riparian buffers that are critical to meeting the requirements of the Watershed Implementation Plan (pg 7)
- No less than $200 million in general funds to the Community Flood Preparedness Fund (CFPF) (pg 25)
- $75M per year to the Land Preservation Tax Credit (pg 33)
- $30M per year for the Virginia Land Conservation Foundation (pg 33, 37)
- Support additional staff and bolster professional resources available from the Office of the Attorney General and Department of General Services (pg 33)
- $57M per year to support essential staffing, programs, and backlog of maintenance issues. (pg 43)
- Establish a $1M, 50-50 matching grant program to encourage localities to invest in capital improvement projects or invasive species management in local parks. (pg 43)
- $15M in state-derived trail funding to match the Federal Recreational Trails Program grant program. (pg 83)
- $600,000 per year in competitive grants to support the development or implementation of school district environmental literacy plans. (pg 125)

CONSERVATION FUNDING
CONSERVATION FUNDING

VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
- Include a Virginia Department of Health budget line item for harmful algae bloom testing and identification for non-tidal waterways and a DEQ budget line item to collect water samples for the VDH testing (pg 11)

VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF HISTORIC RESOURCES
- $5M per year for the Virginia Battlefield Preservation Fund (pg 33, 37)
- $5M per year for the new Virginia BIPOC Historic Preservation Fund (pg 33, 37)

VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
- Incentivize local governments to zone for multi-family housing and eliminate parking minimums within a half mile of all bus rapid transit, light-rail, and Metro routes in Virginia (pg 61)
- $90.1M over the biennium for a statewide housing voucher pilot program (pg 61)

VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY
- Support additional staff and bolster professional resources available from the Office of the Attorney General and Department of General Services (pg 33)
- $500,000 to fund a statewide tree canopy and forest health assessment (pg 47)

VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF RAIL & PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
- Protect and increase existing statewide and regional transit funding including addressing WMATA’s fiscal cliff (pg 73)
- Protect and increase rail funding to support the implementation of the Transforming Rail in Virginia program (pg 75)
- Fund rail station modernization and provide multimodal connections between stations and activity centers. (pg 75)

VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
- $41M per year in recurring, state-derived VDOT funding for the Office of Trails to plan, construct, and maintain trails (pg 83)
- $1M for grant match funds for low-income communities, communities of color, and smaller localities with populations under 25,000 for better connectivity to transportation and recreation (pg 83)
- Allocate 10% of the State’s surplus funds in a given year to road safety infrastructure improvements projects. (pg 79)

VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE RESOURCES
- Support additional staff and bolster professional resources available from the Office of the Attorney General and Department of General Services. (pg 33)

VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCES
- Fund a comprehensive menhaden stock assessment (pg 51)
- Fund a study on the cumulative impacts of existing and proposed permitted and non-permitted surface water withdrawal intakes in the Rappahannock, York, and James River Systems on the mortality of fish larvae and eggs (pg 51)

VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION
- $3M over the biennium for the Virginia Abandoned and Derelict Vessel Prevention and Removal Program (pg 15)

VIRGINIA OUTDOORS FOUNDATION
- $5M per year to extend Virginia Outdoors Foundation’s Get Outdoors program (GO) (pg 33 & 43)

SECRETARIAT OF COMMERCE & TRADE
- $500,000 to develop a scope of work and plan to study the economic impact and financial outcomes for outdoor recreation and related tourism (pg 41)
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ACHIEVING 100% CLEAN ENERGY

CUTTING ENERGY BILLS & AIR POLLUTION WITH ENERGY EFFICIENCY

DEFENDING THE REGIONAL GREENHOUSE GAS INITIATIVE

POWERING PROGRESS THROUGH ROOFTOP SOLAR
3. "Clean or Dirty: Is Hydrogen the Climate-Friendly Energy Solution We Need?"
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**CURBING ELECTRIC UTILITIES’ POLITICAL INFLUENCE**


   *Note that VPAP counts corporate contributions twice: once from the corporation to their Political Action Committee (PAC) and again from the PAC to committees and candidates.*


**ADVANCING ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE**


**SUPPORTING VIRGINIA’S EDUCATION**


VCN NETWORK PARTNERS

BALD EAGLE

CARDINAL

TIGER SWALLOWTAIL BUTTERFLY

Natural Resources Defense Council
Potomac Conservancy
Powered by Facts
Shenandoah National Park Trust
Virginia Aquarium and Marine Science Center
Virginia League of Conservation Voters
Virginia League of Conservation Voters Education Fund
Wetlands Watch

Alliance for the Shenandoah Valley
Appalachian Citizens’ Law Center
Blue Ridge Land Conservancy
CASA
Central Virginia Land Conservancy
Climate Cabinet Education
Community Climate Collaborative
Environment Virginia
Friends of the Rappahannock
Generation 180
James River Garden Club
Lynnhaven River NOW
James River Garden Club
Friends of the Rappahannock
Environment Virginia
Community Climate Collaborative

Americans Battling the Battlefield Trust

VCN NETWORK PARTNERS

Bald Eagle

Clean Virginia

Tiger Swallowtail Butterfly

Allentown-Blue Ridge Alliance
Appalachian Trail Conservancy
Appalachian Voices
Audubon Society of Northern Virginia
Bike Norfolk
BlueGreen Alliance
Blue Ridge PRISM
Capital Region Land Conservancy
Center for Progressive Reform
Chesapeake Climate Action Network
Clean Fairfax Council
Clean Virginia Waterways
Coalition for Smarter Growth
East Coast Greenway Alliance
Edith J. Carrier Arboretum at JMU
Faith Action for Climate Solutions
Friends of the Lower Appomattox River
Friends of the North Fork of the Shenandoah River

Keep Virginia Beautiful
Loudon: Wildlife Conservancy
Nature Forward
New River Land Trust
New Virginia Majority
Northern Virginia Conservation Trust
Oceana
Potomac Riverkeeper Network
Preservation Virginia
Prince William Conservation Alliance
Richmond Audubon Society
Rockfish Valley Foundation
Scenic Virginia
Shenandoah Valley Bicycle Coalition
Sierra Club – Fall of the James Group
Sierra Club – Southern Appalachian Mountain Stewards
SouthWings
Spotscrosw Garden Club
Trust for Public Land
Tuckahoe Garden Club of Loudoun

Albermarle Garden Club
Alliance for the Chesapeake Bay
Ashland Garden Club
Back Bay Restoration Foundation
Bike Walk RVA
Black Family Land Trust
Blue Ridge Garden Club
Boxwood Garden Club
Bus Riders’ Roanoke Advocacy Group
Climate Action Alliance of the Valley
Conservation Park of Virginia, Inc.
Drive Electric RVA
EcoAction Arlington
Elders for Climate Action
Friends of Accotink Creek
Friends of Buckingham
Friends of Dyke Marsh
Friends of the Dahlgren Railroad
Heritage Club
Friends of the James River Park
Friends of the Rivers of Virginia
Garden Club of the Chesapeake
Garden Club of the Middle Peninsula
Garden Club of Norfolk
Garden Club of the Northern Neck
Geese Creek Association
Groundwork RVA
Hands Across the Lake
Henrico Conservation Action

Network
Hunting Creek Garden Club
Leesburg Garden Club
Loudon Climate Project
Mattaponi-Pamunkey Rivers Association
Mill Mountain Garden Club
Nelson County Garden Club
New River Valley Bicycle Association
Northern Virginia Families for Safe Streets
Partnership for Smarter Growth
Rail Solution
Rappahannock League for Environmental Protection
Rappahannock Valley Garden Club
Riverwalk Conservation Association
Rockbridge Conservation
RVA Rapid Transit
RVA YMBB
Shenandoah Green
Sierra Club – Rappahannock Group
Sierra Club – Roanoke Group
Sierra Club – Shenandoah Group
Sierra Club – York River Group
Southside ReLeaf
Sunrise Foundation – Virginia Chapter
The Clinch Coalition
The Wildlife Society – Virginia Chapter
Tree Fredericksburg
Virginia Association for Biological Farming
Virginia Association for Environmental Educators
Virginia Bicycling Federation
Virginia Council of Trout Unlimited
Virginia Green Travel Alliance
Virginia Society of Ornithology
Virginia Transit Association
Virginia Wilderness Committee
Washington Area Bicyclist Association
Williamsburg Garden Club
Winston-Salem Garden Club

YIMBYs of Northern Virginia
York River Stewards

YIMBYs of Northern Virginia
York River Stewards